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2015 CONSENT DECREE ANNUAL REPORT 

 

A.  INTRODUCTION 

On January 2, 2013, certain affiliates of Transocean (“Transocean”) and the U.S. Department of 
Justice (“DOJ”) entered into a settlement relating to the 2010 Macondo incident.  An important part 
of that settlement is a detailed Consent Decree that describes the terms of the civil settlement and 
includes the imposition of specific obligations on Transocean for a period of five years from the 
effective date of the related Performance Plan.   
 
Transocean, along with the DOJ and the other government agencies involved (“United States”) 
understood the importance of having a detailed and substantive Performance Plan that throughout the 
Consent Decree term could be verified by the United States and Consent Decree Independent 
Auditor.  The terms of the Performance Plan primarily relate to Consent Decree Article VI (Measures 
to Improve Performance and Prevent Recurrence, Paragraphs 14-23) and became effective January 2, 
2014.    
 
The Consent Decree, Paragraph 31.a., requires Transocean to prepare and submit an Annual Report 
by April 2 of each year after the effective date of the Performance Plan to describe measures 
Transocean has taken to comply with each of the requirements of Article VI during the previous year.  
In addition, Paragraph 31.a. describes a number of other Annual Report requirements, including that 
the Annual Report must be organized to show the measures taken, the status and whether there were 
any problems encountered with compliance.  The Consent Decree also requires that the status of 
permit applications, operation and maintenance, and reports to federal or state agencies are included.  
These items, if any, are included throughout the Annual Report, but are not identified in a separate 
section.  In addition, certain sections of the Performance Plan reference items, lists or summaries that 
are required to be included in the Annual Report.   
 
Along with Consent Decree Paragraphs 14-23, the Annual Report addresses the remaining 
Paragraphs under Article VI, Paragraphs 24-28, Approval of Deliverables and Paragraph 29, Permits.   
Finally, under Article VIII (Reporting), Paragraph 32 requires Transocean to include in the Annual 
Report a description of any non-compliance and provide an explanation of the likely cause and 
remedial steps taken or to be taken.  
 
Because the Performance Plan and the Annual Report obligations both relate to Article VI, for 
organizational purposes, the 2015 Annual Report structure is based on the Performance Plan. That 
document contains three subsections: “1. Implementation,” which sets forth the specific actions that 
Transocean must undertake; “2. Milestones and Deliverables,” which identifies the timeframes and 
required submissions; and “3. Annual Report,” which identifies the information to be included in the 
Annual Report. 
 
Each of the sections required to be addressed in this Annual Report are set forth below.  For reference 
and understanding, the Performance Plan “Implementation” and “Milestones and Deliverables” 
language is included and is shown in black font.  The 2015 Annual Report related information is 
included in bold blue font. 
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B.  REPORT: MEASURES TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE AND PREVENT REOCCURENCE 

14. GENERAL TERMS 

14.a. COMPLIANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION  

1. Implementation 
a. As provided in this Performance Plan, Transocean shall implement or cause to be 

implemented, including through employees, affiliates, or contractors, the injunctive relief 
requirements imposed in the Consent Decree for all Drilling Operations in Waters of 
United States in accordance with the requirements of the Consent Decree, within the 
deadlines in this Performance Plan. 

b. Transocean shall continue to implement or cause to be implemented the requirements of 
the Consent Decree and this Performance Plan for the duration of the Consent Decree.   

c. Compliance with the requirements of the Consent Decree and this Performance Plan by 
any one or more of the Transocean affiliates shall satisfy the requirements of the Consent 
Decree for all the Transocean affiliates. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 – Q.4 
This Section of the Consent Decree is the general provision that requires 
Transocean and its subsidiaries to fully implement the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan obligations for all “Drilling Operations” in the “Waters of the 
United States.”  Therefore, the measures taken during each quarter are all those 
described in Sections 14.b. through 23. below, in addition to other obligations 
required under other Sections of the Consent Decree and Performance Plan that 
were met during 2015.    
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Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continues to focus on fully implementing the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan obligations.  The company has a team of professionals (the 
“Obligations Team”) focused on the effort and numerous processes in place to 
ensure compliance.  Throughout 2015, the Obligations Team maintained a close 
relationship with the business function responsible for the operations of the rigs 
(“Operations”) through participation in Operations weekly meetings and frequent 
interactions with the Rig Managers and Offshore Installation Managers 
(“OIMs”).  In addition, the Obligations Team continued with its close working 
relationship with the company personnel in other key functions such as Health, 
Safety and Environmental (“HSE”), Training and Subsea Engineering.       
The Obligations Team maintained extensive databases to track the compliance 
efforts and continued to closely monitor Transocean’s other key electronic data 
systems such as the Global Management System (“GMS”) and Rig Management 
System (“RMS”).  Promoting ongoing educational efforts such as the Transocean 
Performance Plan Training module, rolled out in early 2015, and issue specific 
training, were a key part of the Obligations Team’s efforts in 2015.  Importantly, 
the Obligations Team has maintained frequent and transparent contact with the 
Independent Auditor, Process Safety Consultant and United States 
representatives assigned to follow and ensure Transocean compliance, responding 
promptly and respectfully to their requests for information and expectations that 
Transocean must continually prove its compliance with each obligation.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Because this Section is the general provision requiring compliance, completion of 
specific milestones/obligations are described in Sections 14.b. through 23. below.  
Transocean fully met its obligations under this Section except for the minor non-
compliances listed in Appendix 32.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Because this Section is the general provision requiring compliance, specific 
problems encountered in complying with the different obligations, if any, are 
described in Sections 14.b. through 23. below.   

 
14.b. POSTINGS TO THE PUBLIC WEB SITE 

1. Implementation 
a. Subject to Paragraph 14.c.. below, Transocean shall post to the Public Web Site 

(Paragraph 21.b.) all documents submitted to the United States pursuant to this 
Performance Plan. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Subject to Paragraph 14.c. below, all documents submitted to the United States pursuant 

to the Consent Decree and this Performance Plan shall be posted to the Public Web Site 
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at a minimum on an annual basis for each calendar year beginning with calendar year 
2013, by April 2 of the following year. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:    

Q.1 
There were no posting requirements during this quarter.  

 
Q.2   
Pursuant to Paragraph 21.b., 22.a., 31.a. and 31.b., the following information was 
posted on April 2, 2015:  

• Lessons Learned from the Macondo incident remains posted; 

• Summary progress report of compliance with the Consent Decree; 
• Summaries of lost time incidents, hydrocarbon spills and volume (including 

oil spills that reach the Waters of the United States); 
• Report of employee training and competence for the key positions of OIM, 

Senior Toolpusher, Toolpusher and Driller; 
• Consent Decree Annual Report, including Transocean Technology and 

Innovation Group Report for 2014; 
• The Consent Decree Independent Auditor Annual Report;  
• Q.1-Q.4 2014 Quarterly Reports to Transocean’s Board of Directors; and 

All documents submitted to the United States during the prior calendar year, 
either in redacted form or as non-confidential.   

 
Q.3 – Q.4  
There were no posting requirements during these quarters. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The obligation for public web site postings is clearly understood by the 
Obligations Team.  Significant preparation was done to ensure that all documents 
required to be posted were completed and organized prior to posting.    
Transocean’s public web site is located at: “U.S. Consent Decree Compliance” 
(http://www.deepwater.com/macondo-us-consent-decree-compliance).  

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The milestones are the requirements to complete the postings by the date required 
(April 2 of each year Transocean is subject to the Consent Decree).  Transocean 
met that milestone in 2015 and is on schedule to meet the 2016 posting 
requirements.  Transocean fully met its obligations under this Section.    
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Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

14.c. TREATMENT OF INFORMATION ASSERTED TO BE EITHER TRADE SECRETS 
OR CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

1. Implementation 
a. In the event Transocean believes that any submission to the United States pursuant to the 

Consent Decree or the Performance Plan includes information that would be protected 
from public disclosure under Title 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4), i.e., trade secrets or confidential 
commercial information or confidential financial information, Transocean shall provide 
to the United States: 

i. The unredacted submission;  

ii. The unredacted submission with the information Transocean believes is 
protected from public disclosure clearly marked through highlighting or 
underlining;  

iii. A discussion of how release of the marked information would likely result in 
substantial competitive or other business harm; 

iv. A redacted submission that Transocean will post to the Public Web Site; 

v. A discussion of how Transocean used its best efforts to supplement the item to 
be posted with information considered non-confidential in order to preserve as 
much of the informational value of the submission as possible, consistent with 
the confidentiality claims asserted; and  

vi. A certification that the information is confidential and that to the best of the 
certifying individual’s knowledge and belief, the information has not been 
disclosed to the public by Transocean and is non-public because it is not 
available to the public from other sources. 

b. Any requests for public disclosure of information claimed confidential or a trade secret 
under this Paragraph shall be processed as provided in 43 C.F.R. Part 2.  If Transocean’s 
assertion of confidential information under the process provided in 43 C.F.R. Part 2 is 
found invalid after the legal process to which such assertion is entitled, Transocean shall, 
within 10 days, conform any affected Public Web Site submittal to that result. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. If Transocean intends to claim that any information in a submission to the United States 

is confidential, Transocean will submit the required documentation as follows: 

i. No later than the day required by this Performance Plan: 
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(1) Transocean shall submit to the United States the unredacted submission.  
Transocean must indicate whether the submission includes information 
Transocean claims is confidential. 

ii. No later than 30 days after the unredacted submission is submitted to the United 
States, Transocean shall submit to the United States: 

(1) The unredacted submission with the information Transocean believes is 
protected from public disclosure clearly marked through highlighting or 
underlining; and 

iii. A discussion of how release of the marked information would likely result in 
substantial competitive or other business harm. 

iv. At least 30 days before any redacted submission is posted to the Public Web Site, 
Transocean shall submit to the United States: 

(1) The redacted submission that Transocean will post to the Public Web 
Site; 

(2) A discussion of how Transocean used its best efforts to supplement the 
item to be posted with information considered non-confidential in order 
to preserve as much of the informational value of the submission as 
possible, consistent with the confidentiality claims asserted; and  

(3) A certification that the information is confidential and that to the best of 
the certifying individual’s knowledge and belief, the information has not 
been disclosed to the public by Transocean and is non-public because it 
is not available to the public from other sources. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken  

Q.1 
Transocean submitted 118 documents that were or contained information 
Transocean asserted to be either trade secrets or confidential information.  
Transocean submitted an unredacted version of the document and indicated that 
the document included trade secrets or confidential information.  A majority of 
these submitted in Q1 were redacted versions that included best efforts language 
for all documents submitted in the prior year.  For the remaining 16 documents, 
within 30 days of submitting the unredacted document, Transocean submitted a 
marked version that clearly identified, with highlighting, the information that was 
deemed trade secrets or confidential; in some cases the entire document was 
deemed to be trade secrets or confidential.  Along with the marked submission, 
Transocean included a discussion regarding how the release of the information 
would likely result in substantial competitive or other business harm, or why a 
document created by a third-party may be proprietary to that third-party and 
Transocean does not have the right to publicly disclose it.   
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Q.2 
Transocean submitted 10 documents that were or contained information 
Transocean asserted to be either trade secrets or confidential information.  
Transocean submitted an unredacted version of the document and indicated that 
the document included trade secrets or confidential information.  Within 30 days 
of submitting the unredacted document, Transocean submitted a marked version 
that clearly identified, with highlighting, the information that was deemed trade 
secrets or confidential; in some cases the entire document was deemed to be trade 
secrets or confidential.  Along with the marked submission, Transocean included 
a discussion regarding how the release of the information would likely result in 
substantial competitive or other business harm, or why a document created by a 
third-party may be proprietary to that third-party and Transocean does not have 
the right to publicly disclose it.     

 
Q.3 
Transocean submitted 12 documents that were or contained information 
Transocean asserted to be either trade secrets or confidential information.  
Transocean submitted an unredacted version of the document and indicated that 
the document included trade secrets or confidential information.  Within 30 days 
of submitting the unredacted document, Transocean submitted a marked version 
that clearly identified, with highlighting, the information that was deemed trade 
secrets or confidential; in some cases the entire document was deemed to be trade 
secrets or confidential.  Along with the marked submission, Transocean included 
a discussion regarding how the release of the information would likely result in 
substantial competitive or other business harm, or why a document created by a 
third-party may be proprietary to that third-party and Transocean does not have 
the right to publicly disclose it.  However, during this quarter, it was discovered 
that a certain supporting 14.c. discussion documentation for a new rig entering 
the Waters of the United States was not submitted in May 2015.  The omission, 
which was an oversight on the part of an Obligations Team member, was 
promptly corrected and a non-compliance report was submitted to the United 
States.   

 
Q.4 
Transocean submitted 20 documents that were or contained information 
Transocean asserted to be either trade secrets or confidential information.  
Transocean submitted an unredacted version of the document and indicated that 
the document included trade secrets or confidential information.  Within 30 days 
of submitting the unredacted document, Transocean submitted a marked version 
that clearly identified, with highlighting, the information that was deemed trade 
secrets or confidential; in some cases the entire document was deemed to be trade 
secrets or confidential.  Along with the marked submission, Transocean included 
a discussion regarding how the release of the information would likely result in 
substantial competitive or other business harm, or why a document created by a 
third-party may be proprietary to that third-party and Transocean does not have 
the right to publicly disclose it.   
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Status and Summary (if required): 

The Obligations Team spent a significant amount of time facilitating the careful 
review of each document to determine whether the document or any provisions 
within the document were trade secrets or confidential.  The review was 
conducted by the subject matter expert for each document.  Under the direction 
of the Obligations Team, the subject matter experts then used best efforts to draft 
supplemental, non-confidential information to describe and preserve the 
information that was determined to be trade secrets or confidential.  This process 
took many hours to complete.    

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

In 2015, the milestone under this Section was to provide, within 30 days of the 
initial submission of the document, the unredacted document version marked to 
show the trade secret or confidential sections, along with a “reasons why” 
discussion.  Transocean timely met this milestone for each of the 160 documents 
subject to this Section that were submitted to the United States in 2015.  
Transocean fully met its obligations under this Section other than the one late 
submission of discussion documentation in Q.3 as described above.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Other than the one late submission of a discussion document and the significant 
amount of work to have the right person review each section of each redacted 
document submitted, there were no problems encountered in 2015 that kept 
Transocean from fully complying with this obligation.   

 

14.d. TIMEFRAMES 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall implement requirements in Article 6 of the Consent Decree pursuant to 

the timeframes in this Performance Plan. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 – Q.4 
Transocean worked diligently throughout each quarter to comply with the 
timeframes required under the Performance Plan.  The Obligations Team 
ensured that the many Transocean personnel involved fully understood each 
obligation and the related timeframes.  Additionally, obligation-by-obligation, the 
Obligations Team monitored and tracked all dates established by the timeframes.   
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Status and Summary (if required): 

The effort to periodically remind the many Transocean personnel involved of the 
required timetables is ongoing, and the efforts appear to be successful.  The 
Obligations Team continues to monitor and track the timeframe, obligation-by-
obligation and looks for areas or opportunities to remind Transocean personnel of 
the obligations.  In addition, the Obligations Team periodically reviews and audits 
its timing related obligations.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

This Section of the Consent Decree is applicable to each section of this Annual 
Report where timing requirements established in the related provisions of the 
Performance Plan must be met.  The specific obligation timing requirements, if 
any, were agreed to in the “Milestones” section of the Performance Plan.  
Therefore, meeting milestones are addressed in each individual section of this 
Annual Report.  Overall, all obligations under the Consent Decree, except as 
indicated in Appendix 32., were met.  

 
Problems Encountered:  

Because this Section of the Consent Decree is a provision applicable to each 
section of this Annual Report that contains Performance Plan timetables, any 
notable problems encountered are described under the applicable Problems 
Encountered sections below.  

 

14.e. PERFORMANCE PLAN 

1. Implementation 
 

a. Transocean consulted with the United States in preparing this Performance Plan for the 
implementation of the requirements in Paragraphs 14 through 23 of the Consent Decree.  
This Performance Plan includes, among other things, and as necessary and appropriate, 
interim milestones covering each of the following areas: General Terms (Paragraph 14), 
Operational Oversight (Paragraph 15), Oil Spill Training (Paragraph 16), Oil Spill 
Exercises (Paragraph 17), Oil Spill Response Plans (Paragraph 18), Best Practices 
(Paragraph 19), Innovation (Paragraph 20), Transparency (Paragraph 21), Independent 
Consent Decree Compliance Auditor (Paragraph 22), and Process Safety, Including 
Independent Process Safety Consultant (Paragraph 23).  This Performance Plan includes 
a schedule for all reports required under the Consent Decree and also includes due dates 
for any reports required but not already scheduled by the Consent Decree. 

b. Where the Consent Decree or this Performance Plan requires Transocean to provide 
information to the United States, the Performance Plan specifies one or more agencies or 
individuals to which such information shall be provided. 

c. Upon approval of this Performance Plan by the United States, Transocean shall comply 
with this Performance Plan.  
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d. After approval of this Performance Plan, Transocean may request in writing that the 
United States approve modifications of the Performance Plan for good cause.  Upon 
approval of a modification by the United States, the Transocean shall comply with the 
Performance Plan as modified. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. On June 14, 2013, Transocean submitted a proposed Performance Plan for approval by 

the United States.  The United States has reviewed the proposed Performance Plan 
pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Consent Decree.  Subsequently, Transocean submitted 
revised drafts of the proposed Performance Plan and provided additional comments.  The 
United States has met with Transocean and discussed the proposed Performance Plan and 
provided comments and revisions to the proposed Performance Plan.  The date on which 
the United States Department of Justice, by written notice, approves the Performance 
Plan is the date of Approval of the Performance Plan.  

b. All modifications to this Performance Plan shall be submitted to the United States for 
review and approval pursuant to the provisions in Paragraph 24 of the Consent Decree.   

c. Transocean shall make all submissions to the United States to the individuals identified in 
Appendix A to the approved Performance Plan.  Appendix A to the approved 
Performance Plan, updates the Appendix A to the Consent Decree and complies with 
Paragraph 76 of the Consent Decree.  Any recipient shown on Appendix A may, by 
written notice, change its designated notice address as provided above.  Submissions sent 
pursuant to this Performance Plan shall be deemed given the day of transmittal and 
deemed received the day after transmittal. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken: 

Q.1 – Q.4 
At various times during 2015, the Obligations Team met with functional groups 
for which a report had been run to verify compliance and to clarify and 
communicate the responsibility of each group under the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan.  In addition, the Obligations Team ensured that the 
appropriate United States representatives listed to receive copies of information 
submitted under the Performance Plan timely received such information.  During 
Q.1, Q.2 and early Q.3, the Obligations Team and United States representatives 
discussed various non-material modifications to the Performance Plan to clarify 
issues relating to the Houston Training Center referenced in Paragraph 15.d.4 
and the Competency Assessment Program requirements referenced in Paragraph 
15.d.6.  The Houston Training Center proposed changes clarified that the 
Houston Training Center could be managed by a third-party but Transocean 
remained fully responsible to ensure that the relevant Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan obligations were met.  The Competency Assessment Program 
clarification request involved making sure there was an understanding regarding 
when certain offshore assessments may have to take place based on the operating 
status of the rig.  Final language was agreed to between the parties and the 
modified Performance Plan, dated June 19, 2015, was submitted to the court. 
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Status and Summary (if required): 

The Obligations Team continued to focus on ensuring compliance with all aspects 
of the Performance Plan and has put in place an excellent process to ensure the 
appropriate United States representatives receive copies of all submissions, 
including hard copies where required.  This process is working well and will 
continue to be closely followed and monitored.  In addition, the discussions and 
follow-up between the Obligations Team and United States representatives 
regarding modifying the Performance Plan went well.  Appropriate language was 
agreed to, the necessary documents drafted and submitted to the court, and the 
court approved the modified Performance Plan on July 17, 2015.  Related to these 
changes, a Second Amendment to the Consent Decree was drafted and entered by 
the Court on August 11, 2015. 

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The milestones relevant in 2015 under this Section relate to the requirement to 
submit all modifications to the Performance Plan to the United States for review 
and approval and to copy the appropriate individual representatives.  Those 
milestones and all obligations under this Section were fully met.   

 
Problems Encountered: 

Any notable problems encountered in complying with the Performance Plan are 
described under the applicable Problems Encountered sections of this Report. 

 
15. OPERATIONAL OVERSIGHT 

15.a.1 DRILLING OPERATIONS - AUDIT 

1. Implementation 
i. Transocean shall not conduct any Drilling Operations unless Transocean 

designs, implements, and maintains an Audit-Review-and-Closeout Process 
overseen by Transocean’s onshore management that: 

ii. Ensures the follow up and closeout of rig-specific audits; and 

iii. Ensures that all material deficiencies related to a rig’s Major Accidents and 
Hazard Risk Assessment (“MAHRA”) identified in an audit are corrected within 
sixty (60) days of identification, unless Transocean’s supervising auditor(1) or 
manager agrees in writing to a longer time period. 

(1)The auditor referred to in this Section is a Transocean manager, not the Independent Consent 
Decree Auditor. 
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2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall:  1) design 

and implement the Audit-Review-and-Closeout Process; 2) submit to the United States 
the Audit-Review-and-Closeout Process, and an explanation of how the Audit-Review-
and-Closeout Process meets the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the 
Performance Plan; and 3) submit to the United States the MAHRA for each rig operating 
in the Waters of the United States.    

b. Within ten (10) days of completion of an audit, Transocean shall submit notice to the 
United States in writing of any material deficiencies identified.  The notification shall 
include a description of the material deficiency and the corrective action planned or 
undertaken.   

c. Within ten (10) days of the Transocean supervisory auditor(1) or manager granting an 
extension for the correction of a material deficiency beyond the sixty (60) day correction 
requirement, Transocean shall submit written notice to the United States of the length of 
extension and the reasons for the extension.  

d. Transocean shall submit to the United States its records documenting completion of 
corrective actions for material deficiencies on a quarterly basis, within ten (10) days of 
the last day of March, June, September, and December of each calendar year.   

e. Within thirty (30) days of any revision to the Audit-and-Review-Closeout Process or the 
MAHRAs, Transocean shall submit to the United States: 1) the revised Audit-and-
Review-Closeout Process and/or revised MAHRAs; and 2) an explanation of how the 
revisions meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and this Performance 
Plan. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team submitted to the United States the implemented Audit-
Review and Closeout Process and included an explanation of how the process 
met the requirements of the Consent Decree and Performance Plan.  In 2015, 
Transocean submitted to the United States, the Major Accidents and Hazard 
Risk Assessment (“MAHRA”) document created for each rig operating in the 
Waters of the United States.  
 
Regarding Audits, five rig specific audits were conducted by Transocean’s 
Corporate HSE Audit and Compliance group on three rigs operating in the 
Waters of the United States.  Two of these were MSA audits and three were 
ISPS audits (Note: ISPS, MSA and ISM audits are defined in Appendix 15.a.1-
Audit).  No major non-conformances/material deficiencies were found and 
therefore no follow-up on material deficiencies was required. 
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Q.2  
Four rig specific audits were conducted by Transocean’s Corporate HSE Audit 
and Compliance group on two rigs operating in the Waters of the United 
States.  These included two ISM audits and two ISPS audits.  No major non-
conformances/material deficiencies were found and therefore no follow-up on 
material deficiencies was required. 
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted one document during Q.2. 
 
Q.3   
Two rig specific audits were conducted by Transocean’s Corporate HSE Audit 
and Compliance group on one rig operating in the Waters of the United States.  
These included one MSA audit and one ISPS audit. 
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted two documents during Q.3. 

 
Q.4 
Ten rig specific audits were conducted by Transocean’s Corporate HSE Audit 
and Compliance group on two rigs operating in the Waters of the United States.   
These included five MSA audits and five ISPS audits for five rigs. No major non-
conformances/material deficiencies were found in these audits and therefore no 
follow-up on material deficiencies was required. 
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted one document during Q.4. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continues to maintain its thorough Audit-Review and Closeout 
Process.  A detailed electronic and in-person process is in place, which is 
periodically improved to ensure the follow-up and close-out of rig specific 
observations identified in audits.  In addition, Transocean policy requires that any 
material deficiency must be corrected within 60 days of identification unless a 
supervising auditor (as defined in the Performance Plan) approves an extension in 
writing.  It is unlikely that such approval would ever be given.   
 
This Section requires that the Annual Report include: 1) a list of each audit 
performed during the prior calendar year; 2) a list of the material deficiencies 
identified, the date on which they were corrected, and the corrective action taken; 
and 3) a list of the extensions granted by the supervisory auditor or 
manager.  Appendix 15.a.1-Audit meets this requirement.  In summary, during 
2015, a total of 21 audits were conducted by Transocean’s Corporate HSE Audit 
and Compliance group on rigs operating in the Waters of the United States.  Of 
these 21 audits, eight were MSAs.  No major non-conformances/material 
deficiencies were found in these audits and therefore no follow-up on material 
deficiencies was required. 
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones relevant in 2015 under this Section were all met, 
including the Audit-Review and Closeout Process and MAHRA documents 
submitted for new rigs to the United States and within 30 days of revision.  
Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

15.a.1  DRILLING OPERATIONS - SEMS 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall not conduct any Drilling Operations unless Transocean develops a 

Management System which complies with Operators’ Safety and Environmental 
Management System (“SEMS”) for all Transocean’s owned or operated rigs, vessels, and 
facilities operating in the Waters of the United States. 

b. Transocean shall certify that a Management System is in place that complies with SEMS.   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 

the United States its current Management System, and a certification of its compliance 
with SEMS (30 C.F.R. Part 250 Subpart S, as amended), with the exception of gaps 
identified, if any.   

b. By March 1, 2015, Transocean shall submit to the United States Transocean’s 
Management System and a certification of its compliance with SEMS (30 C.F.R. Part 250 
Subpart S, as amended).   

c. Within thirty (30) days of any revision to the Management System, Transocean shall 
submit to the United States: 1) the revised Management System; and 2) an explanation of 
how the revisions meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the 
Performance Plan.  
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3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:    

Q.1   
Transocean had numerous discussions with the Independent Auditor relating 
to SEMS compliance and began a focused effort with an important Customer 
to ensure coordination and mutual understanding of full compliance with 
SEMS.  Several meetings were held with the Customer and a broad based team 
from Transocean and the Customer has since been meeting twice a month to 
analyze and discuss various SEMS compliance related issues.  This type of 
focused interaction has been positive to both companies and our SEMS 
compliance efforts. 

 
Q.2 
Transocean continued the focused effort with an important Customer to ensure 
coordination and mutual understanding of what was required to be in full 
compliance with SEMS.  Regular meetings with the broad based team from 
Transocean and the Customer continued to analyze and discuss various SEMS 
compliance related issues.  This focused interaction was positive to both 
companies and our SEMS compliance efforts. 

 
Q.3 
The Obligations Team, including the Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”), led a 
significant effort by an important Customer to conduct a detailed SEMS audit of 
Transocean and one of our rigs, the (Development Driller lll (DD3)).  The audit 
was conducted by the Customer’s United States appointed independent auditor.  
This audit was very important to the Customer as there were previous findings 
of SEMS non-compliance during audits of two other offshore drillers that had 
been contracted by the Customer in the past two years.  
 
The Obligations Team, Transocean’s subject matter experts and the rig spent a 
significant amount of time preparing for and then participating in the audit.  
The audit involved kick-off meetings at the Customer’s office, a week long 
meeting at Transocean’s Park 10 offices (where all relevant processes and 
systems were reviewed and key personnel interviewed), and four of the 
Customer’s independent auditors (and two BSEE representatives) spending a 
week on the DD3 rig. 

 
Overall, the audit went extremely well and both the Auditors and the Customer 
representatives made many positive comments about Transocean’s processes 
and people.  Importantly, there was not a finding of “non-compliance.”  As is 
common in any audit, there were a few observations noted and Transocean is 
currently working with the Customer to develop a plan to address those 
observations. 

 
In addition, a separate, but less involved SEMS based audit, was conducted by 
another Customer on the Polar Pioneer rig.  Transocean was deemed to be in full 
compliance with SEMS. 
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Q.4 
As a follow up to the Customer SEMS audit described in Q.3 above, the 
Obligations Team and various others from Transocean met with the Customer to 
review the findings and discuss an appropriate action plan.  This plan was 
finalized and submitted by the Customer to BSEE in November 2015.  The actions 
contained in the plan are scheduled to be implemented at varying times during 
2016.  The Obligations Team will continue to work with the Transocean subject 
matter experts along with the Customer to ensure these timelines for 
implementation are successfully met. 

Status and Summary (if required): 

Having in place a SEMS compliant Management System remains an absolute 
priority for Transocean.  In addition, Transocean continues to work with its 
Customers (the “Operators”) and the United States on ensuring SEMS 
compliance and will continue to do so.   
 
This Section requires that the Annual Report include documentation showing that 
during the prior calendar year, Transocean’s Management System complied with 
SEMS.  Appendix 15.a.1-SEMS is a copy of the Senior Vice President and General 
Counsel’s certification of SEMS compliance throughout 2015.  The certification is 
based on the ongoing review of the Management System and its implementation 
as well as closely working with the Independent Auditor who diligently reviewed 
and audited Transocean’s SEMS-based Management System.  

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones relevant in 2015 under this Section were all met, 
including Management System related documents and an Officer’s Certificate 
regarding SEMS compliance.  Transocean fully met its obligations under this 
Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 
 

15.a.2  DRILLING OPERATIONS – STOP-WORK AUTHORITY 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall not conduct any Drilling Operations unless Transocean establishes a 
Stop-Work Authority procedure that: 

i. Is consistent with International Safety Management (“ISM”) code, SEMS, and 
federal regulatory requirements; and 

ii. Grants all personnel and contractors the responsibility and authority, without fear 
of reprisal, to stop work on Transocean’s rigs, vessels, or facilities, or decline to 
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perform an assigned task when such person perceives any significant risk or danger 
exists (including but not limited to: loss of well control, spill, blowout, and/or loss 
of life).   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall develop 
and submit to the United States a “Time Out for Safety” procedure consistent with ISM 
code, SEMS, and federal regulatory requirements. 

b. By April 2, 2014, Transocean shall submit to the United States its Stop-Work Authority 
procedure including pilot testing.    

c. Transocean shall submit to the United States updates regarding developing and testing its 
Stop-Work Authority procedure on a quarterly basis, within ten (10) days of the last day 
of December 2013, and March 2014.   

d. Transocean shall implement the Stop-Work Authority procedure by June 1, 2014.  Within 
ten (10) days of implementation, Transocean shall submit to the United States 1) the new 
Stop-Work Authority procedure and; 2) an explanation of how it differs from 
Transocean’s prior procedure and how it meets the specific requirements of the Consent 
Decree and the Performance Plan.   

e. Within thirty (30) days of any further revision to the Stop-Work Authority procedure, 
Transocean shall submit to the United States 1) the revised Stop-Work Authority 
procedure; and 2) an explanation of how the revisions meet the specific requirements of 
the Consent Decree and the Performance Plan.  

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
To comply with the Annual Report requirements, the Obligations Team reviewed 
information in various company records to confirm the number, type and severity 
of each, along with a summary of actions taken.  In addition, during participation 
in routine Operations meetings, the Obligations Team reminded personnel of the 
importance of identifying and reporting these events.  This issue continues to be 
discussed with the Independent Auditor and the United States during Monthly 
Update calls. 

 
Q.2 
During participation in routine Operations meetings, the Obligations Team 
continues to remind personnel of the importance of identifying and reporting 
Stop-Work Events.  As part of continuing discussions regarding the ultimate work 
authority aspect of the regulation, and as part of our continuous improvement 
process, the policy is being revised to offer clarification on ultimate work 
authority.  How to manage this new requirement under SEMS has been an item of 
discussion with the United States since the first draft was submitted with 
Transocean seeking guidance on interpretation and appropriate procedures.  
During Q.2, three Stop-Work Events were reported. 
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Q.3 
In Q.3, as part of continuing discussions regarding the ultimate work authority 
aspect of the regulation and as part of our continuous improvement process, 
the policy was revised to offer clarification on ultimate work authority.  These 
changes were important and it was decided that there would be a significant 
communications effort for the U.S. fleet.  For example, the Obligations Team 
held a series of calls with rigs working in the Waters of the United States to 
ensure the revisions were understood and in place.  It should be noted that, as 
expected, instances of Stop-Work Events have increased since the policy 
revision.  Since July 20, 2015, 18 such events have been reported to the 
Obligations Team. 
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted one document during Q.3. 

 
Q.4 
During participation in routine Operations meetings, the Obligations Team 
continued to remind personnel of the importance of identifying and reporting 
Stop-Work Events.  In Q.4, 17 such events were reported to the Obligations 
Team and appropriately tracked to ensure 2015 compliance for annual 
reporting purposes. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

For a number of years, Transocean has had in place a successful policy for safely 
stopping work called Time Out for Safety (“TOFS”).  The policy ensures all 
personnel understand they have the obligation to stop the job when a real or 
perceived unsafe condition or unsafe act is observed, without fear of reprisal.  The 
policy is used globally on all Transocean rigs.  The revisions to the policy 
document made in Q.3 as described above were successful in clarifying the intent 
of the policy and providing specific examples for the U.S. fleet.  This is evidenced 
by the increase in reporting noted after the revision went into effect.  Since the 
revised policy has been in effect, 35 Stop-Work Events on 11 rigs working in the 
Waters of the United States have been recorded.  All Stop-Work Events for 2015 
are fully described in Appendix 15.a.2 along with the trending analysis 
required.  All issues were successfully reviewed and remediated with the 
involvement and approval of the Ultimate Work Authority.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The milestones required in 2015 were all met.  An internal team collaborated to 
develop the appropriate drafts and test the process, then communicate the 
requirements to employees.  All documents were timely submitted to the United 
States.  Transocean fully complied with the obligations under this Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean did not encounter problems that impacted compliance with this 
obligation.  However, Transocean will continue communicating with Operators 
and the agencies to ensure complete compliance. 
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15.b.  BLOW OUT PREVENTER (“BOP”) CERTIFICATION   

1. Implementation 
i. Transocean shall not conduct any Drilling Operations unless Transocean provides 

to the United States prior to the time of the initial deployment of the BOP on a well 
operation, written certification that: 

ii. Scheduled preventive maintenance provided by API Standard 53 for the BOP to be 
utilized has been performed;  

iii. All repairs done to the BOP utilized only Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(“OEM”) parts, unless the OEM cannot supply the necessary part, and were 
completed by Competent Personnel as defined in the Consent Decree.  Work 
completed by a person in Transocean’s training program satisfies this requirement 
as long as the trainee’s work is suited to his or her expertise and level of progress in 
the training program, and the trainee is directly supervised at all times by a 
Competent Person;  

iv. All batteries used in the BOP emergency control systems (including, e.g., deadman, 
autoshear) have been maintained according to the OEM recommendations; and 

v. The blind shear rams were surface tested in accordance with OEM specifications 
and regulatory requirements.     

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Transocean shall submit to the United States a certification signed by the Rig Manager 

prior to the initial deployment of a BOP on a well operation certifying that all of the 
requirements of Paragraph 15.b. of the Consent Decree are met.   

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team continued to follow the standard process and form to 
ensure compliance with this important obligation.  Six Certification forms were 
fully executed and timely completed by the appropriate Rig Manager and 
submitted to the United States. 

 
Q.2 
The Obligations Team continued to follow the standard process and form to 
ensure compliance with this important obligation.  Seven Certification forms were 
fully executed and timely completed by the appropriate Rig Manager and 
submitted to the United States. 
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Q.3 
The Obligations Team continued to follow the standard process and form to 
ensure compliance with this important obligation.  Eighteen BOP Certifications 
were fully executed and timely completed by the appropriate Rig Manager and 
submitted to the United States.  It should be noted that five of these certifications 
related to the Polar Pioneer.  Due to the sensitive nature of the campaign in the 
Artic, a new certification was submitted each time the rig expected to deploy the 
BOP as required.  Unfortunately, harsh weather delayed the deployment of the 
BOP several times and a new certification had to be completed each time the 
deployment was postponed.  This is not the typical approach, but due to the high 
profile of this campaign, the Obligations Team took the additional step of 
submitting a certification each time the deployment was anticipated. 

 
Q.4 
The Obligations Team continued to follow the standard process and form to 
ensure compliance with this important obligation.  Seven BOP Certifications were 
fully executed and completed by the appropriate Rig Manager and timely 
submitted to the United States. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continues its focus to comply with this important obligation.  The 
maintenance of the BOP and tracking of that maintenance continues without 
error.  In addition, the Obligations Team is carefully tracking the details 
regarding the BOP certifications.  (See Appendix 15.b., which includes a copy of 
each 2015 BOP Certification submitted.)   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones were met under this Section during 2015.  With the 
exception of the one timing-related non-compliance, all submissions were timely 
made and all requirements under Section 15.b. were met.  But for the one timing-
related non-compliance (listed in Appendix 32.), Transocean fully complied with 
this Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Other than the one timing-related non-compliance caused by a technical problem 
in transmitting the certification, no problems were encountered that impacted 
Transocean’s obligations under this Section.   

 
15.c.      BOP REPORTS 

15.c.1  BOP AND PIPE SHEARING REPORT 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall review commercially available, state-of-the-art BOP and pipe shearing 

technology, and prepare a report describing Transocean’s use or rationale not to use such 
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technology, including the technical feasibility and applicability to well control as well as 
the economic feasibility of the technology (cost-benefit analysis) (“BOP and Pipe 
Shearing Report”).   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team finalized review of the spreadsheet data provided by the 
Transocean Technology Innovation Group (“TIG”) in Q.1 to prepare the BOP 
Pipe Shearing and Technology Report to be included in the 2014 Annual Report.  
The Obligations Team communicated with TIG personnel regarding the 2015 
obligation to conduct a similar review.   

 
Q.2 
The Obligations Team communicated with TIG personnel to confirm ongoing 
compliance with this obligation.  In addition, key members of TIG spent a 
significant time at the Offshore Technology Conference (“OTC”) in Houston 
evaluating technology. 

 
Q.3 – Q.4 
The Obligations Team communicated with TIG personnel to confirm ongoing 
compliance with this obligation.   

Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continues to closely follow new BOP-related technology and 
developments.  Transocean has continued to consider technologies identified and 
will use the spreadsheet developed for future consideration and updating.  
Appendix 15.c.1 (the “BOP and Pipe Shearing Report”) includes the spreadsheet 
and additional detail supporting compliance with this Section. 

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The milestones required Transocean to include the attached BOP and Pipe 
Shearing Report.  Transocean fully complied with this Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 
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15.c.2  BOP PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE GAP ANALYSIS REPORT 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall prepare a report including a gap analysis of preventative maintenance 

required in the company’s maintenance program for subsea BOPs as compared to OEM 
required maintenance, and, where OEM maintenance recommendations differ from those 
applied, provide an explanation of the differences (“BOP Preventative Maintenance Gap 
Analysis Report”). 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   

Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team finalized review of the spreadsheet data provided by the 
Corporate Maintenance Group to prepare the BOP Preventative Maintenance 
Gap Analysis Report.  The Corporate Maintenance Group did a significant 
amount of work in preparing the detailed review.  The Obligations Team helped 
organize the information for reporting purposes. 

 
Q.2 – Q.4 
No activity was required under the obligation.  The Obligations Team periodically 
corresponded with maintenance personnel to ensure continued compliance with 
this obligation.   

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

This analysis of Transocean maintenance requirements in comparison to Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (“OEM’s”) recommendations is an ongoing effort.  
Transocean maintenance requirements are mostly greater than the OEM’s.  The 
Corporate Maintenance group will continue to maintain and update detailed 
spreadsheets, gathering information for OEM required or recommended 
maintenance of subsea BOPs, used by Transocean.  Appendix 15.c.2 is the current 
version BOP Preventative Maintenance Gap Analysis Report redacted to 
eliminate confidential references.    

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones under this Section for 2015 were all met.  An appropriate 
analysis was performed during 2015.  Transocean fully complied with its 
obligations under this Section.   
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Problems Encountered:  

While Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under 
this Section, it should be noted that various relevant components from the 
different OEMs did not specify “required maintenance.”  In some instances, 
maintenance was “recommended,” and in other instances, there were no 
maintenance references made.  However, the gap analysis addressed many of 
those items as well.   

15.d.1 & 15.d.2 WELL CONTROL COMPETENCY ASSESSMENTS 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall develop, implement, and maintain documentation for a Well Control 

Competency Assessment plan for all Transocean personnel (including: Offshore 
Installation Manager (“OIM”), Senior Toolpusher, Toolpusher, and Driller) responsible 
for conducting or oversight of Drilling Operations on Transocean’s owned, operated, or 
contracted rigs (collectively “Well Control Personnel”) that: 

i. Includes well control competency requirements for Well Control Personnel that 
exceed the competency requirements set forth in 30 C.F.R. §§ 250.1500-1510 
(Subpart O);  

ii. Identifies skill sets and other competencies needed to recognize, evaluate, and 
respond to Well Control events;  

iii. Provides for the training and assessment of skills and competencies necessary for 
those events; and  

iv. Provides appropriate corrective actions for personnel who do not demonstrate the 
identified skills or competencies, including but not limited to, ensuring that any such 
personnel who have not demonstrated such skills and competencies shall work 
under direct supervision of a Competent Person until such skills and competency 
have been demonstrated. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 

the United States 1) its Well Control Competency Assessment plan; 2)  an explanation of 
how the plan meets the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the Performance 
Plan; and 3) a list of the Well Control Personnel currently working in the Waters of 
United States.     

b. Transocean shall submit to the United States a new Annual List of Well Control 
Personnel by April 2 of each subsequent year. 

c. Within thirty (30) days of any revision to the Well Control Competency Assessment plan, 
Transocean shall submit to the United States 1) the revised Well Control Competency 
Assessment plan; and 2) an explanation of how the revisions meet the specific 
requirements of the Consent Decree and the Performance Plan.  
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3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 – Q.2 
International Association of Drilling Contractors (“IADC”) WellCAP Training 
continued in the Houston Training Center, which is currently being managed 
by Maersk Training, an organization solely focused on the business of training.  
Former Transocean trainers and training programs became part of Maersk 
Training, and it is expected that the high quality training and assessment 
conducted at the Houston Training Center will only increase.  Maersk received 
confirmation of their IADC WellCAP accreditation.  In addition, the 
Obligations Team continued to closely monitor the status of the well control 
competency assessments being performed.  Transocean remains fully 
responsible for all Consent Decree and Performance Plan related obligations 
and Maersk Training has contractually agreed to comply with the applicable 
obligations.  One obligation is that the Training Center must maintain its 
IADC WellCAP accreditation at all times. 

 
Q.3 
IADC WellCAP Training continued in the Houston Training Center.  It should 
be noted that this training continued to be offered, without interruption, during 
the Maersk transition to their new offices located near Houston Intercontinental 
Airport.  

 
The new Maersk Training Center is more than double the size of the Park 10 
facility and has 16 classrooms, six group rooms and two conference rooms. In 
addition to the training equipment Maersk acquired from Transocean, a further 
six simulators were added and the facility is located within five minutes of 
Houston Intercontinental Airport.  

 
Throughout Q.3, the Obligations Team continued to closely monitor the status of 
the well control competency assessments being performed.  Transocean remains 
fully responsible for all Consent Decree and Performance Plan related obligations. 

 
Q.4 
During Q.4, IADC WellCAP Training continued in the Houston Training Center 
and the Obligations Team continued to closely monitor the status of the well 
control competency assessments being performed. Transocean remains fully 
responsible for all Consent Decree and Performance Plan related obligations. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continued to maintain its Well Control Competency Assessment Plan.   
The Obligations Team confirmed the status of compliance for all employees 
identified in Well Control/Designated Employee list.  A report summarizing 
training assessments of Well Control Personnel during 2015 was created.  See 
Appendix 15.d.1&2.   
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones relevant to this Section were all met.  Transocean fully 
complied with this Section.  

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 
15.d.3 TRAINING 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall require all offshore management who conduct or oversee Drilling 

Operations, specifically the OIM, Senior Toolpusher, Toolpusher and Driller 
(collectively, “Designated Employees”) to complete at least forty (40) hours of training 
each calendar year related to: 

i. Outer Continental Shelf (“OCS”) well control operations; 

ii. Principles of process safety; or 

iii. Risk Management. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 

the United States 1) its North America Division (“NAM”) Training Matrix; 2) an 
explanation of how the NAM Training Matrix meets the specific requirements of the 
Consent Decree and the Performance Plan, and 3) a list of the Designated Employees 
currently working in the Waters of the United States.   

b. Transocean shall submit a new Annual List of Designated Employees by April 2 of each 
subsequent year. 

c. Within thirty (30) days of any substantive revision to the NAM Training Matrix, 
Transocean shall submit to the United States 1) the revised NAM Training Matrix; and 2) 
an explanation of how the revisions meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree 
and the Performance Plan.  

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
Employees in the designated roles continued participation in the required 
training, which is recorded in the Transocean electronic tracking system.  The 
training requirements were reset for 2015 and employees were made aware of 
their 2015 requirements.  
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Q.2 
Employees in the designated roles continued participation in the required training, 
which is being recorded in the Transocean electronic tracking system.  The 
required Designated Employees list was prepared and timely submitted to the 
United States. 

 
Q.3 – Q.4 
Employees in the designated roles continued participation in the required 
training, which is being recorded in the Transocean electronic tracking system.  
The Obligations Team conducted periodic compliance reviews.   

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The Obligations Team, working closely with Operations management, spent a 
significant amount of time to ensure each individual on the Designated Employee 
list submitted to the United States and still working in the Waters of the United 
States at the end of the year had completed their 40 hours of training.  Appendix 
15.d.3 is a summary of information required under this Section. 

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones relevant to this Section in 2015 were all met.  Transocean 
fully met its obligations under this Section.    

 
Problems Encountered:  

Other than devoting significant effort to follow-up with each individual employee, 
Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section.    

 

15.d.4 TRAINING CENTER 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall implement and maintain International Association of Drilling 

Contractor’s (“IADC”) certification for Transocean’s well control training at 
Transocean’s Houston Training Center. 

i. Transocean shall make its Houston Training Center available to the United States 
upon written request for the United States representatives to visit to ensure/increase 
transparency; and 

ii. Transocean shall make available three (3) places in designated training sessions at 
its Houston Training Center each year for the duration of the Consent Decree for 
representatives of the United States to attend training sessions to obtain an 
understanding of Transocean’s training curriculum. 
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2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 

the United States its current IADC certification form for Transocean’s Houston Training 
Center. 

b. On a quarterly basis, within ten (10) days after the last day of March, June, September, 
and December of each calendar year, Transocean shall submit to the United States its 
schedule of training classes at the Houston Training Center and invite the United States to 
participate.   

c. The United States may send its written request to visit the Houston Training Center or to 
participate in training sessions at the Houston Training Center to the Transocean parties 
identified for notice in Appendix A to the Performance Plan. 

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
Transocean’s Houston Training Center was transferred to Maersk Training.  
Maersk received confirmation of IADC accreditation for well control training at 
the Houston location and WellCAP training continued during Q.1.  Transocean 
was able to comply with the Annual Reporting requirement to maintain an 
IADC accredited well control training program through 2015.  Additionally, 
in March 2015, the CCO met with DOJ counsel regarding proposed 
amendments to Consent Decree and Performance Plan language to address 
the broader Houston Training Center language.  As required under the 
Performance Plan, Transocean provided the Q.1 schedule of training classes 
to the United States representatives, along with an invitation to attend. No 
requests to attend were received in Q.1. The Independent Auditor did 
participate in training during Q.1. 

 
Q.2 
As required under the Performance Plan, Transocean provided the Q.2 schedule 
of training classes to the United States, representatives along with an invitation to 
attend.  No requests to attend were received in Q.2.  The Process Safety 
Consultant, however, participated in Well Control training during Q.2. 
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Q.3 
Revised drafts of the Consent Decree and Performance Plan were received from 
the DOJ, which detailed the proposed amendments regarding CAP Assessment 
requirements and the transfer of the training center to Maersk.  The amendments 
were finalized, submitted to the Federal Court and are now in effect.  Maersk 
continued to maintain IADC certification for Well Control training at their new 
facility.  As required under the Performance Plan, Transocean provided the Q.3 
schedule of training classes to the United States representatives, along with an 
invitation to attend.  However, because of an administrative error, the schedule of 
classes and invitation was submitted one business day late.  A non-compliance was 
submitted as required under the Consent Decree.  No requests to attend were 
received in Q.3. 
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted two documents during Q.3.  (Note:  the 
required Q.4 document was submitted early at the end of Q.3.) 

 
Q.4 
During Q.4, Maersk continued to maintain IADC certification for Well Control 
training at their new facility.  As required under the Performance Plan, 
Transocean provided the Q.4 schedule of training classes to the United States 
representatives, along with an invitation to attend.  No requests to attend were 
received in Q.4. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Even though Transocean’s Houston Training Center had been transferred to a 
third-party training provider, Transocean continues to ensure that the IADC 
certification is maintained at the Houston Training Center and that classes are 
available for participation by United States representatives.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones were all met except for the one quarterly schedule of 
classes and invitation to attend being submitted to the United States one business 
day late.  Appendix 15.d.4 contains the IADC Certifications for year 2015.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Other than the submission of a single quarterly schedule of classes and invitation 
to attend to the United States one business day late, Transocean encountered no 
problems that impacted its obligations under this Section. 

 

15.d.5 COMPETENCE ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall implement and maintain a Competence Assessment Management 

System (“CAMS”) to develop standards of competence required across Transocean’s 
United States fleet for Drillers, Senior Subsea Supervisors, Subsea Supervisors, and 
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Dynamic Positioning Officers (collectively, “CAMS Employees”) and to ensure that 
those job positions are receiving the correct training for their positions.  The CAMS 
process shall: 

i. Obtain third-party certification of its CAMS process from the Offshore Petroleum 
Industry Training Organization (“OPITO”); 

ii. Assess risks associated with CAMS Employees; and 

iii. Audit training and employee competency records to assure that CAMS Employees 
are adequately receiving the correct training for their positions. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall: submit to 

the United States 1) its CAMS and the third-party certification of Transocean’s CAMS 
process from OPITO; 2) its risk assessments for CAMS Employees; 3) an explanation of 
how Transocean’s CAMS process meets the specific requirements of the Consent Decree 
and the Performance Plan; and 4) a list of the CAMS Employees currently working in the 
Waters of the United States.   

b. Transocean shall submit to the United States a new annual list of CAMS Employees by 
April 2 of each subsequent year. 

c. Within thirty (30) days of any revision to CAMS or the risk assessments for CAMS 
Employees, Transocean shall submit to the United States 1) the revised Competence 
Assurance Manual or the risk assessments for CAMS Employees; and 2) an explanation 
of how the revisions meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the 
Performance Plan.  

3. 2015 Annual Report   
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Competency Assurance Management System (“CAMS”) manual was 
revised to: 1) reflect changes required by Offshore Petroleum Industry 
Training Organization (“OPITO”), 2) provide an updated format, and 3) 
incorporate changes resulting from the previous year’s self-assessments. The 
relevant new language provided an updated risk assessment and important 
changes were made to apply reassessment requirements consistently across all 
programs.  The revised Manual was submitted to the United States and the 
changes were discussed at length with United States representatives during the 
Q.1 Monthly Update call. 
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted three documents during Q.1. 
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Q.2 
The Obligations Team continued routine monitoring of compliance with this 
obligation and identified areas to seek clarification with the United States.  In 
particular, BSEE made an inquiry regarding status of training of key employees 
on the Polar Pioneer.  This led to discussions, which ultimately resulted in 
amended language for the Consent Decree and Performance Plan as well as an 
Officer’s Certification from the CCO regarding full compliance with training 
requirements for all key personnel involved in drilling operations in the Arctic.  
Where necessary, staffing changes were made to the onboard personnel of the 
Polar Pioneer. 

 
Q.3 
The Obligations Team continued routine monitoring of compliance with this 
obligation and identified a few areas for which it will seek clarification with the 
United States.  Also in Q.3, the Obligations Team received confirmation that all 
assistant drillers onboard the Polar Pioneer were successfully assessed during the 
drilling campaign as Transocean had agreed with BSEE. 

 
Q.4 
The Obligations Team continued routine monitoring of compliance with this 
obligation. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continues to maintain a CAMS for the designated employees.  In 
addition, Transocean will continue to assess risks associated with such employees 
and audit relevant training and competency records.  Appendix 15.d.5&6 is a 
summary regarding CAMS designated employees, including number of personnel, 
associated risks, and confirmation of appropriate training.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met all milestones under this Section and fully complied with the 
obligations under this Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

15.d.6  COMPETENCE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall use a Competence Assessment Program (“CAP”) to assess the 
capability of Drillers, Senior Subsea Supervisors, Subsea Supervisors, and Dynamic 
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Positioning Officers (collectively, “CAP Employees”) to operate at the CAMS 
established levels of competence.  The CAP shall: 

i. Establish a single standard of competency in each job;  

ii. Be reviewed semi-annually to identify any potential gaps in on-the-job training 
and/or classroom training programs; and 

iii. Be updated, changed, or supplemented at least once each calendar year. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 
the United States 1) the CAP; 2) an explanation how the CAP complies with the specific 
requirements of the Consent Decree and the Performance Plan; and 3) a list of CAP 
Employees currently working in the Waters of the United States.     

b. Transocean shall conduct CAP assessments as follows: 

c. By January 31, 2014 – Initial assessment for all Drillers, Senior Subsea Supervisors, and 
Subsea Supervisors; 

d. By March 31, 2014 – Initial assessment for Dynamic Positioning Officers; and 

e. Transocean shall CAP assess any employee new to the above positions within six (6) 
months of the employee entering that position. 

f. Transocean shall review the CAP assessments in June and December of each year to 
identify any potential gaps in current on-the-job training and/or classroom training 
programs.   

g. By April 2 of each subsequent year, Transocean shall generate updates, changes and 
additions to the CAP as appropriate, based on the previous year’s semi-annual 
assessments.  By April 2, and within thirty (30) days of any revision to the CAP, 
Transocean shall submit to the United States 1) the revised CAP; and 2) an explanation of 
how the revisions meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the 
Performance Plan.   

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
During Q.1, the CAP programs for Drillers, Senior Subsea Supervisors, Subsea 
Supervisors and Dynamic Positioning Operators were revised by Transocean’s 
Human Resources department based on the previous year’s self-assessments as 
required and timely submitted to the United States.   
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted four documents. 
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Q.2 
The positions of Drillers, Senior Subsea Supervisors, Subsea Supervisors and 
Dynamic Positioning Operators relate to both CAMS and CAP employees and 
are identical.  One report was generated during Q.1 to comply with the Annual 
Reporting requirements and submitted to the United States as required.   
 
Under this Section, Transocean submitted one document (list of CAMS and CAP 
employees) during Q.1. 

 
Q.3 – Q.4   
Transocean continued to comply with CAP assessment requirements. 

Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continued to use the CAPs to assess the CAP designated employees 
throughout 2015 and no non-compliances were found.  Appendix 15.d.5&6 
contains information relevant to this obligation.     

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean submitted the CAPs, along with required explanation, and a list of 
CAMS/CAP employees to the United States in Q1.  The revisions submitted in Q1 
were based on the required periodic gap assessments to determine where 
improvements could be made. These identified improvements primarily related to 
standardization in grading and reassessment periods across all CAP programs.  
Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section. Further, 
Transocean met all the deadlines for completing the CAP assessments for the 
different positions.   
 
It should be noted that during 2015, the required gap assessments continued in 
anticipation of the revision of the CAP programs in Q1 2016.  This revision will be 
submitted timely by April 2, 2016, and the changes made reflect organizational 
changes and clarification in language across all CAP programs.  Also, for the DP 
CAP program, an additional revision was made to clarify which functions are 
considered core functions for the position.  

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

15.d.7 & 15.d.8 OPERATIONAL ALERTS 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall develop and commence continuous operation of the Global 
Management System (“GMS”) to forward operational alerts issued at the corporate level 
to Transocean’s rigs operating in the Waters of the United States. 
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b. Transocean shall require confirmation from the Offshore Installation Managers 
(“OIMs”) that operational alerts have been received and that the required actions are 
being taken. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 
the United States 1) its plan for operational alerts to be issued; and 2) an explanation of 
how the plan meets the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the Performance 
Plan.   

b. Within thirty (30) days of any revision to the plan for operational alerts, Transocean shall 
submit to the United States 1) the revised plan for operational alerts; and 2) an 
explanation of how the revisions meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree 
and the Performance Plan.   

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
After successful implementation of a tracking process to comply with this 
obligation during the previous year, the Obligations Team ran a report to confirm 
that each Operational Alert issued was properly acknowledged by the relevant 
OIM and that all required actions were taken.  Based on a thorough review of this 
information, the CCO provided a certification of compliance.  The Obligations 
Team continues routine communications with the Corporate Governance group to 
address questions that may arise regarding the ongoing implementation of this 
important process.  Five Operational Alerts designated documents were issued 
during the quarter. 

 
Q.2 
Four Operational Alerts were issued.  

 
Q.3 
Three Operational Alerts designated documents were issued.  As with other 
various obligations, in early Q.3, the Obligations Team initiated a mid-year 
compliance review for the annual reporting requirements for 2015 and noted no 
exceptions.  Also, the Independent Auditor reviewed compliance with this 
requirement during the visit in July 2015 and noted no exceptions. 

 
Q.4 
Four Operational Alerts designated documents were issued.  As with other 
various obligations, in Q.4, the Obligations Team completed a compliance review 
for the 2015 annual reporting requirements and noted no exceptions.  Also, the 
Independent Auditor reviewed compliance with this requirement during his 
December 2015 visit and noted no exceptions. 
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Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean’s Operational Alert System and related process requirement 
continues to work well.  Appendix 15.d.7&8 is a summary of the implementation 
of the 2015 Operational Alerts process.    

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones under this Section were all met, including Transocean’s 
submission of its Operational Alert Plan and related explanation within 30 days of 
the Performance Plan’s effective date.  Transocean fully complied with its 
obligations under this Section.    

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 
15.d.9 HAZARD IDENTIFICATION TRAINING 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall annually prepare a Hazard Identification Training Report demonstrating 
all of Transocean’s employee training related to hazard identification, including the 
number of personnel who participated in courses containing a hazard training component 
and a description of those training courses. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
Hazard Identification Training continued through numerous Transocean training 
courses.  Using previously implemented modifications in GMS, the Obligations 
Team was able to confirm prior year’s compliance.  

 
Q.2 – Q.4 
Hazard Identification Training continued through numerous Transocean training 
courses.  

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continues to require and monitor Hazard Identification Training.  
Hazard Identification components are included in numerous of its required 
training modules. Appendix 15.d.9 is the required annual summary report, 
including the number of personnel who participated and a description of the 
training courses. 
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean fully met the only required milestone, which is the summary report 
attached to this Annual Report. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 
 

15.e. DRILLING MONITORING 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall review and evaluate, as soon as it becomes commercially available, 
real-time monitoring technology applicable to drilling contractors. 

b. Transocean shall annually prepare a Drilling Monitoring Summary Report describing its 
use or rationale not to use such technology, including the technical feasibility and 
applicability to well operations and the economic feasibility of the technology (cost-
benefit analysis). 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team finalized review of the spreadsheet data provided by the 
Subsea group to prepare the Drilling Monitoring Summary Report. 

 
Q.2 
The Obligations Team met with representatives of the Subsea group to confirm 
status of compliance with obligations to date in 2015.  In April, a representative 
from Transocean’s Subsea Engineering group participated on a Drilling 
Contractor & Equipment Manufacturers panel at the Real-time Monitoring 
(“RTM”) Workshop in Houston, sponsored by the Transportation Research 
Board of the National Academies.  A member of the Engineering group attended.  
Each panel participant gave a quick overview of his/her company and discussed 
individual positions and views on the various topics and questions related to real-
time monitoring.  This provided Transocean with insight into what other 
companies are doing and how they view various aspects of this monitoring 
technology. 
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Q.3 – Q.4 
The Obligations Team continued discussions with representatives of the Subsea 
group during Q.3 and Q.4 to confirm status of compliance with the 2015 
obligations.  The Subsea group confirmed that their review was on track for 
completion to meet the annual reporting requirement. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The review and evaluation was completed.  See Appendix 15.e. for the completed 
Report.  

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean fully met the only required milestone, which is the summary report 
attached to this Annual Report.  Transocean fully complied with the obligations 
under this Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 
15.f.  RECORDS 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall maintain onshore copies of all records related to the United States-
required drilling and production tests of drilling equipment owned by Transocean.   

b. Transocean shall submit the records to the United States upon request. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. See “Annual Report” below. 

 
3. 2015 Annual Report  

Measures Taken:  

Q.1 – Q.4 
The information was properly recorded within a Transocean electronic tracking 
system.  Up-to-date records were available to the United States upon request.   
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Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean has in place a process to continually track this information and that 
process will continue to be followed.  The 2015 information is contained in the 
daily IADC report, which is maintained by each rig.  Transocean has deemed the 
following items as responsive to this obligation: BOP Tests (including pressure 
tests), Crown Saver Tests and Diverter Drills.  Performance of each of these items 
is required to be logged on the daily IADC Report.  Every daily IADC report for 
each rig is documented within Transocean’s electronic tracking system, GMS.  In 
addition, specific details of BOP tests performed are documented within 
Transocean’s RMS. 

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The only milestone was to include the summary above to demonstrate that 
Transocean is maintaining the required information relating to drilling and 
production equipment tests.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under 
this Section.      

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 
15.g. INCIDENT TRACKING REPORT   

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall annually prepare an Incident Tracking Summary Report documenting 
all corrective maintenance and inhibits (i.e., the temporary disabling) of safety critical 
designated equipment, stop-work events, near hits and serious near hit incidents, major 
loss of containment incidents, and any incidents involving Transocean’s employees or 
contractors that Operators are required to report under 30 C.F.R. § 250.188 (as modified 
to include reporting of property or equipment damage greater than $250,000 in value).  
The Incident Tracking Report shall include trend analysis for the categories of incidents 
listed above. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. See “Annual Report” below. 
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3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team ran reports to confirm prior years.  Both the GMS and 
RMS were queried to identify the information for the Incident Tracking 
Summary Report to be included in the 2014 Annual Report, including details on 
trend analyses throughout the year if a trend could be established based on the 
number of occurrences.  The Obligations Team began a review of the overall 
process to consider continuous improvement opportunities to the tracking and 
reporting.    

 
Q.2 
The Obligations Team continued to work with the Corporate Maintenance Group 
relating to certain changes within RMS to ensure the changes would not affect 
annual reporting requirements.   

 
Q.3 
The Obligations Team continued to work with the Corporate Maintenance Group 
and the Operations Integrity Group relating to certain changes within RMS to 
ensure the changes would not affect annual reporting requirements.  The 
Obligations Team ran mid-year reports to confirm compliance with the annual 
reporting requirements for 2015. 

 
Q.4 
The Obligations Team continued to work with the Corporate Maintenance 
Group and the Operations Integrity Group relating to certain changes within 
RMS to ensure the changes will not affect annual reporting requirements.  The 
changes are expected to be finalized in Q.1 2016 and will be retroactive to ensure 
reporting accuracy for 2015.  

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean will continue the detailed process in place on rigs to track each of the 
required items.  The required 2015 Incident Tracking Report is included in 
Appendix 15.g. 

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The only milestone was to include the annual Incident Tracking Report as part of 
this Annual Report.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this 
Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Other than certain clarification challenges that are described above, Transocean 
encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this Section. 
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16. OIL SPILL TRAINING 

16.a. & b. OIL SPILL TRAINING 

1. Implementation  

a. Transocean shall provide training at least once per calendar year on the National Incident 
Command System (“ICS”) to Transocean’s personnel engaged in any function associated 
with emergency planning, preparedness, and response for any drilling rigs.  

b. This training requirement applies to the following personnel: Health, Safety, and 
Environment (“HSE”) Vice President (now titled Vice President of HSE), Vice President 
of the Americas, HSE Director (now split into Director HSE Field Support and Director 
HSE Services), HSE Manager, Sector Manager and General Manager (now titled 
Operations Director), Operations Managers, and Rig Managers (collectively, the 
“Emergency Response Team” or “ERT”).   

c. Training curriculum shall include:  

i. ICS computer-based training: ICS 100, 200, 700, and 800; and   

ii. ICS classroom-based training: ICS 300 and 400. 

d. Transocean shall create a four-hour course on the oil spill response plan (“OSRP 
Course”) and this will be added to the ERT training curriculum. 

e. On January 15 of each year, Transocean shall assign to current ERT members the training 
required by Paragraph 16 of the Consent Decree for the subsequent calendar year.  On a 
quarterly basis, within ten (10) days of the last day of March, June, September, and 
December of each calendar year, Transocean shall provide reminders to each ERT 
member of required training that has not yet been completed.  Transocean shall track and 
document the completion of required ERT training.  

f. If during a calendar year a new individual becomes an ERT member, Transocean shall 
immediately notify the new member of the ERT training curriculum.  Transocean shall 
prorate the ERT training required for ERT members that are added during a calendar 
year.   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 
the United States for review and approval pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Consent 
Decree the ERT Training Curriculum, which shall include 1) ICS 100, 200, 300, 400, 
700, and 800 training, as appropriate; and 2) Transocean’s designation of appropriate 
levels of ICS training for the ERT using objective qualification standards. 

b. By January 15, 2014, Transocean shall submit an OSRP Course to the United States for 
review and approval pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Consent Decree. 

c. Within sixty (60) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 
the United States a list of the ERT members by number and position.   
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d. Within thirty (30) days of any revision to the ERT Training Curriculum, Transocean shall 
submit to the United States for review and approval pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the 
Consent Decree 1) the revised ERT Training Curriculum; and 2) an explanation of how 
the revisions meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the Performance 
Plan. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team conducted a thorough assessment of the ERT and training 
requirements.  It was important to ensure that any new members were timely 
assigned the training.  No action was required by the Obligations Team.  All ERT 
members during Q.1 2015 were fully compliant with the required training. 

 
Q.2 
The Obligations Team confirmed with new members to the ERT the training 
obligations and scheduled in-person OSRP training to certain new members.  
Quarterly reminders were also sent to identify training, if any, which remained to 
be completed during 2015. 

 
Q.3 
The Obligations Team confirmed with new and existing members to the ERT the 
training obligations and scheduled in-person four-hour OSRP training to certain 
new and existing members.  It was noted that one new member needed to be 
notified of his pro-rata training requirement.  This individual was immediately 
assigned the training back pro-rata from the date he became a member of the 
ERT.  Quarterly reminders were also sent to identify any training that remained 
to be completed during 2015. 

 
Q.4 
A member of the Obligations Team realized that the new member who was 
notified of his pro-rata training requirement should have been assigned and 
notified “immediately” earlier in the year.  A non-compliance was immediately 
prepared and submitted to the United States.  In addition, reminders were sent 
to identify any training that remained to be completed during 2015. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

All current ERT members are up-to-date on the training requirements under this 
obligation.  The Obligations Team will be aware of any new members to the ERT 
and will follow-up to ensure that any such person timely completes the required 
training.  Appendix 16.a&b. is the required report under this obligation, which 
shows the list of ERT members by numbers and position and confirmation that 
each member completed the required training during the previous year.      
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

With the exception of the mistake in not notifying and assigning a new ERT 
member immediately as required, Transocean timely completed the required 
milestones and fully complied with its obligations under this Section.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Other than the timing-related non-compliance described in Q.4 above, 
Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

17. OIL SPILL EXERCISES 

17.a. SIMULATED NOTIFICATION 

1. Implementation 

a. For each Transocean rig in the Waters of the United States, during each onboard 
emergency oil spill exercise, Transocean shall simulate notification to United States 
Coast Guard (“USCG”) via the National Response Center and BSEE, in coordination 
with the Operator.   

b. Transocean shall document the simulated notifications in the drill records of the rig and 
submit those documents to the United States upon request.   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

c. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  

Measures Taken:  

Q.1 – Q.4 
Compliance with the process is being recorded within a Transocean electronic 
tracking system.  During each quarter, Transocean complied with this obligation 
by completing the required notices.   

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean has in place an effective process to ensure that the required Simulated 
Notice is made and documented.  That process will continue throughout the term 
of the Consent Decree. Appendix 17.a. is the annual report summarizing the 
required information.   
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The only milestone was providing a report in this Annual Report that includes: 1) 
a summary of each emergency oil spill exercise during which simulated 
notification took place, including the date, rig, and type of exercise; and 2) 
documentation showing that Transocean simulated notification and documented 
the simulated notification during the prior year.  Transocean fully complied with 
its obligations under this Section.  

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

17.b. ACTUAL NOTIFICATION 

1. Implementation 

a. Quarterly, by the last day of March, June, September, and December of each calendar 
year, with advance notice, and in coordination with the Operator, Transocean shall 
conduct one drill with actual notification to the National Response Center clearly 
identifying that the call is part of an exercise.   

b. The rig to perform the actual notification drill shall be selected at random by a 
Transocean Operations Director in the first week of each quarter.  

c. Transocean shall document the actual notifications in the drill records of the rig and make 
available those documents to the United States upon request.   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

d. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:   

Q.1 
The required Actual Notification was given by the Discoverer Deep Seas rig. 

 
Q.2 
The required Actual Notification was given by the Deepwater Nautilus rig. 

 
Q.3 
The required Actual Notification was given by the Discoverer Clear Leader rig. 

 
Q.4 
The required Actual Notification was given by the Deepwater Nautilus rig. 
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Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean has in place an effective process to ensure that the required Actual 
Notification is made and documented.  That process will continue throughout the 
term of the Consent Decree.  Appendix 17.b. is the annual report summarizing the 
required information.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The only milestone was providing a report in this Annual Report that includes: 1) 
a summary of the drills during which actual notification took place, including the 
date, rig, and type of exercise; and 2) documentation showing that Transocean 
notified the National Response Center and documented the notification one drill 
per quarter.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

17.c. OPERATOR TABLE-TOP EXERCISES 

1. Implementation 
a. When an Operator requests, Transocean shall participate in Table-top Exercises 

developed and coordinated by the Operator, using the worst-case scenario for the well to 
be drilled and the Operator’s applicable OSRP.  Transocean shall participate as observers 
in Table-top Exercises conducted by Operators with other drilling contractors, when 
acceptable to those parties. 

b. Transocean shall document participation and observation of Table-top Exercises and 
make available those documents to the United States upon request. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables   

a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall send 
written requests to the Operators with which it contracts to allow Transocean: 

i. To participate in Table-top Exercises developed and coordinated by the 
Operator, using the worst-case scenario for the well to be drilled and the 
Operator’s applicable OSRP; and 

ii. To participate as observers in Table-top Exercises conducted by the Operator 
with other drilling contractors. 

b. Transocean shall send to its Operators the written requests for Table-top Exercise 
participation and observation no later than April 2 of each subsequent year and make 
those requests available to the United States upon request.   
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3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
Transocean complied with this obligation and participated in two separate 
Exercises.   

 
Q.2 
Transocean complied with this obligation and participated in six separate 
Exercises. 

 
Q.3 
Transocean complied with this obligation and participated in three separate 
Exercises. 

 
Q.4 
Transocean complied with this obligation and participated in four separate 
Exercises.    

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean Operations management fully understands the requirement for 
Transocean to participate in all Table-top Exercises when the company is invited.  
That requirement will continue to be followed and the Obligations Team has sent 
the required 2015 notices under 17.c. and 17.e. to Operators.  Appendix 17.c. is 
the annual report that includes: 1) a summary of the Table-top Exercises 
Transocean participated in or observed, including the date, Operator, and type of 
exercise; and 2) documentation showing that Transocean requested and 
participated in or observed all Table-top Exercises for which the Operator 
requested its presence during the prior calendar year. 

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met the required milestone of sending its Operators written requests 
to participate in Table-top Exercises on or before April 2, 2015.  The other 
milestone is the requirement to include the summary report as part of this Annual 
Report.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

17.d. WEEKLY EMERGENCY RESPONSE DRILLS 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall participate with Operator personnel in weekly rig-based Emergency 

Response Drills, which shall include the following types of scenarios: blowouts, gas on 
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the surface, fire, vessel collisions, terrorist threats, and muster and evacuation.  Where 
appropriate, Emergency Response Drills shall also include drills regarding the applicable 
OSRP for a particular scenario.   

b. Transocean shall document the Emergency Response Drills in the drill records of the rig 
and make available those records to the United States upon request. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
No action was required by the Obligations Team.  To comply with prior year’s 
Annual Reporting requirements, a report was generated from GMS to identify 
each Emergency Response Drill conducted during 2014, including drill type, the 
number of weeks the drills took place on each rig, types of drills conducted, and 
confirmation of participation by Transocean personnel. 

 
Q.2 
No action was required under this obligation.  

 
Q.3 
The Obligations Team ran mid-year reports to confirm compliance with the 
annual reporting requirements for 2015.  The mid-year reports revealed that a 
single rig had missed one weekly emergency response drill despite performing 11 
other drill types that same week.  The matter was identified and a non-compliance 
was timely submitted.  The Senior Vice President Operations West, who was also 
responsible for operations in the Waters of the United States, immediately sent 
out a strong message reminding the rigs of their obligations to comply with this 
and other Consent Decree obligations. 

 
Q.4 
In Q.4, the Obligations Team ran end-year reports to confirm compliance with 
the annual reporting requirements for 2015. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean is confident that each rig understands the weekly emergency response 
drill requirement and is following and documenting the requirement.  Appendix 
17.d. is the required annual report under this Section that includes: 1) a summary 
of the Emergency Response Drills in which Transocean personnel participated, 
including the number of rigs on which drills took place, the number of weeks the 
drills took place on each rig, and the types of drills conducted; and 2) 
documentation showing that Transocean personnel participated in all weekly rig-
based Emergency Response Drills and that Transocean documented the 
participation during the calendar year. 
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The only milestone was providing a report in this Annual Report as noted above.  
Except for the one missed weekly drill by one rig as referenced in Q.3 above, 
Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Other than the one missed weekly drill by one rig, Transocean encountered no 
problems that impacted its obligations under this Section. 

 

17.e. COORDINATE WITH OPERATORS 

1. Implementation 
a. Transocean shall coordinate with the Operator to invite the USCG, BSEE, and the 

Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) to participate in internal training exercises 
conducted pursuant to Paragraph 17.c. of the Consent Decree.   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 
a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall send 

documentation to its Operators informing them of the requirement to invite USCG, BSEE 
and the EPA to participate in Table-top Exercises conducted pursuant to Paragraph 17.c. 
of the Consent Decree.   

b. Transocean shall send to its Operators, and make available to the United States upon 
request, the documentation informing the Operators of Transocean’s requirement to 
request that Operators invite USCG, BSEE and the EPA to participate in Table-top 
Exercises, by no later than April 2 of each subsequent year. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
The Obligations Team confirmed that Rig Managers timely sent the required 
request to Operators to allow Transocean to participate in Table-top Exercises and 
to invite representatives of the USCG, BSEE and the EPA to participate.  

 
Q.2 – Q.4  
No action was required under this obligation. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The Operators received Transocean’s communication requesting that the 
Operator invite the government agencies to participate in internal training 
exercises. Appendix 17.e. includes documentation showing that Transocean 
informed all Operators of the invitation requirement.  
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met the milestone by sending the required documentation to 
Operators in January 2015.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under 
this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

18. OIL SPILL RESPONSE PLANS  (“OSRP”) 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall submit to the United States, for review and approval, an addendum to 
the approved OSRP for each Operator with which it contracts.  The addendum shall 
include the following:  

i. A listing of all oil spill response equipment stored on each rig; 

ii. Information on the communication systems and compatibility with the Operator’s 
systems, including those in the approved OSRP; 

iii. A listing of Transocean employee positions responsible for assisting with an oil spill 
response pursuant to the OSRP, a description of those positions and duties, and a 
summary demonstrating that the employees filling the positions have the training or 
experience related to such positions and/or are engaged in a training program or on-
the-job-training related to such positions.  Transocean shall provide to the United 
States the names of employees filling the positions upon request; and  

iv. Action plans and duties relating to maintaining or regaining well control. 

b. Transocean shall review and update its addendum to the Operator’s OSRP, if appropriate, 
based on any change to the Operator’s OSRP. 

c. The approved addendum, along with any updates based on changes to the Operator’s 
OSRP, shall be made part of the rig Emergency Response Plan (“ERP”). 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. By January 15, 2014, Transocean shall submit to the United States for review and 
approval pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Consent Decree 1) its OSRP addenda, also 
called “Non-tank Vessel Response Plans” or “Tank Vessel Response Plans,” for each rig 
operating in Waters of the United States; and 2) an explanation of how these OSRP 
addenda meet the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the Performance Plan. 

b. Within thirty (30) days of any revision of an OSRP addendum, Transocean shall submit 
to the United States for review and approval pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Consent 
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Decree 1) the revised OSRP addendum; and 2) an explanation of how the revisions meet 
the specific requirements of the Consent Decree and the Performance Plan.   

c. By April 2 of each year, Transocean shall provide to the United States current contact 
information for three (3) company representatives for the United States to contact in the 
event of a spill. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  

Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
No action was required by the Obligations Team. 

 
Q.2 
Updates to ORSPs of three rigs and the required annual list of oil spill response 
contacts for Transocean were submitted to the United States and then timely 
provided to Customers as required under the Consent Decree.  Under this Section, 
together with Section 19.a., Transocean submitted six documents during Q.2. 

 
Q.3 
Updates to the OSRP of one rig and new OSRPs for the Polar Pioneer and 
Discoverer Americas were submitted to the United States and then timely 
provided to Customers as required under the Consent Decree.  Preparing OSRPs 
is a significant undertaking because each OSRP is typically over 250 pages long. 
 
Under this Section, together with Section 19.a., Transocean submitted eight 
documents during Q.3. 

 
Q.4 
Non-substantive updates to the OSRPs for all rigs working in the Waters of the 
United States were submitted.  Preparing OSRPs can be a significant undertaking 
because each OSRP is typically over 250 pages long.  
 
Under this Section, together with Section 19.a., Transocean submitted 18 
documents during Q.3. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The required documentation is in place for each rig currently operating in the 
Waters of the United States.  Whenever a new rig is scheduled to come to the 
United States to operate, the required documentation is timely created for that rig 
and will be promptly submitted to the United States.  Appendix 18&19.a. includes 
documentation showing that Transocean has reviewed and updated its OSRP 
addenda and that the OSRP addenda are part of the ERPs. 
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met all its required milestones and obligations regarding new rigs 
entering the Waters of the United States.  Transocean continues to follow up and 
submit information to the United States regarding the relative frequent change in 
contact names and other non-substantive changes to documents already 
submitted.   

 
Problems Encountered:  

Providing the non-substantive updates to already submitted documents is 
extremely time consuming.  Contact information is frequently updated and 
determining the best way to address these frequent updates continues to be a 
challenge.   

 

19. BEST PRACTICES 

19.a.  COMMUNICATIONS WITH OPERATORS 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall create, review, update, and maintain ERPs that shall include a 
description of Transocean’s role in implementing measures and providing equipment 
necessary to maximize an effective and efficient emergency evacuation and other 
activities related to maintaining platform integrity and stability, including the initiation of 
the emergency disconnect system.   

b. Transocean shall provide its ERPs to Operators with whom Transocean contracts. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. By January 15, 2014, Transocean will:  

i. Finalize review of each ERP to confirm that each ERP fully complies with the 
specific requirements in Paragraph 19.a. of the Consent Decree: and, 

ii. Submit its final ERP to the appropriate Operators. 

b. Within ten (10) days thereafter, Transocean shall make available to the United States 
upon request its ERPs.   

c. Within thirty (30) days of any revision of an ERP, Transocean shall submit the revised 
ERP to the appropriate Operators and make the revised ERP available to the United 
States upon request.   
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3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken: 

Q.1 
During Q.1, no action was required by the Obligations Team. 

 
Q.2 
During Q.2, updates to Emergency Response Plans (“ERP”) of three rigs were 
submitted to the United States and then timely provided to Customers as required 
under the Consent Decree.  
 
Under this Section, together with Section 18., Transocean submitted six 
documents during Q.2. 

 
Q.3 
During Q.3, one update and two new ERPs were submitted to the United States 
and then timely provided to Customers as required under the Consent Decree. As 
with OSRPs, preparing ERPs is a significant undertaking. 
 
Under this Section, together with Section 18., Transocean submitted eight 
documents during Q.3. 

 
Q.4 
During Q.4, one update of an ERP was submitted to the United States and then 
timely provided to the Customer as required under the Consent Decree.  As with 
OSRPs, preparing ERPs is a significant undertaking. 
 
Under this Section, together with Section 18., Transocean submitted 18 documents 
during Q.4. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The required ERP has been given to each Operator and whenever a new rig is 
coming to the Waters of the United States, the required ERP is created for that 
rig and provided to the Operator.  Appendix 18-19.a. includes a list of all 
Operators to whom ERPs have been provided and documentation showing that 
Transocean has provided its ERPs to all appropriate Operators during 2015.  

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section.   
 

Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section other than noted in Q.1 above. 
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19.b. ALARM SYSTEM SAFETY 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall maintain within maintenance system records an up-to-date status of all 
inhibits made to the fire and gas alarm systems of its rigs operating in the Waters of the 
United States.   

b. Transocean shall record and maintain this information both on the rig and in a 
Transocean on-shore database located in the United States.  This information shall be 
made available to the United States upon request. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. See “Annual Report” below. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 – Q.4 
Transocean continues to maintain, within an electronic tracking system, records of 
up-to-date status of all inhibits made to the fire and gas alarm systems of the rigs 
operating in the Waters of the United States.  The Obligations Team continues to 
monitor and work with the RMS Group to ensure compliance for the annual 
reporting requirements for 2015. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean is confident the required information is being tracked in the 
appropriate databases that are available both on the rig and onshore.  That 
process will be followed for each rig operating in the Waters of the United States. 
Appendix 19.b. includes documentation showing that Transocean maintains an 
up-to-date status of records of inhibits made to fire and gas alarm systems aboard 
Transocean rigs and this information is maintained both on the rig and in a 
Transocean onshore database located in the United States. 

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The only milestone was including documentation in this Annual Report regarding 
Transocean’s compliance.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under 
this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 
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20.  INNOVATION 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall form a Technology Innovation Group (“TIG”).  The membership of the 
TIG shall consist of key personnel from Operations, Legal, and Technology Innovation.  
The TIG will meet at a minimum, once a month.   

b. The TIG’s goals shall include identification and development of next generation 
technologies to increase drilling safety.  The new technologies shall include, but not be 
limited to, blowout preventers. 

c. The TIG shall, on an annual basis: 

i. Identify areas where drilling safety could be improved, including 
enhancements to blowout preventers; 

ii. Identify new technologies that could improve drilling safety in those areas;  

iii. Identify other companies that could assist with research and development of 
the new technologies; 

iv. Research the effectiveness of these technologies;  

v. Where appropriate, propose for testing or piloting promising technologies; 

vi. Where appropriate, evaluate tested or piloted technologies based on feasibility 
testing procedures and economic evaluation procedures;  

vii. Evaluate and account for how funds were spent during the prior calendar year 
and how the projects are progressing;  

viii. Budget and set goals for the coming year; and 

ix. Prepare a report demonstrating compliance with Paragraph 20 of the Consent 
Decree and Sections 20.1.a., b., and c. of this Performance Plan (“TIG 
Report”). 

d. Transocean shall devote a minimum of $10 million to this effort before seeking 
termination of the Consent Decree, and shall do so by February 19, 2018 unless 
impracticable. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Within sixty (60) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall submit to 
the United States a list of TIG membership (including titles), a detailed TIG mission 
statement, and TIG’s projected goals for 2014.   

b. For each calendar year after February 19, 2013, by April 2, Transocean shall submit the 
TIG Report to the United States and to the Transocean Boards of Directors.   
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c. In the event that Transocean determines that it is unable to meet the February 19, 2018 
deadline for expenditure of the $10 million, it must submit to the United States no later 
than August 19, 2017 a summary of this impracticality and a proposed schedule for 
expenditure of the remaining funds.   

d. Prior to seeking termination of the Consent Decree, Transocean shall submit to the 
United States a completion report summarizing how Transocean has spent the required 
$10 million on this effort.  

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1  
TIG continued to implement its Business Plan and make related expenditures, 
which are significantly above what was required under the Consent Decree.  In 
addition, the Obligations Team finalized review of the prior year’s Annual TIG 
Report in Q.1 in preparation for submission in early Q.2 and subsequent posting 
to the Public Website. 

 
Q.2 – Q.4 
TIG continued to implement its Business Plan and make related expenditures, 
which are significantly above what is required under the Consent Decree. 
Important progress has been made and Transocean engaged representatives of 
BSEE to share that progress. 

 
Q.3 
TIG continued to implement its Business Plan and make related expenditures, 
which are significantly above what is required under the Consent Decree.  During 
Q.3, the Independent Auditor and the Process Safety Consultant toured the TIG 
offices and were provided an update on the group’s progress.  In addition, a 
BSEE representative from Washington, DC toured the facility and there were 
separate meetings with BSEE technical representatives. 

 
Q.4 
TIG continued to implement its Business Plan and make related expenditures, 
which are significantly above what is required under the Consent Decree.   

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The TIG group is meeting all the required obligations and the required Consent 
Decree expenditure has already been spent.  Appendix 20. is the required 2015 
TIG Annual Report.   
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met all the required milestones including: 
• Identifying areas and new technologies to improve drilling safety, including 

companies to assist with efforts;  
• Research and, where appropriate, propose testing or piloting of promising 

technologies;   
• Evaluating and accounting for how funds were spent; and 
• Budgeting and setting goals for the coming year. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

21. TRANSPARENCY  

21.a. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONSENT DECREE COMPLIANCE 

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall form a Committee of the Transocean Offshore Deepwater Drilling Inc. 
(“TODDI”) Board, which shall assume responsibility for Transocean’s compliance with 
and reporting obligations under the Consent Decree. 

b. The Committee will be named the Health, Safety, and Environmental Board Committee 
(“HSE Committee”).  The HSE Committee shall fulfill the requirements of both 
Paragraph 21.a. and 23.a. of the Consent Decree.   

c. The HSE Committee shall be responsible for Transocean’s reporting obligations under 
Paragraph 31.b. of the Consent Decree as follows: 

i. The HSE Committee shall meet at least quarterly.   

ii. The HSE Committee shall appoint a Compliance Advisor to prepare quarterly 
compliance reports regarding the status of Transocean’s compliance with each 
element of the Consent Decree (“Quarterly Compliance Report”).  The Quarterly 
Compliance Report shall include discussion of, but not be limited to, all steps taken 
to comply, all problems or challenges encountered in attempting to comply, and any 
assistance needed from Transocean Ltd.’s Boards of Directors to help secure timely 
compliance of the Consent Decree. 

iii. The Quarterly Compliance Reports shall be provided to HSE Committee members 
prior to each quarterly meeting. 

iv. Following each quarterly meeting, the HSE Committee shall provide the Quarterly 
Compliance Report to TODDI’s and Transocean Ltd.’s Boards of Directors. 
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2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Upon request, the HSE Committee shall submit to the United States the Quarterly 
Compliance Reports. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken (See also Section 23. below):  

Q.1 
The TODDI Board fully complied with its oversight and reporting responsibilities.  
The TODDI Board and HSE Committee met on January 16, 2015 to review the 
2014 Q.4 Quarterly Report and the CCO presented detailed compliance 
information to the Committee.  The Committee also completed its review of safety 
related risks and processes. 

 
Q.2 
The TODDI Board fully complied with its oversight and reporting responsibilities.  
The TODDI Board and HSE Committee met on April 21, 2015 to review the Q.1 
2015 Quarterly Report and the CCO presented detailed compliance information to 
the Committee.  The Committee also completed its review of safety related risks 
and processes.  

 
Q.3 
The TODDI Board fully complied with its oversight and reporting responsibilities. 
The TODDI Board and HSE Committee met on July 29, 2015 to review the Q.2 
2015 Quarterly Report and the CCO presented detailed compliance information 
to the Committee.  The Committee also completed its review of safety related risks 
and processes. 

 
Q.4 
The TODDI Board fully complied with its oversight and reporting responsibilities. 
The TODDI Board and HSE Committee met on November 2, 2015 to review the 
Q.3 2015 Quarterly Report and the CCO presented detailed compliance 
information to the Committee.  The Committee also completed its review of safety 
related risks and processes.    

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean has been fully complying with these obligations and will continue to 
do so.  Appendix 21.a. includes documentation showing that the Quarterly 
Compliance Reports were provided to the TODDI and Transocean Ltd. Boards of 
Directors on a quarterly basis during the prior calendar year.  

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met all required milestones, including providing quarterly reports to 
the Board.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section. 
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Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

21.b. PUBLIC WEB SITE   

1. Implementation 

a. Transocean shall create a Public Web Site that contains information related to 
Transocean’s compliance with the obligations under the Consent Decree.  This Public 
Web Site shall be updated at least annually by April 2 of each year. 

b. To facilitate access to the Public Web Site, Transocean shall create a link to a “United 
States Macondo Settlement Compliance Webpage” on Transocean’s web site, 
www.deepwater.com. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Within thirty (30) days of Approval of the Performance Plan, Transocean shall create the 
United States Macondo Settlement Compliance Webpage. 

b. Subject to Paragraph 14.c. of the Performance Plan, by no later than April 2, 2014, 
Transocean shall post to the Public Web Site the following information: 

i. Lessons learned from the Macondo Well Incident Report; 

ii. Summary progress reports on Transocean’s compliance with the Consent Decree, 
including the injunctive relief obligations set forth in the Consent Decree; 

iii. Summaries of lost time incidents, hydrocarbon spills and volume; 

iv. A list of all incidents of Transocean’s non-compliance with the Consent Decree, 
including corrective actions taken and penalties assessed; 

v. A report demonstrating all Transocean employee training and competence in job 
safety analyses for OIM, Senior Toolpusher, Toolpusher, and Driller; 

vi. A list of all of the Transocean’s oil spills that reach Waters of the United States, 
including the name of the facility, location of the spill, root cause, and best 
estimate of volume, updated as new information becomes available; and 

vii. All items submitted to the United States under the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan.   

c. By no later than April 2 for all subsequent years, Transocean shall post to the Public Web 
Site annual updates to the documentation listed in Paragraph 20.b. of the Consent Decree, 
including all submissions made to the United States under the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan, subject to Paragraph 14.c. of the Consent Decree and Section 14.c. of 
this Performance Plan. 
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3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:   

Q.1 
The Obligations Team continued efforts to comply with Section 14.c. 
requirements for posting confidential information to the Public Website.  The 
process previously developed was followed and redaction of relevant documents 
was finalized and submitted to the United States on March 2, 2015.  As expected, 
this continued to be a significant effort requiring a lot of work and organization in 
Q.1 2015.  Structural changes to the Macondo Compliance pages on the Public 
Website (deepwater.com) were finalized.  All prior year’s submissions, including 
redacted versions of confidential documents and 14.c. Certifications for each 
redacted document, were uploaded to deepwater.com in late Q.1.  In addition, all 
other information was timely reported.  

 
Q.2   
There was one issue identified that resulted in a report being made to the United 
States under this obligation.  An old draft of a document required to be posted to 
the Public Website under 21.b. was posted, rather than the more recent, 
corrected version.  During a routine review of the postings, this incorrect report 
was identified.  In addition, a review of the 2013 posting identified instances 
where very minor loss of containment were not reported either because the 
amount was less than the percentage on the report (i.e., less than 0.00) or the 
fluid was recovered by a skimmer in the moonpool.  The reports were promptly 
corrected, reposted, and the United States was notified during a Monthly Update 
call and through a formal submission.  

 
Q.3 – Q.4 
No action was required by the Obligations Team. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

The Obligations Team has in place detailed processes with various functions and 
company teams to ensure that the numerous documents required to be posted to 
the Public Web Site are properly and timely completed.  Those processes are 
working well and Transocean will continue to comply with this important 
obligation.      
 
Appendix 21.b. is the list of documents that were posted to the Public Web Site in 
April 2015 that fully complied with Transocean’s obligations. 
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met each of the required milestones, including within 30 days of the 
Performance Plan being approved, the Pubic Web Site had been completed and 
all the required items were posted no later than April 2, 2015.  All required 
documents from 2015 will be posted by April 2, 2016.  Other than the corrected 
reports that had to be submitted described in Q.2 above, Transocean fully 
complied with its obligations under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section other than having to correct the reports posted as described in Q.2 above. 

 

21.c. NATIONAL RESPONSE RESOURCE INVENTORY   

1. Implementation 

a. For each calendar year after February 19, 2013, by April 2, Transocean shall provide to 
the USCG (via the National Strike Force Coordination Center), for entry into the National 
Response Resource Inventory database, a list of all Well Control and spill response 
equipment Transocean owns, operates, or for which it has contracted.   

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. By January 15, 2014, Transocean shall submit to the United States a list of all Well 
Control and spill response equipment that Transocean owns, operates, or for which it has 
contracted.   

b. Beginning April 2, 2014, Transocean shall submit to the United States annual updated 
lists of all Well Control and spill response equipment that Transocean owns, operates, or 
for which it has contracted.   

 
3. 2015 Annual Report  

Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
In early Q.1, Transocean identified the required information for Q.2 submission 
to the United States for subsequent input into the National Response Resource 
Inventory.  

 
Q.2 
The required list was timely submitted. 

 
Q.3 – Q.4 
No action was required.  
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Status and Summary (if required): 

This is an annual obligation that requires Transocean to list all Well Control and 
spill response equipment Transocean owns, operates or for which it has 
contracted as of the date of that list being prepared.  It is understood that there is 
no requirement for Transocean to maintain that equipment as it is listed; the list 
represents information as of that date.  For 2015, Transocean completed that 
obligation and will also complete the lists for 2016, 2017, and 2018 by April 2 of 
each of those years.  Appendix 21.c. is the communication submitting the list for 
2015.    

 

Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean met the required milestone.  Transocean fully complied with its 
obligations under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

22.  INDEPENDENT CONSENT DECREE COMPLIANCE AUDITOR 

1. Implementation 

a. As part of its Performance Plan approved by the United States, Transocean shall retain 
an Independent Consent Decree Compliance Auditor who shall audit and report to the 
United States on Transocean’s compliance with Articles VI (Measures to Improve 
Performance and Prevent Recurrence) and VIII (Reporting) of the Consent Decree.   

b. Transocean shall provide the Independent Consent Decree Compliance Auditor with 
access to documentation and employees as may be appropriate to verify Transocean’s 
compliance with Articles VI (Measures to Improve Performance and Prevent 
Recurrence) and VIII (Reporting) of the Consent Decree. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. On June 25, 2013, Transocean submitted a written proposal regarding the appointment 
of an Independent Consent Decree Compliance Auditor.   

b. Upon the United States’ approval of the Performance Plan and an Independent 
Consent Decree Compliance Auditor, Transocean shall retain the approved Consent 
Decree Compliance Auditor. 

c. By February 2, 2015 and by February 2 of each subsequent year, the Independent 
Consent Decree Compliance Auditor will provide a draft report to Transocean 
regarding Transocean’s compliance with Articles VI (Measures to Improve 
Performance and Prevent Recurrence) and VIII (Reporting) of the Consent Decree.  
Within thirty (30) days of receipt of the draft report, Transocean shall respond to any 
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deficiencies noted in the draft report and develop a plan to correct any agreed-upon 
deficiencies.  

d. By April 2, 2015, and by April 2 of each following year, the Independent Consent 
Decree Compliance Auditor shall submit to the United States a Compliance Audit 
Report, which shall include any Transocean plan to correct any agreed-upon 
deficiencies.   

e. Transocean shall post the Compliance Audit Report to the Public Web Site within ten 
(10) days of issuance. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
In January, the Independent Auditor requested an in-person meeting with the 
Obligations Team to go over various issues prior to the Independent Auditor’s 
drafting of the Annual report.  In addition, later in Q.1, the Independent Auditor 
participated as an observer in a four-day well control training course at the 
Houston Training Center currently being managed by Maersk Training.  The 
Independent Auditor was involved in all aspects of the training and expressed 
that he was highly impressed with the personnel conducting the training, the level 
of participation of those being trained, and the quality and challenge of the 
sessions. 

 
The Independent Auditor timely submitted its 2014 report to Transocean.  After 
several communications regarding the report, the Obligations Team submitted 
Transocean’s Response to the Report, which was included with the Auditor’s 
Final Report as an Appendix.  The Final Report was submitted to the United 
States on March 25, 2015 and promptly posted to Transocean’s Public Website 
as required under the Consent Decree and Performance Plan. The Report was 
overall very positive.  In the Report’s conclusions, the Auditor noted Transocean 
was in material compliance with the Consent Decree and Performance Plan for 
the calendar year.  Importantly, the Auditor confirmed Transocean’s 
management system complies with SEMS requirements.  Additionally, and of 
significance, the Auditor recognized that “Transocean was fully transparent 
regarding the information, documents, and observations used to verify 
compliance with the Consent Decree and Performance Plan for calendar year 
2014” and referenced the responsiveness of Transocean in complying with the 
Auditor’s various requests.   
 
Finally, several communications have been exchanged regarding the Auditor’s 
2015 work plan and proposed information and document reviews, including 
participation in an audit and a BOP turnaround. 
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Q.2 
In April 2015, the Independent Auditor provided his proposed 2015 work plan 
and proposed information and document reviews, including a request to 
participate in an audit and a BOP turnaround.  After several email and telephone 
communications, the 2015 work plan was confirmed, pending updates throughout 
the year.  Information regarding upcoming BOP deployments was provided to the 
Independent Auditor and a plan was put in place for a visit to the Discoverer 
India to observe pre-deployment maintenance and testing, and to audit certain 
other aspects of Consent Decree compliance.  The Auditor returned with several 
items for follow-up and requests for additional documents. 

 
Q.3 
On July 27-30, 2015, the Independent Auditor’s team visited Houston to perform 
a mid-year review and participate in various working sessions with the 
Obligations Team and Transocean subject matter experts.  During this visit, the 
Independent Auditor’s team reviewed several 2014 report items, selected 2014 
and YTD 2015 compliance items, and performed follow up reviews on the pre-
deployment BOP inspection audited in June.  The Independent Auditor also 
participated, with a member of the Obligations Team, in the OESI SEMS Forum 
on July 29, 2015, which was held in Houston.  As referenced above, the 
Independent Auditor also toured the Transocean TIG facility. 

 
Q.4 
On December 14-17, 2015, the Independent Auditor’s team visited Houston to 
perform an extensive year-end audit of Transocean’s 2015 compliance with the 
Consent Decree and Performance Plan.  During the onsite audit, the Independent 
Auditor’s team also reviewed actions taken in response to their 2014 observations.   
The Obligations Team and other key Transocean subject matter experts spent a 
significant amount of time providing information and “real time” responses to the 
many detailed inquires made.  

 

Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean continues to focus on maintaining a highly responsive and 
transparent relationship with the Independent Auditor.  The Obligations Team 
coordinates providing the Independent Auditor with information and organizing 
material as appropriate.  However, upon request, which frequently occurred in 
2015, the Independent Auditor was provided full access to all Transocean 
management, functions, third-party service providers, and employees, including 
rig crew.  The Independent Auditor participated in all Monthly Update calls with 
the United States and was fully engaged throughout 2015.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section.    
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Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

23. PROCESS SAFETY 

23.a. TRANSOCEAN OFFSHORE DEEPWATER DRILLING INC. HEALTH, SAFETY 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD 

1. Implementation 

a. TODDI shall form an HSE Committee.  The HSE Committee shall fulfill the 
requirements of both Paragraph 21.a. and 23.a. of the Consent Decree.   

b. The HSE Committee shall evaluate Transocean’s response/improvements in 
Transocean’s safety and operational risk identification and management of risk, including 
Transocean’s compliance with the process safety related aspects of the Consent Decree, 
specifically BOP testing and maintenance, training, and Well Control.  

c. The HSE Committee shall meet at least quarterly.    

d. Following each quarterly meeting, the HSE Committee shall report its findings and 
recommendations to TODDI’s and Transocean Ltd.’s Boards of Directors. 

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. Upon request, the HSE Committee shall submit to the United States its findings and 
recommendations to TODDI’s and Transocean Ltd.’s Boards of Directors. 

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken (See also Section 21.a. above):    

Q.1 – Q.4 
In 2013, Transocean’s subsidiary, TODDI, formed the HSE Committee.  The 
TODDI HSE Committee met quarterly (January 16, 2015; April 21, 2015; July 29, 
2015; and November 2, 2015) and fully complied with its Consent Decree oversight 
and reporting responsibilities.  For example, the HSE Committee evaluated 
Transocean’s response/improvements in safety and operational risk identification 
and compliance with process safety related aspects of the Consent Decree, 
specifically BOP testing and maintenance, training, and well control.  The HSE 
Committee findings and recommendations were then provided to the Board of 
Directors of both TODDI and Transocean Ltd.      

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean has been fully complying with these obligations and will continue to 
do so.  Appendix 23.a. includes documentation showing that the Quarterly 
Compliance Reports were provided to the TODDI and Transocean Ltd. Boards of 
Directors on a quarterly basis during the prior calendar year.  
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

Each required milestone under this obligation was met.  Transocean fully 
complied with its obligations under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

23.b. INDEPENDENT PROCESS SAFETY CONSULTANT 

1. Implementation 

a. To assist in evaluating Transocean’s process safety, including operational risk 
identification and management of risk, Transocean shall retain an Independent Process 
Safety Consultant acceptable to the United States who shall be experienced in process 
safety, operations and risk management in the offshore drilling industry. 

b. The Independent Process Safety Consultant shall review Transocean’s practices related to 
the process safety related aspects of the Consent Decree, specifically BOP testing and 
maintenance, training, and Well Control.   

c. Transocean shall provide to the Independent Process Safety Consultant access to all 
documentation related to BOP testing and maintenance, training, and Well Control made 
available to the Independent Consent Decree Compliance Auditor pursuant to the 
Consent Decree and any information related to process safety related aspects of the 
Consent Decree, specifically, BOP testing and maintenance, training, and Well Control, 
that is provided to the HSE Committee of the TODDI Board of Directors.  

2. Milestones and Deliverables 

a. On June 25, 2013, Transocean submitted a written proposal regarding the appointment of 
an Independent Process Safety Consultant.  Upon the United States’ approval of the 
Performance Plan and an Independent Process Safety Consultant, Transocean shall retain 
the approved Independent Process Safety. 

b. By October 2, 2015, the Independent Process Safety Consultant shall provide the HSE 
Committee an initial report of the Independent Process Safety Consultant’s review of 
Transocean’s practices related to the process safety related aspects of the Consent 
Decree, specifically BOP testing and maintenance, training, and Well Control (“Initial 
Process Safety Report”).  Within thirty (30) days of the HSE Committee’s receipt, 
Transocean shall submit to the United States the Initial Process Safety Report.   

c. By October 2, 2017, the Independent Process Safety Consultant shall provide the HSE 
Committee a supplemental report of the Independent Process Safety Consultant’s review 
of Transocean’s practices related to the process safety related aspects of the Consent 
Decree, specifically BOP testing and maintenance, training, and Well Control 
(“Supplemental Process Safety Report”).  Within thirty (30) days of the HSE 
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Committee’s receipt, Transocean shall submit to the United States the Supplemental 
Process Safety Report. 

d. If at any time during its review the Independent Process Safety Consultant concludes that 
there is a material deficiency in Transocean’s practices related to the process safety 
aspects of the Consent Decree, the Independent Process Safety Consultant shall report its 
conclusion in writing to Transocean, the HSE Committee, and the United States.  Within 
thirty (30) days, Transocean shall submit a response and a remedial plan, if appropriate to 
the Independent Process Safety Consultant, the HSE Committee, and the United States.  

3. 2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:  

Q.1 
One meeting was held with the Process Safety Consultant, which included, at the 
Consultant’s request, two Transocean subject matter experts.  Additionally, the 
Process Safety Consultant was provided with numerous documents and other 
information in preparation for a three-day meeting in mid-April. 

 
Q.2 
Throughout Q.2, communications and document exchanges continued with the 
Process Safety Consultant.  A three-day meeting took place in early Q.2, which 
included several discussions with subject matter experts.  Several in-person 
meetings were then scheduled to ensure the Process Safety Consultant received 
documents and information needed to comply with the initial reporting 
requirement in October 2015.  Of note, the Process Safety Consultant participated 
in IADC Fundamental and Supervisory Well Control training in Houston.  The 
five-day training classes included numerous Transocean employees involved in 
key positions such as Subsea and Assistant Subsea Supervisor, Rig Manager, 
Driller, and Toolpusher.  Also, the Process Safety Consultant attended a two-day 
MAHRA workshop in Brownsville during which a detailed analysis of safety 
barriers for the Deepwater Nautilus was performed and documented.  Transocean 
received written reports on his participation in all of these events and the Process 
Safety Consultant was favorably impressed. 

 
Q.3 
Throughout Q.3, communications and document exchanges continued with the 
Process Safety Consultant.  Numerous meetings took place, which included 
discussions with subject matter experts to finalize a few outstanding points in the 
Process Safety Consultant’s report.  
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Q.4 
On October 2, 2015, the Process Safety Consultant timely submitted the first of 
two detailed process safety reports required by the Consent Decree.  The report 
was the product of a year and a half effort by the Process Safety Consultant, who 
analyzed all aspects of Transocean’s process safety policies, processes and 
systems, conducted interviews and tested the company’s compliance with process 
safety efforts.  Overall, the report was highly positive and complimentary of 
Transocean’s process safety efforts.  In fact, in a presentation to Transocean, the 
Process Safety Consultant included the following statement on the final slide of 
the presentation, “Transocean has an exemplary system well above industry 
standards.”  In addition, the finalized report was submitted to the United States 
as required on October 14, 2015.  The marked version of the report, which 
indicates the portions of the report deemed confidential by Transocean, along 
with a document describing the reasons the material was deemed confidential 
were submitted to the United States on November 13, 2013.  A significant 
undertaking to review each provision that was deemed confidential and include 
supplemental non-proprietary information in order to preserve as much of the 
information value of the submission as possible was begun.  This undertaking 
involves numerous Transocean subject matter experts. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 
 

Transocean continued to focus on maintaining a highly responsive and 
transparent relationship with the Independent Process Safety Consultant.  
Numerous meetings and significant amounts of information were provided 
throughout the year.  The Obligations Team coordinated providing the 
Independent Process Safety Consultant with information and organizing material 
as appropriate.  However, the Independent Process Safety Consultant had full 
access to all Transocean management, functions, third-party service providers 
and employees, including rig crew.  The Independent Process Safety Consultant’s 
report was finalized and timely submitted in October 2015.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation(s) Met: 

The required milestones of having the Independent Process Safety Consultant’s 
report finalized and submitted were met.  Transocean fully complied with its 
obligations under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 
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[THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS WERE NOT REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED IN THE 
PERFORMANCE PLAN, HOWEVER THESE SECTIONS ARE REQUIRED TO BE 

ADDRESSED IN THE CONSENT DECREE ANNUAL REPORT] 

24-28.  APPROVAL OF DELIVERABLES.  Transocean Defendants shall submit each plan, report, 
or other submittal to the United States, whenever such document is required to be submitted to 
the United States for review and approval pursuant to the Consent Decree. 

2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:   

Q.1 
No documents were required to be submitted to the United States for review and 
approval.   

 
Q.2 
Documents under Section 18-19. were required to be submitted to the United States 
for review and approval.   
 
Under this Section, Transocean timely submitted three documents during Q.2 with a 
specific request for approval by the United States. 

 
Q.3 
No documents were required to be submitted to the United States for review and 
approval.   

 
Q.4 
Documents under Section 18-19. were required to be submitted to the United States 
for review and approval.   
 
Under this Section, Transocean timely submitted six documents during Q.4 with a 
specific request for approval by the United States. 

 

Status and Summary (if required): 

The Obligations Team understands the importance and priority of timely submitting 
all deliverables under this Section and as appropriate, following up with the United 
States.  The Obligations Team maintains an open “Action Items” list that is discussed 
during each Monthly Update call with the United States and any outstanding 
deliverables or related issues are referenced.   

 
Completion of Milestones/Obligation Met: 

The required 2015 obligation of submitting certain documents for review and 
approval was met.  Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section.   
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Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

29. PERMITS.  When any compliance obligation under this Section requires the Transocean 
Defendants to obtain a federal, state, or local permit or approval, the Transocean Defendants 
shall submit timely and complete applications and take all other actions necessary to obtain 
such permits or approval. 

2015 Annual Report  

Measures Taken:  

Q.1 – Q.4 
As a matter of doing business in the United States, Transocean obtained all necessary 
federal, state, or local permits or approvals, timely completed applications and 
appropriately took whatever other actions were necessary to obtain such permits or 
approvals.   

 

Status and Summary (if required): 

Transocean has in place several functions and numerous processes to ensure that all 
necessary federal, state, or local permits or approvals are obtained and that all 
related applications or required actions are completed.  Compliance with all these 
obligations will continue with Transocean teams looking for ways to improve 
processes and compliance efforts on an ongoing basis.  

 

Completion of Milestones/Obligation Met: 

Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section. 
 

Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section. 

 

32. INCLUDE ALL INCIDENTS OF NON-COMPLIANCE IN REPORTS.  In any report 
required by Article VIII (Reporting), the Transocean Defendants must describe any non-
compliance with the requirements of this Consent Decree and provide an explanation of the 
likely cause and the remedial steps taken, or to be taken, to prevent or minimize such non-
compliance.   If any of the Transocean Defendants violates any requirement of this Consent 
Decree, the Transocean Defendants shall report to the United States such violation and its 
likely duration, in writing, within ten (10) business Days of the Day that any Sector 
Manager of Transocean Defendants (identified in the Performance Plan) first becomes aware 
of the violation, with an explanation of the violation's likely cause and of the remedial steps 
taken, or to be taken, to prevent or minimize such violation.   
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2015 Annual Report  
Measures Taken:   

Q.1 
In Q.1, there was one issue identified that resulted in a report being made to the 
United States under this obligation.  In the Independent Auditor’s February 2015 
draft 2014 report, the Independent Auditor noted that the Well 
Control/Designated Employees List was deficient when submitted in January 
2014 because it did not contain nine employees assigned to the Transocean Labor 
Pool (employees assigned to rigs operating in the Waters of the United States were 
identified).  The Obligations Team explained the good faith rationale used in 
developing the original list, but then decided to submit a non-compliance report 
because of the Independent Auditor’s views.  However, Transocean reserves the 
right to dispute the non-compliance in the future.  

 
Additionally, in Q.1, to comply with 2014 Annual Reporting requirements, 
Transocean included a list of all non-compliance reports made during 2014, with an 
explanation of the likely cause and the remedial steps taken. 

 
Q.2 
There was one issue identified that resulted in a report being made to the United 
States under this obligation.  An old draft of a document required to be posted to the 
Public Website under 21.b. was posted, rather than the more recent, corrected 
version.  During a routine review of the postings, this incorrect report was identified. 
In addition, a review of the 2013 posting identified instances where very minor loss of 
containment were not reported either because the amount was less than the 
percentage on the report (i.e., less than 0.00) or the fluid was recovered by a skimmer 
in the moonpool.  The reports were promptly corrected, reposted, and the United 
States was notified during a Monthly Update call and through a formal submission.  
The report was timely submitted and the United States was notified during a Monthly 
Update call and through a formal submission.   
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Q.3 
There were three issues identified that resulted in a report being made to the United 
States under this obligation.  The first was a late filing (one business day) of the 
training center schedule, which is required to be submitted quarterly.  In response, 
the Obligations Team has implemented a more formalized process for these 
recurring periodic due dates that have been placed on the Obligations Team 
Calendar. 

 
The second issue was a single missed weekly rig emergency response drill that was 
discovered during the Obligations Team’s mid-year review of compliance.  The 
Senior Vice President, Operations West sent a reminder.  This submission also 
included a notification of 14.c. documentation for the documents submitted for a 
new rig, which was inadvertently omitted and since submitted as required. 

 
The last issue was a technology-related non-compliance where a Rig Manager 
mistakenly believed he sent a BOP Certification from his iPad on a Friday 
afternoon.  Upon entering the office Monday, he realized the email was unsent and 
still in his outbox.  The Rig Manager immediately resent the BOP Certification and 
copied the Obligations Team who promptly submitted it to the United States along 
with a statement by the Rig Manager detailing what happened.  As a result, each 
Rig Manager is now required to notify his/her respective Operations Directors that 
the Obligations Team has provided a confirmation the certification was received.  
When a certification is sent to the Obligations Team address outside of normal 
business hours, the Rig Manager must also send a text message or call one of the 
Obligations Team members. 
 
The reports were timely submitted and the United States was notified during a 
Monthly Update call and through a formal submission.  

 
Q.4 
One issue was identified that resulted in a report being made to the United States 
under this obligation.  The report was related to a late notification and assignment of 
training to a new ERT member.  Upon receiving notification, the new ERT team 
member completed the prorated required training as if it had been timely assigned. 
 
The report was timely submitted and the United States was notified during a Monthly 
Update call and through a formal submission. 

 
Status and Summary (if required): 

Throughout 2015, Transocean diligently tracked compliance with all obligations 
under the Performance Plan and any non-compliance incidents were immediately 
reported these to the United States.  Transocean remains committed to full 
compliance of all Consent Decree and Performance Plan obligations and will continue 
to promptly address and bring to the attention of the United States and the 
Independent Auditor any non-compliance matters.  Transocean fully complied with 
its obligations under this Section to timely report any issue of non-compliance. 
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Completion of Milestones/Obligation Met: 

Transocean fully complied with its obligations under this Section.  Appendix 32. 
provides a summary of reports as required under this Section. 

 
Problems Encountered:  

Transocean encountered no problems that impacted its obligations under this 
Section.   

 
C.  CONCLUSION 

Throughout 2015, Transocean diligently worked to maintain full compliance with the Consent 
Decree.  The Transocean Board of Directors and executive management from day one set the tone by 
making it clear (and then following up if necessary) that absolute compliance was expected by all.  
Each person and team involved fully understood the importance of absolute compliance and the 
Obligations Team received complete support throughout the year.   
 
The United States representatives involved under the Consent Decree remained highly engaged 
throughout the year and required a number of in-person meetings, visiting Transocean’s Houston 
offices and training center, and Monthly Update calls.  The Independent Auditor was thorough and 
focused the extensive audit on reviewing specific data, following information flow through different 
processes and databases, visiting rigs, interviewing subject matter experts, including rig crew, and 
testing all aspects of Transocean’s compliance.   
 
Transocean appreciated the extensive engagement and the clear, but also at times challenging, 
expectations of the United States representatives and the Independent Auditor.  All parties involved, 
including the company, had one goal in mind: complete compliance with the Consent Decree while 
continuously improving the safety and environmental processes of the offshore drilling industry.  
Transocean remains highly committed to this goal and looks forward to demonstrating that 
commitment as we continue to focus on absolute compliance with the Consent Decree and related 
Performance Plan.         
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Appendix 15.a.1-Audit - 2015 Annual Report 

15.a.1 Drilling Operations – Audit. 

Transocean has developed a Management System Audit (“MSA”) program and plan to verify 
compliance with and effectiveness of the company’s Management System.  Each year, an Audit 
schedule is developed and each audit follows a detailed scope.  The three types of audits performed 
are: MSA, ISM and ISPS. 

MSA:  The purpose of this audit is to ensure compliance with, and measure the effectiveness 
of, the Company Management System.  

ISM:  The purpose of this audit is to ensure compliance with the International Safety 
Management Code (ISM code), which provides an international standard for the safe 
management and operation of ships and for pollution prevention. 

ISPS:  The purpose of this audit is to ensure compliance with the International Ship and Port 
Facility Security Code (ISPS Code), which is a comprehensive set of measures to enhance 
the security of ships and port facilities. 

The chart below is a list of each audit performed on rigs during 2015 with corresponding type and 
details of any material deficiencies found, if any.  

2015 Audits Performed 
Rig Audit Date Audit Type Material 

Deficiencies(1) 
Extensions Granted for 
Material Deficiencies(1) 

Discoverer Inspiration 1/19/2015 MSA 0 0 

Discoverer Inspiration 1/19/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Deepwater Champion 1/25/2015 MSA 0 0 

Deepwater Champion 1/25/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Deepwater Asgard 2/24/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Discoverer Deep Seas 5/3/2015 ISM 0 0 

Discoverer Deep Seas 5/3/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Discoverer Clear Leader 6/1/2015 ISM 0 0 

Discoverer Clear Leader 6/1/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Deepwater Asgard 9/25/2015 MSA 0 0 

Deepwater Asgard 9/25/2015 ISPS 0 0 
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2015 Audits Performed (Cont’d.) 
Rig Audit Date Audit Type Material 

Deficiencies(1) 
Extensions Granted for 
Material Deficiencies(1) 

Deepwater Invictus 10/14/2015 MSA 0 0 

Deepwater Invictus 10/14/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Discoverer Americas 10/20/2015 MSA 0 0 

Discoverer Americas 10/20/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Development Driller III 11/9/2015 MSA 0 0 

Development Driller III 11/9/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Discoverer India 11/16/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Discoverer India 11/16/2015 MSA 0 0 

Deepwater Thalassa 12/10/2015 ISPS 0 0 

Deepwater Thalassa 12/18/2015 MSA 0 0 

  (1)Defined as a Major Non-Compliance in Transocean's Audit program 
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Appendix 15.a.1-SEMS - 2015 Annual Report 

(See reference to Attachment below) 

15.a.1 Drilling Operations – SEMS. 

Transocean has a strong commitment to maintaining a Company Management System with 
controls to ensure the Company processes meet internal, regulatory and customer agreed-upon 
requirements.  The highest level document in the Company Management System is the 
Governing Principles document, which contains nine key elements that together provide the 
framework for Management System to align and meet the requirements of specific regulations, 
standards and recommended practices, including SEMS Regulations.   

Throughout 2015, Transocean’s Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) and the Obligations Team 
monitored the status of and reviewed documents supporting the Company Management 
System.  Additionally, the CCO and the Obligations Team conducted detailed discussions with 
HSE personnel regarding SEMS compliance on several occasions.   

Attachment 15.a.1-SEMS is the 2015 Certification of SEMS compliance. The Certification is 
based on the ongoing review of the Management System and its implementation as well as the 
close work with the Consent Decree Independent Auditor, who diligently reviewed and audited 
Transocean’s SEMS-based management system. 
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Appendix 15.a.2 - 2015 Annual Report 

15.a.2 Drilling Operations – Stop-Work Authority. 

The 38 issues underlying the 2015 Stop-Work Events are detailed in the chart below.  All issues 
were successfully reviewed and remediated with the involvement and approval of the Ultimate 
Work Authority (“UWA”).  Transocean continuously monitors issues that arise for trends and 
analysis.  For example, for several months there appeared to be an increased trend of dropped 
objects that resulted in company management focusing on the issue fleet-wide.  The few small 
fires, which were promptly extinguished or the minor loss of containments often involving small 
leaks from equipment or hoses did not appear to follow any trends.   In addition, the well or rig 
positioning issues all of which were promptly addressed, did not appear to follow or indicate any 
trends.   

Issue Date Duration Event  Type 
Potential 
Severity 

(High, Medium or Low) 

Actions Taken 

Loss of communication 
alarm. 

09/21/15 45-60 min Communications/ 
Computer Issue 

High The computer was 
unplugged from the system 
and the alarm cleared.  
Checked with vendor to 
obtain a fix of the issue. 

Excess motion of heavy load 
observed during heavy lift 
on vessel deck. 

06/18/15 2 hrs Dropped Object High All personnel convened and 
discussed new plan forward 
to perform task. New 
measures implemented in 
heavy lift plan. 

Excess motion observed 
during heavy lift on vessel 
deck. 

06/20/15 45-60 min Dropped Object High Decision made to increase 
tension of barge anchors to 
prevent excess motion of 
heavy load. 

Draw works generated 
critical alarm and tripped 
off two drive motors while 
running riser. No dropped 
objects; brakes activated. 

07/28/15 5.25 hrs Dropped Object High The alarms were investigated 
by the Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (“OEM”). A 
procedure was developed by 
Transocean’s subject matter 
experts to reset the drives. 
The drives were reset. 

Dropping of a piece of 
equipment that could 
potentially result in multiple 
serious injuries or fatalities. 

08/13/15 4.75 hrs Dropped Object High Following a top set 
investigation, the employee 
responsible received counsel 
to ensure incident would not 
reoccur. 
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Issue Date Duration Event  Type 
Potential 
Severity 

(High, Medium or Low) 

Actions Taken 

Potential of dropped object 
observed while hoisting up 
drill line due to slack line. 

09/12/15 2 hrs Dropped Object High Additional inspection and 
verification steps were put 
into the operational 
procedures. 

Dropping of a sling and 
shackle from one level deck 
to another. 

09/18/15 3 hrs Dropped Object High Sling, shackle and entire 
assembly retaining pins were 
replaced and more stringent 
visual/physical inspections 
implemented. System design 
being reviewed. 

While the Remotely 
Operating underwater 
Vehicle was being launched, 
it hit the aluminum handrail 
resulting in a four foot 
section of the handrail to 
descend into the ocean. 

10/23/15 45-60 min Dropped Object High Transocean obtained input 
from vendor personnel 
regarding modification of the 
handrail to eliminate the 
collision point. 

Dropping of two objects 
after a drill pipe stand 
struck the Pipe Racking 
System (PRS); also caused 
sheared bolts. 

10/24/15 4.25 hrs Dropped Object High Secured the area, checked 
out PRS for other potential 
drops and moved PRS to 
forward parking station for 
repair. Reviewed and 
followed written risk 
assessment; PRS was 
repaired. 

Corroded nut fell from 
Derrick. 

10/26/15 36 hrs Dropped Object High Inspection of like bolts 
conducted; bolts repaired 
and replaced to prevent 
reoccurrence. 

Dropping of drill collars and 
crossovers due to 
equipment connection 
failure. 

10/27/15 15-30 min Dropped Object High The Customer 
communicated with the 
vendor and has provided 
findings with the vendor. 

Smoke observed from 
control cabinet. 

08/02/15 15-30 min Fire High Power secured to control 
cabinet and small flame 
extinguished. Personnel 
instructed to follow High 
Voltage Consumer start-up 
protocol. 

Small fire observed in a 
transformer after two 
smoke alarms sounded. 

09/02/15 45-60 min Fire High Ventilation in the area was 
shut down after the General 
Alarm sounded and the 
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Issue Date Duration Event  Type 
Potential 
Severity 

(High, Medium or Low) 

Actions Taken 

Rapid Response Team was 
engaged. The Team scanned 
area and accounted for all 
personnel. The fire was 
quickly extinguished, power 
source was isolated at two 
separate locations and fire 
watch was put in place. 
Transformer was removed by 
isolation from circuit and 
other remaining 
transformers were cleaned, 
visually inspected and tested. 

Small fire caused by failure 
of Main Engine Fuel Rail 
Seal. 

09/30/15 1.35 hrs Fire High The General Alarm was 
sounded and operations 
were suspended until 
deemed safe. All other Main 
Engines Fuel Rails were 
inspected to ensure the seals 
were in good shape. 

Loss to sea of mud from 
leaking air packer on slip 
joint. 

07/29/15 0-15 min Loss of 
Containment 

High All fluid was contained and 
recovered from the 
Moonpool. The air supply 
routing to the slip joint upper 
packet was redesigned. 

Loss of mud leaking out of 
inspection hatch onto the 
pontoon passageway. 

08/02/15 15-30 min Loss of 
Containment 

High After inspection, the hatch 
was repaired and all 
remaining hatches were 
inspected. No threat to sea. 

Minor loss to sea of 
hydraulic oil. 

08/09/15 0-15 min Loss of 
Containment 

High Lines were capped. 

Minor loss of hydraulic oil 
released from manipulator 
arm. 

08/11/15 0-15 min Loss of 
Containment 

High O rings inside Hydraulic 
cylinder were replaced. 

Loss of hydraulic oil into 
Moonpool from vendor’s 
casing slips. 

08/14/15 5.25 hrs Loss of 
Containment 

High Casing slips were changed 
out with spare set. 

Loss of mud into Moonpool 
from mud backup into 
rotary. 

08/24/15 18 hrs Loss of 
Containment 

High Flushing lines of cuttings will 
occur on regular basis. 

ROV was observed to be 
leaking from its manipulator 
arm wiper seal. 

09/02/15 0-15 min Loss of 
Containment 

High ROV manipulator was 
replaced. 
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Issue Date Duration Event  Type 
Potential 
Severity 

(High, Medium or Low) 

Actions Taken 

Minor non-hazardous gas 
release due to accidental 
activation of fixed 
firefighting system in BOP 
motor control center room. 

11/05/15 30-45 min Loss of 
Containment 

High Investigation found that the 
pilot system solenoid is a 
potential failure and if so, it 
will be replaced. 

Loss of hydrocarbon when 
cement unit tank was 
cleaned out with sea water 
and discharged.  

11/10/15 45-60 min Loss of 
Containment 

High Tighter controls of opening 
cement overboard valve in 
place to ensure any potential 
contaminated wash water is 
collected in trash pit for 
disposal onshore.  

Hydraulic hose observed to 
be leaking. 

12/27/15 15-30 min Loss of 
Containment 

High Oil leak was stopped 
immediately and system 
isolated. Moonpool skimmer 
was deployed and spilled 
fluid was recovered. 
Damaged hose/line was 
isolated and repaired. 

Emergency Generator 
breaker fault caused 
connection issue. 

10/11/15 2 hrs Loss of Position High Procedures and risk 
assessment for weekly load 
testing of generator revised. 
Planned maintenance of 
generator was reviewed and 
revised. 

Electrical fault causing shut 
down. 

12/23/15 1.5 hrs Loss of Position High General alarm was activated, 
full muster confirmed and 
the emergency response 
team dispatched. Power 
isolation confirmed and 
handheld extinguishers were 
discharged ensuring effective 
cooling of hot surfaces in 
cabinet. Root cause was 
determined and failed 
component was repaired 
appropriately.  

Well shut in after pipe 
torqued up and stalled 
while drilling, which caused 
flow increase. 

08/24/15 45-60 min Potential loss of 
primary well 
control / 
uncontrolled 
release of 
hydrocarbons 

High Well was circulated with kill 
mud. 
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Issue Date Duration Event  Type 
Potential 
Severity 

(High, Medium or Low) 

Actions Taken 

Flow back after pumping 
yielded mud with limited 
returns. 

09/08/15 19 hrs Potential loss of 
primary well 
control / 
uncontrolled 
release of 
hydrocarbons 

High Casing was cemented in 
place and seal assembly set 
was tested. Casing then 
tested after cement set. 

Loss of mud while pumping 
due to formation. 

09/18/15 69.75 hrs Potential loss of 
primary well 
control / 
uncontrolled 
release of 
hydrocarbons 

High Bleed offs were conducted 
according to the Well Control 
Manual to verify no gas and 
influx. Riser was also 
circulated clean. 

Well shut in to secure losses 
noticed on drilling monitor. 

10/19/15 11 hrs Potential loss of 
primary well 
control / 
uncontrolled 
release of 
hydrocarbons 

High Loss rate was determined 
and a plan was developed to 
displace the hole with a 
lighter mud weight. 

Well shut in due to flow 
check. 

11/03/15 2.5 hrs Potential loss of 
primary well 
control / 
uncontrolled 
release of 
hydrocarbons 

High Determined there was an 
issue with the well that 
required ongoing monitoring. 

Well shut in due to flow 
back. 

11/04/15 6 hrs Potential loss of 
primary well 
control / 
uncontrolled 
release of 
hydrocarbons 

High After circulating bottom up, 
the well was shut. Through 
contracted bleed backs, no 
flow prior to pulling out of 
hole. Continued to monitor 
conditions and made 
necessary adjustments. 

Well shut in to secure losses 
noticed on drilling monitor. 

11/29/15 4 hrs Potential loss of 
primary well 
control / 
uncontrolled 
release of 
hydrocarbons 

High Plan was developed relating 
to cement to address the 
capacity of the hole. 

Person struck by core barrel 
while placing barrel in rack. 

10/22/15 1.5 hrs Lost Time Incident High A detailed risk assessment 
identified the need to be 
further away from the barrel 
when placing it in the rack. 
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Issue Date Duration Event  Type 
Potential 
Severity 

(High, Medium or Low) 

Actions Taken 

Person caught two fingers 
between allen wrench and 
support beam while 
adjusting safety clamp on 
agitator gear box. 

10/28/15 45-60 min Lost Time Incident High Mechanical lifting was 
suspended along with all 
operations and a safety 
stand down with crews was 
held. Rig Recommended 
Practice was revised to 
include the hazard and 
creating controls to separate 
personnel from the hazard. 

Person fell while lancing 
mud lines in process pump 
room. 

11/20/15 3.5 hrs Lost Time Incident High Job was stopped and safety 
stand up with crew was held. 
Crews were instructed to 
clean work area thoroughly 
to remove trip hazards. Rig 
procedures and risk 
assessments were revised to 
prevent reoccurrence. 

Person pinched the tip of 
two fingers between two 
water tight doors. 

12/04/15 0-15 min Lost Time Incident High Job was stopped and safety 
stand up with crew was held. 
Additional cautionary 
features were added to 
water tight doors. 

Change in vendor’s medical 
protocol required further 
follow up prior to task 
proceeding. 

06/23/15 0-15 min Other - Clarification 
of Policy 

High During the review of the 
protocol, additional control 
measures were 
implemented. 
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Appendix 15.b. - 2015 Annual Report 

(See reference to Attachments below) 

15.b. Blow Out Preventer (“BOP”) Certification. 

Transocean understands the critical importance of following policies and guidelines, including 
those related to maintenance of equipment according to defined criteria and timing.  Checklists 
are being used to ensure all steps are being carefully and accurately tracked regarding 
maintenance of a BOP prior to deployment. A process is in place that is clearly understood by 
rig management personnel, which confirms the steps outlined in this obligation and the 
requirement of submitting a compliant Certification before an initial deployment of a BOP on a 
wellhead.  

Attachment 15.b (1) is a list of BOP Certifications submitted during 2015, which includes 
information on date prepared, date submitted to the United States, and date of subsequent 
latching to the wellhead.  Attachment 15.b (2) includes a copy of each BOP Certification 
referenced on the list.   
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Attachment 15.b. (1) – 2015 Annual Report 

BOP 
Certification 

Date 

Submission to 
US Rig Notes regarding Submission. 

01/07/15 01/07/15 DID Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 01/11/2015 

02/15/15 02/15/15 DD3 Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 03/01/2015 

02/19/15 02/19/15 DCL Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 02/26/2015 

03/03/15 03/03/15 DVS Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 03/07/2015 

03/20/15 03/20/15 DIN Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 04/20/2015 

03/23/15 03/23/15 DDS Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 03/25/2015 

04/11/15 04/12/15 DGD Timely submission, however BOP did not latch.  See updated 
Certification submitted 04/12/15-see below 

04/12/15 04/13/15 DGD Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 04/19/2015 

04/13/15 04/13/15 DVS Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 04/15/2015 

04/16/15 04/16/15 DIN Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 04/20/2015 

05/29/15 05/29/15 DGD Timely submission, however BOP did not latch.  See updated 
Certification submitted 06/05/15-see below 

06/05/15 06/05/15 DGD Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 6/7/2015 

06/23/15 06/23/15 DID Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 6/27/2015 

07/06/15 07/06/15 DIN Timely submission, however BOP did not splash as expected.  
See updated Certification submitted 07/24/15 – see below. 

07/08/15 07/09/15 DWC Timely submission, however BOP did not latch.  See updated 
Certification submitted 07/10/15-see below 

07/10/15 07/10/15 DWC Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 7/15/15 

07/13/15 07/13/15 DCL Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 7/22/15 

07/24/15 07/24/15 DD3 Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 7.29.2015.    

07/23/15 07/24/15 DIN Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on : 7/29/2015 

08/12/15 8/13/15 DIN Timely submission, however BOP did not splash as expected. 
See updated Certification submitted 8/24/15 – see below. 

08/17/15 08/17/15 DAS Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 8/20/15 
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Attachment 15.b. (1) – 2015 Annual Report 

BOP 
Certification 

Date 

Submission to 
US Rig Notes regarding Submission. 

08/21/15 08/21/15 POL Timely submission, however BOP did not splash as expected. 
See updated Certification submitted 08/23/15-see below 

08/23/15 08/23/15 POL Timely submission, however BOP did not splash as expected. 
See updated Certification submitted 08/24/15-see below 

08/21/15 08/24/15 DIN 

Non-Compliance:  by 1 day due to technology related issue.  
The certification remained in the Rig Manager’s outbox over 
the weekend.  When discovered, the certification was 
immediately sent to MOT and submitted.  BOP deployed on 
well/latched per Rig Morning Report on: 8/23/15.   

08/24/15 08/25/15 POL Timely submission, however BOP did not splash as expected. 
See updated Certification submitted 08/26/15-see below 

08/26/15 08/26/15 POL Timely submission, however BOP did not splash as expected. 
See updated Certification submitted 08/28/15-see below 

08/27/15 08/28/15 POL Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 8/30/15 

08/31/15 08/31/15 DDS Timely submission, Updated Certification submitted 09/18/15-
see below 

09/18/15 09/18/15 DDS Timely submission, Updated Certification submitted 09/24/15-
see below 

09/23/15 09/24/15 DDS Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 9/27/15 

09/26/15 09/26/15 DD3 
Timely submission, however this certificate was submitted 
related to the LMRP and not the BOP.  LMRP latched back up 
on 9/29/15  

10/23/15 10/23/15 DWC Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 10/28/15 

10/27/15 10/27/15 DGD Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 10/31/15 

10/29/15 10/29/15 DWN Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 11/2/15 

11/04/15 11/04/15 DCL Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on:  11/7/15 

11/04/15 11/04/15 DGD Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 11/9/15 

11/09/15 11/09/15 DWN Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 11/13/15 

12/11/15 12/11/15 DIN Timely submission, BOP deployed on well/latched per rig’s 
Morning Report on: 12/15/2015 
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Appendix 15.c.1 - 2015 Annual Report 

(See reference to Attachment below) 

15.c.1 BOP and Pipe Shearing Report. 

Transocean is a leader in the offshore drilling industry and is fully committed to understanding 
and pursuing new BOP and pipe shearing technology that may enhance safe drilling operations. 
For reference purposes, below is a summary of the steps taken to comply with this obligation.   

Summary of steps taken.  An initial review of all new relevant technologies was undertaken 
by a team from Transocean’s Technology Business and Operations group at the May 2015 
Offshore Technology Conference in Houston, TX.  This is the largest Offshore Technology 
conference in the world where equipment manufacturers display their new and forthcoming 
products.  

From this initial review, a list was compiled of all commercially available and future BOP 
and pipe shearing technologies. The list was shared with Transocean’s Subsea Task Force and 
cross-referenced with their list of new technologies currently under review. The Task Force 
holds monthly Engineering meetings where invited in-house representatives from all the 
major BOP suppliers present, discuss and propose new technologies and improvements to 
existing technologies. 

The combined list was formatted into the “BOP and Pipe Shearing Report,” which was then 
reviewed with regards to:  

• Compatibility to existing Transocean equipment (manufacturer, size, pressure
rating).

• Impact / improvement over existing technologies.

• Installation requirements (retrofitability).

Based upon this ongoing evaluation, the Report was updated to reflect a plan going forward 
for each technology.  For those technologies not yet commercially available, the agreed plan 
was to monitor the status and maturity of the technology or product.   

 The following Attachment 15.c.1 is a copy of the Report. 
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Manufacturer Equipment Description Commercially 
available 2015?

Applicable to 
Transocean fleet?

Current Status Plan forward Implementation Feasibility and Cost Benefit Analysis Cost Benefit Additional comments for Calendar Year 2015

BOP monitoring system Unknown Yes Under Review. TBA N/A

Would normally prefer to install the system from the 
Manufacturer of the control system  but will monitor to 

ensure no additional benefits of a non OEM system. 
System is designed for subsea production system and 
not easily retrofittable to drilling control system pods.

The cost benefit is not in this system at this time.  The 
present design includes only a fraction of the functions 

which a  typical system would include and it would 
require a third-party intrusion into an OEM's control 

system and is very similar to present OEM offering for 
remote monitoring of components in the 

electro/hydraulic control system.  

No status change.  We still prefer our systems to be 
integral to control systems.

Shear ram blocks Yes Yes
Already being 

purchased.

Release Technical 
Information Bulletin 

Recommending 
purchase on applicable 

systems.

Yes

Provides Shearing Capability across the full bore of the 
BOP and ability to shear larger and heavier cross 

sections of  casing and pipe.  Technical Information 
bulletin sent to fleet to replace certain shear ram styles 
that do not span the entire ram bore.  Procurement to 

begin immediately.

This shear ram provides us with not only a safety feature 
of the blade spanning the entire bore and positively 

centering  to shear pipe and small casing but also allows 
us, with the necessary hydraulic pressure, to shear larger 

cross-section pipe, tubing and casing.  This is a 
commercial benefit in providing our customers more 

flexibility with their tubulars used in the well.

These  style shear ram blocks,  which cover the 
entire span of the ram bore have been implemented 

on all manufacturer specific style blind 
shearing/sealing style rams in Gulf of Mexico.

BOP monitoring system No Yes
Monitoring progress 
and working with the 

manufacturer.
TBA

Re-evaluate in 2015 
(See additional 

comments for CY 
2015)

This is in process of being reviewed.  It is at the 
prototype stage at this point and discussions being held 
of putting one system on one of our rigs for evaluation. 
This could take time to determine exactly how invasive 

this system is and since new, whether failure of the 
monitoring system will hamper the working part of the 
control system.  Possibility exists for pilot program for 
field evaluation.  This system is being quoted for a new 

project with an operator.

This system is still in its infancy with scheduled release 
for installation in the Q4 2015.  Use of this system would 
allow us to monitor the health of several of our control 

system components subsea as well as ram positioning on 
well control components.  Further analysis of the system 

will continue with this product as a Risk vs. Reward 
conversation must be held in order to maximize 

information while minimizing risk for intrusion into both.  
If system works as planned, better planning for 

maintenance can be appreciated and true condition 
based monitoring can enhance our marketability of our 

rigs.

No status change. The manufacturer is still 
determining what they can do with the system and 

how intrusive it will be. We will further evaluate the 
system after they have a saleable viable product. 

BOP control pods No Yes
Monitoring progress 
and working with the 

manufacturer.
TBA

Re-evaluate in 2015  
(See additional 

comments for CY 
2015)

Prototype being built at this time so no information as to 
performance,  life, history, verification or validation of 
design features. We will stay abreast of any updates on 
the system.  This system is being quoted for a project 

with an operator.

At this time we have no field history, no test results or 
mean time to failure of any of the components in this 

system.  We do not have enough information as to how 
well the system works to determine if the system will 

provide a cost benefit or not.

While this system has several good features and 
many more available features, several rigs in our 

fleet have recently upgraded to Mark III pods which 
are adequate for our needs.  When future 

newbuilds will be built then this system will 
certainly be considered.

Blind shear ram Yes Yes
Already being 

purchased.
TBA Yes

A large number of our rigs have ordered and received 
these shear rams; however, not all have installed them 
in operation.  They provide an improved upper shear 

ram blade retention mechanism and tighter tolerances 
for the mating of the ram to operating rod to prevent 

distortion of the operating rod.  

A majority of the Gulf of Mexico rigs with Hydril systems 
have ordered and received the 5K shear rams however 

not all have installed them in operation.  They provide an 
improved upper shear ram blade retention mechanism 

and tighter tolerances for the mating of the ram to 
operating rod to prevent distortion of the operating rod.  

Manufacturer 5 ksi shear rams are being used on 
many rigs in the Gulf of Mexico and more will be 

added.

BOP monitoring system Yes Yes Under Review. TBA

Re-evaluate in 2015  
(See additional 

comments for CY 
2015)

While this system is available, there are none in the field 
to gauge its effectiveness however that will be 

monitored.  One of the drawbacks of this system is that 
it only monitors what was already being seen however 
adds a cycle counter, which for every function that is 

activated the components in the entire circuit for that 
function are counted so as to give an indication of life 

and therefore expectancy.    This system stops short as it 
does not monitor actual pressures to each component in 

the function and no troubleshooting is available.  We 
will continue to monitor this item for future 

improvements.  We are in discussions with one operator 
to perform field trials on this system.

This monitoring system is an add-on to the controls to 
monitor temperatures and pressure and make it more 

user friendly to use the information.  It does not monitor 
anything new and is not a step change.  As stated, we are 

in communication with a customer to possibly use the 
system and will continue to be evaluated.  We believe 

the cost benefit is minimal.

We have been told that one of our competitors is 
evaluating this monitoring system for several 
months and at the end of the trial period will 

consult with them as to its usefulness.

Attachment 15.c.1-BOP and Pipe Shearing Report
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Manufacturer Equipment Description Commercially 
available 2015?

Applicable to 
Transocean fleet?

Current Status Plan forward Implementation Feasibility and Cost Benefit Analysis Cost Benefit Additional comments for Calendar Year 2015

Attachment 15.c.1-BOP and Pipe Shearing Report

BOP control system Yes Yes

One system was on 
order however was 

delayed due to 
schedule.

Plan to install and field 
test to see if improved 

reliability or 
functionality.

Future and re-
evaluate in 2015  
(See additional 

comments for CY 
2015)

 This system is fully applicable for upgrades to earlier 
systems for surface controls.  We expect that this system 
will be installed in our fleet in the future as the need for 
replacements are required.  We will continue to monitor 
this system  and attempt to obtain field data when it is 

available.

This system at the present time is only an improvement 
to top sides controls and monitoring screens.  There is no 
change to the electro/hydraulics subsea.  Again this is not 

a step change of a control system but rather an 
improvement to the present system by changing the 

platform for surface portion of the control system.  As 
stated earlier when the time comes due to obsolescence 

or other occurrences that require the change of the 
surface systems for this  system, we would then procure 
and install this system.  If we decided to build a new BOP 

stack and control system, then it would include this 
topside control system.

Since Enterprise is stacked no further action on this 
has been taken however for upgrades is fully 

recognized as applicable.

Fluid condition monitoring 
system

Yes Yes Under Review. TBA
Continue monitor 
available systems.

This fluid conditioning monitoring system, among 
others, are being evaluated.  We are at present 

weighing our option of an active (constant monitoring) 
as opposed to a passive (a sample must be taken and 
equipment used to analyze.)  Both have pros and cons 

however, the passive system may not give the extent of 
a false sense of security.  We have already put into place 

procedures for monitoring fluid condition and are 
reaping benefits from these procedures.  

As stated earlier, we do not see the benefit of active 
monitoring of the condition of our control system fluid.  

Our present passive system of taking samples and 
sending to a laboratory for analysis on a frequent basis 
has worked and has continue to be successful.  These 

active systems are expensive and are not fool-proof.  We 
will continue to evaluate systems as they are developed 

to ensure we maximize our benefits in managing our 
control fluids.

Still being evaluated as our passive systems have 
given us good results so far.

Lower force shear ram Yes Yes
On order for new build 

BOP.
TBA

Yes,  but still under 
evaluation.

This shear ram, while ordered for the new  build ships to 
be built in Singapore, is still under technical evaluation.  
This ram provides the ability to shear very heavy wall 

drill pipe and casing, to an extent, but suffers from the 
need to centralize the pipe or casing before shearing.  
The centralization tool has proven troublesome to this 

design and therefore the apprehension to order prior to 
this point.  We have been shown test results from 

multiple tests in laboratory conditions showing that the 
centralizer works however no field testing exists to the 
best of our knowledge.  We performed field trials on 

one of our rigs in Q3 2015 and re-evaluated at that time.

This shear ram will continue to be evaluated.  At present 
it is to be supplied on two of the newbuilds which will be 
delivered is a couple of years.  Near time evaluation will 
occur on the KG1 in Brazil in the third quarter.  This ram, 

if successful and fully reliable, will enhance the 
marketability of these well control equipment drilling rigs 

so as to increase the flexibility of our customers to use 
heavier wall pipe, tubing and casing and shear with lower 

pressures.

Due to problems with several versions of NOV low 
force shear rams, NOV is developing a new style low 
force shear ram.  This ram will automatically center 

the pipe and shear as necessary. It will be fully 
applicable when it is ready to be sold.

Super Shear Mark II
Will be available in 

2016.
Yes

Budget quote received 
but the manufacturer is 
not taking orders yet.

We will evaluate the 
needs based on drill 

pipe and casing shear 
requirements.

TBA

While this new shear ram and operating rod does offer 
increased shearing capability due to higher strength and 

harder material of both ram block and the connecting 
rod, we will have to evaluate on a case by case basis as 

far as needs to shear heavier wall drill pipe, higher 
strength or production casing of higher strength and 

heavier wall.

Since not commercially available, cost benefit analysis is 
not available at this time. Once available, analysis will be 

performed.

No status change. Will continue to monitor 
throughout 2016.

Pyro technic accumulator TBA Yes

Being developed by 
Manufacturer for 

application on BOP 
stacks.  Another 

manufacturer also  has 
IP but not BOP-related.

We will see where the 
manufacturer is with 
their system.  It can 

work just have to work 
out details.

TBA

This system while still in the developmental stages 
would be quite useful.  It would allow us to use almost 
all the volume of the accumulator for hydraulic fluid for 
operational purposes whereas now since we have gas 

on opposite side we only have a percentage of the 
accumulator as useable fluid.   The reloading of the 

accelerant has to be developed. 

Since not commercially available, cost benefit analysis is 
not available at this time. Once available, analysis will be 

performed.

No status change. Will continue to monitor 
throughout 2016.
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Appendix 15.c.2 - 2015 Annual Report 

15.c.2 – BOP Preventative Maintenance Gap Analysis Report. 

Transocean understands the critical importance of properly maintaining its blow out preventers 
(“BOPs”).  This required Gap Analysis Report includes a summary of the information and 
detailed analysis that is performed by Transocean on an ongoing basis to ensure that its BOPs 
receive the appropriate maintenance.  The detailed analysis is contained in numerous internally 
developed Transocean proprietary spreadsheets and is organized by the manufacturer and 
component parts.    

The manufacturer or “Original Equipment Manufacturer” (“OEM”) provides the required or 
recommended maintenance schedules that from time to time are updated or modified by the 
OEM.  Transocean always uses the most up-to-date OEM maintenance schedules provided to 
us and our careful ongoing analysis involves both the required and recommended maintenance.  

The following steps were taken to complete this 2015 BOP Preventative Maintenance Gap 
Analysis Report:  

1. Confirmed rigs applicable to Performance Plan obligations (operating in the Waters of
the United States).

2. Identified sub-sea components that are part of the BOP.
3. Reviewed OEM manuals and bulletins, including maintenance and frequency

recommendations regarding components.
4. Component-by-component, pulled Transocean maintenance requirements contained in

Transocean’s RMS system, including frequency.
5. Created separate spreadsheets for each component, driven by frequency, listing the

OEM and Transocean information, side-by-side for analysis purposes.
6. A detailed analysis was performed to identify differences.
7. Where OEM provided no maintenance recommendations, confirmed Transocean’s

maintenance plan.
8. Proprietary summary language was included in the spreadsheet describing the

differences.
During 2015, Transocean operated 12 different rigs in the Waters of the United States; with 
three different BOP manufacturers (often more than one Transocean rig has the same BOP 
type/OEM as other rigs).  This Gap Analysis Report includes a careful analysis of each of the 
three different OEM maintenance schedules compared with the Transocean internal 
requirements, which are well documented and the maintenance performed is carefully recorded 
in an electronic tracking system.   
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The separate component parts that were reviewed included the following: 

• Connectors
• Failsafe Valve
• BOP Ram Preventer
• BOP Pod Hydraulic
• BOP Pod Electrical
• BOP Stack
• Annulars
• Choke & Kill Connector
• Rigid Conduit Manifold

The majority of the time, Transocean meets or exceeds the OEM maintenance requirements 
and recommendations, component by component, taking into account applicable OEM 
bulletins. 

Based on the 2015 analysis, examples of the few instances where those recommendations were 
not met or exceeded include: 

• Transocean “End of Well” (“EOW”) Checklist regarding annulars does not follow OEM
recommendation to disassemble at EOW.

• Transocean function tests the operator at every EOW to make sure there are no
hydraulic leaks and performs an operator test every 360 days to evaluate equipment
condition.

• Transocean performs a well bore test at every EOW to confirm the annular will retain
the well bore pressure.

These decisions to not meet or exceed the OEM recommendations are often based on EOW 
tests and performance history tracked in RMS. 

Finally, the following are 2015 examples of instances where Transocean exceeded the OEM 
maintenance requirements and recommendations: 

• Transocean performs an inspection every 360 days vs. OEM recommendation every 30
months or after 800 operating cycles.

• Transocean performs an annual overhaul compared to OEM 3-yr.
• On certain equipment, seals are replaced every 12 months vs. OEM recommendation

every three years.
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Appendix 15.d.1&2 - 2015 Annual Report 

15.d.1&2 Well Control Competency Assessments. 

Throughout 2015, Transocean complied with the requirements of these Sections of the Consent 
Decree and Performance Plan by developing, implementing and maintaining a Well Control 
Competency Assessment Plan for each employee in the positions of Offshore Installation 
Manager, Senior Toolpusher, Toolpusher and Driller (“Well Control Personnel”). 

Below is a table summary of compliance with these obligations in 2015. 

2015 Summary of Compliance: 15.d.1&2 – Well Control Personnel 
Well Control Position No. of Personnel (1) No. Assessed(2) Percentage Assessed 

Offshore Installation Manager 16 16 100% 
Senior Toolpusher 18 18 100% 
Toolpusher 36 36 100% 
Driller 57 57 100% 

(1) This is the number of employees on the list submitted 01.30.15 and includes, Labor Pool employees, and excludes 
employees who left the company, were promoted or demoted out of relevant position, working on stacked rigs  or employees 
no longer working in the Waters of the United States. 

(2)  None of those assessed were found to be in need of further training. 

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that those Transocean personnel 
considered Well Control Personnel are all compliant with the training program schedule 
identified in the Well Control Competency Assessment Plan, please see the compliance 
statement by the Transocean Senior Vice President and General Counsel included in 
Appendix: Officer’s Obligation Certification. 
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Appendix 15.d.3 - 2015Annual Report 
(See reference to Attachment below) 

15.d.3 Training. 

Throughout 2015, Transocean complied with the requirements of this Section of the Consent 
Decree and Performance Plan by developing, implementing and maintaining a training 
program that offers courses related to well control operations, principles of process safety or 
risk management.  These courses, along with others, are included in the company’s North 
America Division (“NAM”) Training Matrix.  The NAM Training Matrix was reviewed by 
subject matter experts to determine which courses met the requirements of this obligation, 
including the hours within each course that could be counted.  The list and qualifying hours 
were reviewed and approved by the Independent Consent Decree Auditor when new courses 
were developed that related to the requirements of this obligation. 

The employee positions applicable to this Section (“Designated Employees”) and the number 
of personnel in those positions as of December 31, 2015 are: 

2015 Summary of Compliance: 15.d.3 Designated Employees
Designated Employee Position No. of Personnel (1) Percentage Assessed 

Offshore Installation Manager 16 100% 
Senior Toolpusher 18 100% 
Toolpusher 36 100% 
Driller 57 100% 

(1)  This is the number of employees on the list submitted 01.30.15 and includes, Labor Pool employees, and 
excludes  employees who left the company, were promoted or demoted out of relevant position, working  
on stacked rigs or employees no longer working in the Waters of the United States. 

The following Attachment 15.d.3 contains a list describing the approved courses applicable to 
this obligation.   

In addition, regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that those personnel 
who are Designated Employees, during the prior calendar year have completed at least 40 
hours of training regarding well control operations, principles of process safety, and/or risk 
management, please see the compliance statement by the Transocean Senior Vice President 
and General Counsel included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation Certification. 
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Attachment 15.d.3 - 2015 Annual Report 

Description of Courses applicable to 40-hour requirement under 15.d.3 Designated Employees 
Course Name Course Code Course Description 
D-CAP Onshore 
Assessment - Grade C 
(Conventional) 

CC-DL-I-DCP-COC The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Offshore 
Assessment - Grade C 
(Conventional) 

CC-DL-I-DCP-CRC The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Onshore 
Assessment - Grade C 
(Cyber) 

CC-DL-I-DCP-CYOC The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Offshore 
Assessment - Grade C 
(Cyber) 

CC-DL-I-DCP-CYRC The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

IADC WellCAP 
Introduction OJT (Course 
title changed to 
“Introduction to Well 
Control OJT” during 
2015.) 

CC-DL-O-IWC The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in basic well 
control measures. These measures are how to check and ensure that the 
Choke and Standpipe manifold are lined up correctly for drilling and shut-
in operations, how to stab the IBOP and FOSV and ensure that they are 
checked every tour to ensure they are open and can be functioned closed, 
and how to assist the Driller or his/her designee in preventing, detecting 
and closing in a well to prevent further influxes in the well bore. 

Well Control Handbook 
Assessment OJT 

CC-DL-O-WCHA The purpose of this training is so that the personnel required to complete 
it have a good understanding of the procedures and policies in the Well 
Control Handbook. 

Environmental 
Leadership Tng 

CC-EV-C-ELT The purpose of the training is to ensure personnel are aware of the 
Company's environmental requirements and also their help needed to 
implement, monitor and improve the EMS. 

Helicopter Landing 
Officer 

CC-MR-I-HLO The objective of this course is to provide Helicopter Landing Officer 
candidates with the knowledge, skills and procedures to safely and 
efficiently coordinate offshore helicopter operations. This course will 
provide the Helicopter Landing Officer candidates with knowledge of 
hazards surrounding offshore helicopter operations. An understanding of 
equipment requirements for platform helicopter/helideck operations, as 
well as safe and efficient procedures for offshore helicopter operations, is 
stressed. The Helicopter Landing Officer candidates will become familiar 
with onboard safety equipment and emergency shutdown procedures. 

API RP 2D Rigger CC-MR-I-RIG The objective of this course is to ensure that personnel are trained on how 
to plan rigging operations, inspect equipment used in rigging operations, 
know its limitation, attach and move loads around, use of hand signals, 
and follow safe rigging procedures all the time. 
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Description of Courses applicable to 40-hour requirement under 15.d.3 Designated Employees 
Course Name Course Code Course Description 
HLO Competency 
Assessment 

CC-SF-E-HLOCA The objective of this course is to provide Helicopter Landing Officer 
candidates with the knowledge, skills and procedures to safely and 
efficiently coordinate offshore helicopter operations. This course will 
provide the Helicopter Landing Officer candidates with knowledge of 
hazards surrounding offshore helicopter operations. An understanding of 
equipment requirements for platform helicopter/helideck operations, as 
well as safe and efficient procedures for offshore helicopter operations, is 
stressed. The Helicopter Landing Officer candidates will become familiar 
with onboard safety equipment and emergency shutdown procedures. 

Competent Person 
RFH/CS/FP 

CC-SF-I-CP/RCF The objective of this course is to ensure that personnel are trained in 
confined space entry, rescue from heights, Fall Protection procedures and 
operations. The objective is also to ensure that personnel performing 
confined space rescue, rescue for height and fall protections are familiar 
and aware of the dangers involved and know how to use all equipment in 
these operations. 

NAM Safety Case 
Awareness 

CC-SF-O-NSCA The purpose of this training is to make personnel aware of a Safety Case 
and to demonstrate and provide assurance that risks associated with 
hazards relevant to the operation of the MODU have been identified. 
Furthermore, the company's management system controls for those risks 
have been identified and evaluated and are being effectively managed. 

NAM Safety Case Critical 
Roles 

CC-SF-O-NSCCR The purpose of this training is to make personnel aware of a Safety Case 
and to demonstrate and provide assurance that risks associated with 
hazards relevant to the operation of the MODU have been identified. 
Furthermore, the company's management system controls for those risks 
have been identified and evaluated and are being effectively managed. 
The critical role training ensures understanding for each specific position 
in: 
1. How that specific role can promote awareness and good barrier
management, as well 
2. How that specific role's daily activities relate to specific barriers that
prevent threats from resulting in severe consequences. 

SEMS Awareness CC-SF-O-SEMS The training program provides an overview of the SEMS requirements and 
a basic understanding of how these regulations affect offshore workers 
and their jobs. In addition, the program provides all the information 
contractor and operator employees need to be fully trained on both the 
original and final SEMS II regulation, 30 CFR 250 Subpart S.  

SEMS Awareness II CC-SF-O-SEMSII The SEMS II final rule enhances the original SEMS rule providing greater 
protection by supplementing operators' SEMS programs with employee 
training. Additionally, this final rule empowers field-level personnel with 
safety management decisions and strengthens auditing procedures by 
requiring them to be completed by independent third parties. 

Drug & Alcohol 
Awareness-Employee 

GM-HT-O-DOTE Drug & Alcohol Awareness training familiarizes participants with the Drug-
Free Workplace Policy and awareness of the dangers of alcohol and drug 
abuse. Employees should also understand the requirements of the Drug-
Free Workplace Policy, the prevalence of alcohol and drug abuse and its 
impact on the workplace,  how to recognize the link between poor 
performance and/or alcohol and drug abuse, the progression of the 
disease of addiction and the assistance that may be available. 
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Description of Courses applicable to 40-hour requirement under 15.d.3 Designated Employees 
Course Name Course Code Course Description 
Drug & Alcohol 
Awareness-Supervisor 

GM-HT-O-DOTS Drug & Alcohol Awareness training familiarizes participants with the Drug-
Free Workplace Policy and awareness of the dangers of alcohol and drug 
abuse. Employees should also understand the requirements of the Drug-
Free Workplace Policy, the prevalence of alcohol and drug abuse and its 
impact on the workplace,  how to recognize the link between poor 
performance and/or alcohol and drug abuse, the progression of the 
disease of addiction and the assistance that may be available. 

Marine Trash & Debris 
Awareness 

GM-MR-O-MTDA Awareness of what is marine debris, the sources of debris, and hazardous 
impacts of debris.  The course also covers the legislation and enforcement 
surrounding marine debris, debris prevention and US compliance, training 
and reporting requirements. 

STCW Advanced 
Firefighting 

STCW-MR-E-ADF Teaches knowledge in the concepts of flame control and emergency 
response; preparation of equipment and safety precautions needed for 
the different types of fires, and awareness of prevention through the 
knowledge of the ways fire are caused and extinguished. 

STCW Advanced 
Firefighting 

STCW-MR-I-ADF Teaches knowledge in the concepts of flame control and emergency 
response; preparation of equipment and safety precautions needed for 
the different types of fires, and awareness of prevention through the 
knowledge of the ways fire are caused and extinguished. 

D-CAP Onshore 
Assessment - Grade B 
(Conventional) 

TC-DL-I-DCP-COAB The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Offshore 
Assessment - Grade A 
(Conventional) 

TC-DL-I-DCP-CRA The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Offshore 
Assessment - Grade B 
(Conventional) 

TC-DL-I-DCP-CRAB The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Onshore 
Assessment - Grade A 
(Conventional) 

TC-DL-I-DCP-CSA The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Onshore 
Assessment - Grade B 
(Cyber) 

TC-DL-I-DCPCYOAB The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Offshore 
Assessment - Grade A 
(Cyber) 

TC-DL-I-DCP-CYRA The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  
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Description of Courses applicable to 40-hour requirement under 15.d.3 Designated Employees 
Course Name Course Code Course Description 
D-CAP Offshore 
Assessment - Grade B 
(Cyber) 

TC-DL-I-DCPCYRAB The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

D-CAP Onshore 
Assessment - Grade A 
(Cyber) 

TC-DL-I-DCP-CYSA The objective of the D-CAP is to ensure that all Transocean Drillers 
responsible for operation and maintenance of drilling related equipment 
are deemed competent according to minimum required Transocean 
standards as defined in the Driller Job Description. The assessment will 
also highlight any opportunities for individual development.  

IADC WellCAP 
Fundamental Well 
Control-Surface Only 
(Course title changed to 
"IADC WellSHARP Driller 
Well Control Surface 
Only" during 2015.) 

WW-DL-I-FWCS The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in 
preventative well control measures, recognition of well control events and 
closing in Blowout prevention equipment to stop unwanted formation 
fluids in the wellbore.  In the event of unwanted formations fluids entering 
the wellbore, then gaining understanding in using the various well control 
techniques in a control manner to regain primary well control and dispose 
of the unwanted fluids safely. 

IADC WellCAP 
Supervisor Well Control-
Surface Only (Course 
title change to "IADC 
WellSHARP Driller Well 
Control 
(Surface/Subsea)" during 
2015.) 

WW-DL-I-SWCS The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in 
preventative well control measures, recognition of well control events and 
closing in Blowout prevention equipment to stop unwanted formation 
fluids in the wellbore.  In the event of unwanted formations fluids entering 
the wellbore, then gaining understanding in using the various well control 
techniques in a control manner to regain primary well control and dispose 
of the unwanted fluids safely. 

IADC WellCAP 
Fundamental Well 
Control (Surface/Subsea) 
(Course title change to 
"IADC WellSHARP Driller 
Well Control 
(Surface/Subsea)" during 
2015.) 

WW-DL-I-WCF The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in 
preventative well control measures, recognition of well control events and 
closing in Blowout prevention equipment to stop unwanted formation 
fluids in the wellbore.  In the event of unwanted formations fluids entering 
the wellbore, then gaining understanding in using the various well control 
techniques in a control manner to regain primary well control and dispose 
of the unwanted fluids safely. 

IADC WellCAP 
Supervisor Well Control 
(Surface/Subsea)  
(Course title change to 
"IADC WellSHARP 
Supervisor Well Control 
(Surface/Subsea)" during 
2015.) 

WW-DL-I-WCS The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in 
preventative well control measures, recognition of well control events and 
closing in Blowout prevention equipment to stop unwanted formation 
fluids in the wellbore.  In the event of unwanted formations fluids entering 
the wellbore, then gaining understanding in using the various well control 
techniques in a control manner to regain primary well control and dispose 
of the unwanted fluids safely. 

BOP Downtime 
Prevention 

WW-MT-I-SBDP The purpose of this course is to learn what fails and how to prevent it on 
BOPs; to continuously improve and better execute good operating and 
maintenance procedures; to achieve zero unplanned pulls; to measurably 
improve leadership skills. 

HSE Essentials WW-SF-I-ESNT The purpose of the training is to provide attendees with a consistent 
approach in the execution of Transocean’s HSE systems and to achieve a 
team building environment to develop knowledge and competency to 
achieve the Vision. 
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Description of Courses applicable to 40-hour requirement under 15.d.3 Designated Employees 
Course Name Course Code Course Description 
HSE Essentials for 
Supervisors 

WW-SF-I-ESSUP The purpose of the training is to provide attendees with a consistent 
approach in the execution of Transocean’s HSE systems and to achieve a 
team building environment to develop knowledge and competency to 
achieve the Vision. 

Major Emergency 
Management (MEM) 

WW-SF-I-MEM Objective of this course are to be familiar with the roles and 
responsibilities of an Emergency Response Team, understand the 
philosophical differences between normal and Major Emergency  
Management, understand the principles of Command, Control and 
Communication, recognize the effect that Stress has on oneself and 
others, recognize the principles behind and the operation of an 
Information Management System, recognize the necessity of a properly 
prepared Emergency Response Plan and to develop the discipline of 
implementing their installation’s Emergency Response Plan. 

PIC Assessment WW-SF-I-PICAS Training and assessment of personnel who are in charge of their 
installations should an emergency is to occur.  

HSE Excellence WW-SF-I-QEXC The purpose of this course is to develop and share  the participant’s 
knowledge, advance their skills and elevate their Mindset: 1) Focus on 
staying Above the Line, 2) Assess and verify HSE processes are being used 
in the correct manner 3)Increase understanding of Operational Integrity 4) 
Help people from ‘Good to Excellence’ relating to HSE and Operational 
Integrity, 5) As a leader, use tools and processes to build on HSE 
knowledge and 6) Communicate more effectively with people. 

Top Set Investigation: 3 
day 

WW-SF-I-TSI3 The Kelvin TOP-SET 3-Day Senior Investigator course is designed for 
industry professionals and managers who may be required to lead an 
incident investigation team. This is an intensive course that teaches 
attendees the ideas underpinning the TOP-SET methodology, and the 
specific steps of the process of investigating an incident using TOP-SET. 
The course covers every aspect of investigating an incident including 
creation of the investigation team, formulation of the incident statement, 
planning of the investigation, gathering and storage of data, interviewing 
techniques, storyboarding, root cause analysis and creation of 
standardized reports and SMART actions. 

Dropped Object 
Awareness - Rig 

WW-SF-O-DOAT The objective of the course is to be aware of Dropped Objects, types of 
Dropped Objects and understand their consequences.  

HSE OJT WW-SF-O-HSE Upon Completion the student should be able to demonstrate a clear 
understanding of the basic safety issues relative to entry level employees, 
describe fundamental policies and procedures in the Transocean HS 
Manual and Environmental Management Manual and recognize and 
eliminate unsafe situations. 
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Appendix 15.d.4 - 2015 Annual Report 

(See reference to Attachment below) 

15.d.4 Training Center. 

In Q4 2014, the Transocean Houston Training Center was sold to Maersk Training.  
Throughout 2015, Transocean complied with the requirements of this Section of the Consent 
Decree and Performance Plan by ensuring that the Maersk Training Center maintained a Well 
Control training program that is accredited by the International Association of Drilling 
Contractors (“IADC”).   

The following Attachment 15.d.4 includes the IADC Conditional Certifications applicable to 
year 2015 and issued to the Maersk Training Center. 
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Appendix 15.d.5 & 15.d.6 - 2015 Annual Report 

15.d.5 Competence Assessment Management System (“CAMS”). 
15.d.6 Competence Assessment Program (“CAP”). 

Throughout 2015, Transocean complied with these obligations by maintaining an OPITO-
certified CAMS and establishing standards for and implementing a CAP for each employee in 
the positions of Driller, Senior Subsea Supervisor, Subsea Supervisor and Dynamic Positioning 
Operator. Regarding the requirement to have “correct” training required for each position, 
employees are assigned numerous training modules on an annual basis. Some of these training 
modules are key to a position; others are training that Transocean decides to assign for that 
particular year and are often assigned to a number of different job positions. 

Below is required 2015 information relating to these obligations. The Risk Assignment for 
each position in this table is based on a Classification Matrix using Severity and Likelihood as 
factors in measuring risks in the categories of Safety, Property Damage and Environmental 
Impact (see footnote (2) below.) 

2015 Summary of Compliance: 15.d.5 CAMS & 15.d.6 CAP Employees 
OPITO Certification valid throughout 2015 

CAM/CAP Position No. of 
Personnel(1) 

No. 
Assessed 

Percentage 
Assessed 

Risk Assignment 
for Position(2) 

Correct Training 
for Position(3) 

Driller 57 57 100% High Yes 
Senior Subsea Supervisor 14 14 100% High Yes 
Subsea Supervisor 21 21 100% High Yes 
Dynamic Positioning 
Officer 

29 29 100% High Yes 

(1) This is the number of employees on the list submitted 01.30.15 and includes, Labor Pool employees, and excludes  employees who 
left the company, were promoted or demoted out of relevant position, working on stacked rigs or employees no longer working in 
the Waters of the United States. 

(2) As detailed in Appendix 1 of the 15.d.5 (CD) Competence Assurance Management System Manual 10.01.14 submitted on January 
17, 2015. 

(3) See statement italicized below. 

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that those Transocean personnel 
who are CAMS Employees have received the correct training for their positions during 2015, 
please see the compliance statement by the Senior Vice President and General Counsel 
included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation Certification. The Senior Vice President and 
General Counsel was able to confirm that all individuals completed at least 87% of their 
assigned training (most over 95%), and each person in the designated job roles completed the 
essential training assigned for that role. Regarding one position, key courses had been 
assigned in 2014 and 2015 and because the courses are provided by a third party, the 
availability did not allow for the courses to be completed. However, the individuals who could 
not complete will complete the specified courses by Q1 2016. These courses are now tracked 
on a monthly basis.    

Regarding the requirement to provide any updated improvements, changes or revisions to the 
CAP, see section 15.d.6 COMPETENCE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM within the Consent 
Decree Annual Report. 
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Appendix 15.d.7&8 - 2015 Annual Report 

15.d.7&8 Operational Alerts. 

The process for managing Operational Alerts to comply with this Section of the Consent 
Decree and Performance Plan was implemented, effective January 1, 2014, and remained in 
effect during 2015. 

Operational Alerts are distributed by Transocean’s CMS Governance group on behalf of the 
corporate functions using an Action Item Module within Transocean’s electronic tracking 
system.  A workflow is created including documentation of OIM acknowledgement of receipt 
of the Operational Alert, as well as development, approval and implementation (closeout) of 
the action plan. 

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that the OIMs have confirmed 
receipt of all Operational Alerts and implemented all required actions during 2015, please see 
the compliance statement by the Transocean Senior Vice President and General Counsel 
included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation Certification. 
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Appendix 15.d.9 - 2015 Annual Report 

(See reference to Attachment below) 

15.d.9 Hazard Identification Training. 

Throughout 2015, Transocean complied with the requirements of this Section of the Consent 
Decree and Performance Plan by identifying courses, which are or contain an element of 
Hazard Identification Training.  These courses were “tagged” within Transocean’s electronic 
tracking system to facilitate reports to verify compliance with this obligation.   

The following Attachment 15.d.9 is the required Hazard Identification Training Report and 
includes a description of courses applicable to this obligation and the corresponding number of 
personnel participating in each course. 
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Attachment 15.d.9 - 2015 Annual Report 

15.d.9 Hazard Identification Training Report 

Course Name Course Description 
No. of 

Personnel 
Participating 

Able Bodied 
Seaman - OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Able Bodied Seaman. 13 

API RP 2D Crane 
Operator 

The purpose of this course is to teach the different types of equipment, critical 
components, failure and prevention, pre-lift considerations, lift ratings and safe 
practices and procedures for crane operators. 

3 

API RP 2D Crane 
Operator Cert 

The purpose of this course is to teach the different types of equipment, critical 
components, failure and prevention, pre-lift considerations, lift ratings and safe 
practices and procedures for crane operators. 

37 

API RP 2D Rigger The objective of this course is to ensure that personnel are trained on how to plan 
rigging operations, inspect equipment used in rigging operations, know its limitation, 
attach and move loads around, use of hand signals, and follow safe rigging procedures 
all the time. 

275 

API RP 2D Rigger - 
Trainer 

The objective of this course is to ensure that personnel are trained in training other 
personnel on board the vessel, on how to plan rigging operations, inspect equipment 
used in rigging operations, know its limitation, attach and move loads around, use of 
hand signals, and follow safe rigging procedures all the time. 

70 

Assistant Driller 
OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Assistant Driller. 9 

Ballast Control 
Operator OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Ballast Control Operator. 1 

Banksman Slinger 
OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Banksman Slinger. 182 

BOP Equipment 
OJT 

Upon Completion of this OJT, the student should be able to demonstrate a clear 
understanding of basic blowout preventer equipment functions and perform 
fundamental blowout preventer maintenance; service and operations safely and 
competently. 

26 

Bridge Racker OJT On-the-job training for those operating the Bridge Racker. 6 
Certified 
Occupational 
Safety Specialist 

The purpose of this training or educational programs is to train personnel in the 
essentials of safety and health, leadership, communication, and regulatory 
requirements in a wide variety of work environments. 

1 

Chief Mate OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Chief Mate. 9 
Competent 
Person 
RFH/CS/FP 

The objective of this course is to ensure that personnel are trained in confined space 
entry, rescue from heights, Fall Protection procedures and operations. The objective is 
also to ensure that personnel performing confined space rescue, rescue for height and 
fall protections are familiar and aware of the dangers involved and know how to use all 
equipment in these operations. 

36 

Crane Operator 
OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Crane Operator. 15 

Defibrillator 
Training 

Training on use of the defibrillator units located on the installation. 9 

Derrickhand OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Derrickhand. 13 
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Course Name Course Description 
No. of 

Personnel 
Participating 

DP Lessons 
Learned 

To provide a practical training experience in the operation of a Dynamic Positioning 
Vessel in emergency situations.  

14 

DP Lessons 
Learned 
Simulator 

To provide a practical training experience in the operation of a Dynamic Positioning 
Vessel in emergency situations.  

22 

DP Systems 
Maintainer 

The purpose of the training is to give personnel a good understanding, knowledge, 
troubleshooting skills and technical skills to maintain DP equipment. 

7 

Dropped Object 
Awareness - Rig 

The objective of the course is to be aware of Dropped Objects, types of Dropped 
Objects and understand their consequences.  

1044 

Dynamic 
Positioning Oper 
OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Dynamic Positioning Operator. 3 

Electrical OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Electrician. 6 
Electronic 
Technician OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Electronic Technician. 12 

Environmental 
Leadership 
Training 

The purpose of the training is to ensure personnel are aware of the Company's 
environmental requirements and also their help needed to implement, monitor and 
improve the EMS. 

125 

Floorhand OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Floorhand. 38 
Gas Tester 
Competent 
Person 

The purpose of the training is to give personnel a good understanding, knowledge of 
the various gases, the equipment used in testing these gases, calibrating the 
equipment and taking gas readings. 

26 

Hazardous 
Materials 
Training 

The objective of this course is to provide candidates with the knowledge, skills and 
procedures to safely handle ship and transfer Hazardous Materials. The objective is 
also to ensure personnel are aware of Hazmat material regulations, know the 
terminology and are able to identify and classify the material. 

997 

HSE OJT Upon Completion the student should be able to demonstrate a clear understanding of 
the basic safety issues relative to entry level employees, describe fundamental policies 
and procedures in the Transocean HS Manual and Environmental Management Manual 
and recognize and eliminate unsafe situations. 

143 

IADC Introduction 
to Well Control - 
Classroom 
(Course title 
changed to "IADC 
WellSHARP 
Introduction to 
Well Control" 
during 2015.) 

The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in basic well control 
measures. These measures are how to check and ensure that the Choke and Standpipe 
manifold are lined up correctly for drilling and shut-in operations, how to stab the IBOP 
and FOSV and ensure that they are checked every tour to ensure they are open and 
can be functioned closed, and how to assist the Driller or his/her designee in 
preventing, detecting and closing in a well to prevent further influxes in the well bore. 

8 

IADC WellCAP 
Fundamental 
Well Control 
(Surface/Subsea) 
(Course title 
change to "IADC 
WellSHARP Driller 
Well Control 
(Surface/Subsea)" 
during 2015.) 

The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in preventative well 
control measures, recognition of well control events and closing in Blowout prevention 
equipment to stop unwanted formation fluids in the wellbore.  In the event of 
unwanted formations fluids entering the wellbore, then gaining understanding in using 
the various well control techniques in a control manner to regain primary well control 
and dispose of the unwanted fluids safely. 

96 
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Course Name Course Description 
No. of 

Personnel 
Participating 

IADC WellCAP 
Supervisor Well 
Control 
(Surface/Subsea) 
(Course title 
change to "IADC 
WellSHARP 
Supervisor Well 
Control 
(Surface/Subsea)" 
during 2015.) 

The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in preventative well 
control measures, recognition of well control events and closing in Blowout prevention 
equipment to stop unwanted formation fluids in the wellbore.  In the event of 
unwanted formations fluids entering the wellbore, then gaining understanding in using 
the various well control techniques in a control manner to regain primary well control 
and dispose of the unwanted fluids safely. 

145 

IADC WellCAP 
Supervisor Well 
Control-Surface 
Only (Course title 
change to "IADC 
WellSHARP 
Supervisor Well 
Control -Surface 
Only" during 
2015.) 

The objectives of this course are to gain better understanding in preventative well 
control measures, recognition of well control events and closing in Blowout prevention 
equipment to stop unwanted formation fluids in the wellbore.  In the event of 
unwanted formations fluids entering the wellbore, then gaining understanding in using 
the various well control techniques in a control manner to regain primary well control 
and dispose of the unwanted fluids safely. 

1 

International 
Safety Mgmt. 

The objective of this course is to provide candidates with the knowledge of the 
objectives and scope of the ISM code and the international standards for the safe 
management and operations of ships, in relation to safety and pollution prevention 
and for the implementation of the safety management system. 

121 

ITS Stability CBT The purpose of the training is for the participants to have a good understanding of 
principals of Stability, the center of gravity, measures of stability and stability 
applications. 

10 

Knuckleboom 
Crane Operator 
OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Knuckleboom Crane Operator. 25 

Mechanical OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Mechanic. 48 
Motor Operator 
OJT 

On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Motor Operator. 8 

Rig Specific PRS 
OJT 

Upon Completion the student should be able to demonstrate how to operate the PRS 
and perform all functions provided for the PRS safely and competently. 

17 

Roustabout OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Roustabout. 96 
RSTC OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Rig Safety and Training 

Coordinator. 
2 

Scaffold Building The objective of this course is to ensure that personnel are trained in equipment 
inspection, proper erecting and assembling procedures and the inspection of erected 
scaffolding. 

28 

STCW Electronic 
Chart Display & 
Information 
System (ECDIS) 

This purpose of this class is to train candidates in the safe and efficient use of ECDIS, 
interfaced with other onboard equipment to maintain safety of navigation. 

25 
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Course Name Course Description 
No. of 

Personnel 
Participating 

Top Set 
Investigation: 3 
day 

The 3-Day Investigator course is specifically designed for managers, supervisors and 
safety representatives who are required to take part in incident investigations but not 
necessarily required to lead the investigation team. The course introduces delegates to 
the Kelvin TOP-SET incident investigation system and teaches participants the specific 
steps of investigating an incident using the TOP-SET process. A variety of short case 
studies and worked examples are used to stimulate discussion and reinforce the 
concepts being taught. 

1 

Welder OJT On-the-job training for those performing the duties of Welder. 4 
Well Control 
Handbook 
Assessment OJT 

The purpose of this training is so that the personnel required to complete it have a 
good understanding of the procedures and policies in the Well Control Handbook. 

171 
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Appendix 15.e. - 2015 Annual Report 

(See reference to Attachment below)

15.e. Drilling Monitoring. 

Transocean is a leader in the offshore drilling industry in part because of the commitment to 
understanding options available in areas such as real-time monitoring technology.  For reference 
purposes, below is a summary of the steps taken to comply with this obligation, along with the 
required “Drilling Monitoring Summary Report.”   

Summary of Steps Taken. 

1. Establishing scope to use in evaluating company who provides real-time monitoring
technologies – Ready Available.

2. Attendance at the Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition (“ATCE”) and Real-
time Monitoring (“RTM”) workshop to evaluate commercially available real-time
monitoring technologies, which are applicable to offshore drilling contractors.

3. Identify and evaluate technologies not available but known to be proven in the
drilling industry, some of which is available in Transocean’s current fleet.

4. Perform independent internet research to analyze the entire industry as it relates to
real-time data management in the drilling industry.

From this review, a list was compiled of all technologies to be evaluated using the criteria 
stated in the Consent Decree and Performance Plan.  Attachment 15.e. is the resulting 2015 
Drilling Monitoring Summary Report.  
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Page 1 of 3

Manufacturer/
Developer

Equipment Description Commercially 
available 2015?

Current Status Plan forward Implementation Feasibility and Cost Benefit Analysis Cost Benefit

Real-time Information Center provides 
secure and remote connection to 

networked devices. Delivers additional 
engineering applications.

Transocean 
Proprietary 

Restricted 
Implementation in 

progress 

Plan to continue to 
install for remote 

monitoring

Yes Proven in use.  Have reduced the functional design 
scale to a cost effective scope.  Scope of work 

focuses on remote connectivity and data 
acquisition.

Currently being used on highly automated 
drilling vessels.  Viable and demonstrable 
business case to support an installation on 
modern drilling vessels.  The benefit of use 

on certain types of rigs does appear to justify 
the cost and this technology will continue to 

be pursued and developed. 

(Data Acquisition Real-time Information 
Center - Secure Access Remote 

Connectivity).  The DARIC is designed to 
establish a networked infrastructure for 
data transmission onshore/offshore and 

remote support.

Transocean 
Proprietary 

Restricted 
Implementation in 

progress 

Plan to continue to 
install for remote 

monitoring for internal 
Rigcentral access

Yes Proven in use.  To be re-evaluated due to 
Transocean focus on high spec vessels.

Proven in use.  Engineering and design has 
been template, thus reducing cost.  Scope of 

work focuses on a HMI displaying critical 
data sets geared for Customers and Asset 

Managers. 

(Drillers Display System) Graphical User 
Interface is designed to display critical 

signals used in drilling applications.  Used 
for visual aid and awareness but with no 

controls to the drilling application.  It may 
require installation of additional sensors.

Transocean 
Proprietary 

Development 
currently on hold for 

2015

Development currently 
on hold for 2015

Development 
currently on hold 

for 2015

Proven in use.  To be re-evaluated due to the 
Transocean focus on high spec vessels.

Drilling instrumentation is a requirement for 
the operation of a drilling rig.  For those rigs 

with the Drillers Display System installed, this 
is the Drilling instrumentation system. 

Analytical tool that uses rig entered data 
combined with logged sensor data to 

generate Key Step Measures (KSMs) to 
improve the rig crew's performance and 
provide a summarized report.  Does not 

provide network infrastructure. 

Transocean 
Proprietary 

Restricted 
Implementation in 

progress 

Incremental Fleet 
deployment in 2016

Yes Under evaluation. The cost benefit is currently under 
evaluation. 

Analytical tool that uses sensor data 
provided by the rig to generate key 

performance indicator.

Yes Purchased in the 
past per Customer 

request only

Customer request only Under evaluation Proven in use.  To be re-evaluated due cost 
restraints.

Requires a data aggregation system in 
addition to the manufacturer's software 

platform.  Economic model does not scale 
well for a large and diverse fleet.  Because of 
that, the cost would be extremely high and 
the benefit with Transocean's fleet appears 

not to be high.  Evaluation will continue. 

Predictive maintenance to BOP systems. 
Remote monitoring to BOP systems.

Yes Already being 
purchased

Relevant for specific  
systems only

Yes Proven in use. Only pertains to specific systems. Requires a data aggregation system in 
addition to the manufacturer's software 

platform.  Economic model does not scale 
well for a large and diverse  fleet and 

therefore although being used in limited 
situations, neither the cost benefit or 

technical feasibility warrant significantly 
broader use at this time. 

Attachment 15.e. Real-Time Drilling Monitoring Report
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Manufacturer/
Developer

Equipment Description Commercially 
available 2015?

Current Status Plan forward Implementation Feasibility and Cost Benefit Analysis Cost Benefit

Attachment 15.e. Real-Time Drilling Monitoring Report

Kick detection capable of monitoring 
down hole data, using a calculated 

approach to help handle and monitor 
well data.

Yes Already being 
purchased

Customer request only On hold Proven in use. Month license cost. For BOP related data, this system has value 
but limited in its use across a fleet of drilling 

vessels with diverse systems. We will 
continue to evaluate this system and 

possible applications and will use as it makes 
sense from a technical and practical 

perspective; other considerations will be 
taken into account.  

Analytical tool and secure remote access 
to proprietary drilling management 

system and drilling data logger. Data 
logged locally and not transmitted back 

to shore real-time.

Yes Purchased for rigs 
with specific 

systems

Purchased for rigs with 
specific systems

Yes Proven in use.  Monthly cost.  Requires a data aggregation system in 
addition to the manufacturer's software 

platform.  Currently piloting a few of these 
systems offshore for evaluation.  Currently 

not enough information to perform a 
detailed cost benefit analysis.  

Analytical tool and secure remote access 
to proprietary drilling management 

system and drilling data logger. Data 
logged locally and not transmitted back 

to shore real-time.

Yes Purchased for rigs 
with specific 

systems

Purchased for rigs with 
specific systems

Yes Proven in use.  Monthly cost.  Currently being used on vessels with systems 
from this specific supplier.   Cost does justify 

the benefit and it is being considered for 
additional purchases.

System allows for remote display of cyber 
base view-only screens.  Data resides on 
proprietary server and is accessed via a 

connection to the application server. 
Data logged locally and not transmitted 

back to shore real-time.

Yes On order for new 
build BOP

Under evaluation Yes, but still under 
evaluation

Under evaluation. Currently being used on vessels with systems 
from this specific supplier.  In cases of new 
BOPs, the cost is justified and is ordered.  

Further analysis is needed for use on existing 
BOPs, which may not be technically feasible.  

Data Acquisition capable of displaying 
critical drilling signals to the drill floor or 

key personnel onboard a vessel.  

Yes No longer ordering No plans Older Fleet Proven in use, but financially not feasible. Commercial model and technical benefits are 
currently under review.  At this time, it does 

not appear to satisfy the 'real-time 
monitoring' intent for this effort and 

therefore the cost would not justify the 
limited benefit, if any.  

System is designed to monitor data both 
offshore and onshore through an 

interactive web interface.  Ability to 
histories and trend data.  Can generate 

reports,  track alarm and events and also 
allows user to export data. 

Yes Not on Fleet No plans No Financially not feasible. Limited to drilling parameters. Currently in 
use on some of our earlier vessels.   Because 
of the limited scope of use at this time, the 

cost does not justify any benefits.  If the 
system becomes more "holistic," the cost 

benefit could change.  

Remote monitoring to down hole well 
data.  Used to help driller analyze data 

for drilling program. 

Yes Customer Request No plans Yes, but for 
Customer

For Customer use. Currently being used on a vessel with 
systems from this specific supplier.  Currently 

identifying technical limitations as a vessel 
aggregator.  Conceptually, this is a viable 

product.  As further development continues, 
a more robust cost benefit analysis will be 

possible. 
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Manufacturer/
Developer

Equipment Description Commercially 
available 2015?

Current Status Plan forward Implementation Feasibility and Cost Benefit Analysis Cost Benefit

Attachment 15.e. Real-Time Drilling Monitoring Report

Analytical tool that uses sensor data 
provided by the rig to generate key 

performance indicator.  

No Not on Fleet No plans No Company no longer exists due to merger. Currently being used on vessels, but business 
relationship is through the Customer; no 

direct relationship with manufacturer.  With 
no direct relationship at this time, a more 

detailed cost benefit analysis was not 
performed. 

Down hole data aggregation tool used to 
deliver data about well information.  

Data is transmitted down to a support 
center for collaborative decisions.  Web 

interface access. 

Yes Customer Request No plans Yes, but for 
Customer

For Customer use. Currently being used on vessels, but business 
relationship is through the Customer; no 

direct relationship with manufacturer.  With 
no direct relationship at this time, a more 

detailed cost benefit analysis was not 
performed. 

Remote Access Link allows remote 
connectivity to ABB systems through ABB 
secure remote access platform (RAP) or a 

customer provided VPN.  Connects to 
existing customer network infrastructure.

No Not on Fleet Under evaluation No Under evaluation. Currently being used on vessels, but business 
relationship is through the Customer; no 

direct relationship with manufacturer.  With 
no direct relationship at this time, a more 

detailed cost benefit analysis was not 
performed. 

Enables remote connections to offshore 
navigation systems.  Key features include 

status report, scatter plots, integrity 
checks, and remote data download.  

Limited to navigation and station keeping 
applications.  No network infrastructure 

included.

No Not on Fleet Under evaluation No Under evaluation. Specific to supplier drive and automation.  
Could scale as a holistic aggregator and real-

time link, but requires further technical 
development.  The stage of development 
does not allow for a more thorough cost 

benefit analysis.  

 Data Acquisition (DAQ) capable of 
displaying critical drilling signals to the 

driller or key personnel onboard a vessel.  
Requires new sensors.  System has no 

control functions. 

No Not on Fleet Under evaluation No Under evaluation. Specific to supplier equipment.  Could scale 
as a holistic aggregator and real-time link, 

but requires further technical development.  
The stage of development does not allow for 

a more thorough cost benefit analysis.  

 Data Acquisition (DAQ) capable of 
displaying critical drilling signals to the 

driller or key personnel onboard a vessel.  
Requires new sensors.  System has no 

control functions. 

No Not on Fleet Under evaluation No Under evaluation. Have used systems from this manufacturer in 
the past.  Conceivably feasible, but does not 
appear to scale well for an offshore drilling 

fleet. Further evaluation ongoing.  The stage 
of development does not allow for a more 

thorough cost benefit analysis.  

Tool for Drilling Data analysis in an 
academic environment, using real time 
information collected in an RTOC. Task 

and problem specific applications. 

Yes Not on Fleet No plans No Not as a standard approach to RTM. At the time of evaluation it was not 
applicable to a fleet for continuous use.  
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Appendix 15.g. - 2015 Annual Report 

15.g. Incident Tracking Report. 

As part of its normal operating practice, Transocean maintains robust systems to track drilling 
activities, including supporting maintenance activities, on all rigs throughout its fleet. The 
Global Management System (“GMS”) is an electronic tracking system used daily supporting 
various categories of drilling operations information.  GMS, available in real-time both on the 
rig and offshore, tracks several of the categories of information required under this obligation, 
such as incidents relating to serious near hits, major loss of containment, and property damage 
greater than $250,000 in value.   

Another important system is the Rig Management System (“RMS”), which tracks significant 
data relating to rig operations, including maintenance and inhibits to equipment designated as 
safety critical. 

The Incident Tracking Summary Report below complies with the annual reporting 
requirements under the Performance Plan.  

  2015 Incident Tracking Summary Report 
15.g Obligation Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Trend Analysis 
Safety Critical Equipment – Corrective 
Maintenance  

3648 3905 5218 5442 Consistent for Q1 and Q2.  For Q3 and 
Q4, the numbers are consistent and 
include three additional rigs that began 
operating in late 2015. 

Safety Critical Equipment – Corrective 
Maintenance with Inhibits  

243 259 262 196 Consistent through the year. 

Safety Critical Equipment – Fire and Gas 
Inhibits  

338 432 344 324 Consistent through the year. 

Stop-Work Events 0 3 18 17 Increase in reporting of Stop-Work 
Events is due to a revision in the US 
Time Out For Safety Policy (that includes 
the requirement for the Stop- Work 
Authority), which became effective July 
20, 2015. 

Major Loss of Containment 2 3 5 3 The increase in LOC in Q3 is due to 
instances related to a third party. 

Near Hits 14 16 13 6 The incidents of near hits remained 
consistent throughout Q1, Q2 and Q3 
with a decrease in Q4 due to additional 
actions required by an operational alert 
issued in late June 2015. 

Serious Near Hits 2 1 2 2 Consistent through the year. 
Incidents greater than $250,000 in value 0 0 0 0 N/A 
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16.a&b. Oil Spill Training.

Throughout 2015, Transocean complied with the requirements of these Sections of the Consent 
Decree and Performance Plan by assigning and tracking the training requirements for each 
member of the Emergency Response Team (“ERT”). 

Below is a table summary of compliance with these obligations in 2015.  

2015 Summary of Compliance: 16.a-b. Emergency Response Team as of 12/31/15 

Position(1) No. of 
Employees 

2015 COMPLETION 

ICS 
100 

ICS 
200 

ICS 
700 

ICS 
800 

ICS 
300 

ICS 
400 

4 Hour 
Spill 

Response 

Percentage 
Complete 

Comment 

Sr. VP 
Operations 
Integrity & 
HSE 

1 YES YES YES YES NO NO YES 71% The Employee became a member 
of ERT as of June 2015.  Fully 
compliant with 2015 pro-rata 
training requirements.  

HSE Director 1 YES YES YES YES NO NO NO 57% The Employee became a member 
of ERT as of November 2015.  Fully 
compliant with 2015 pro-rata 
training requirements.   

HSE Director 1 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 100% 

Sr. Manager, 
HSE 

1 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 100% 

Operations 
Director 

3 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 100% 

Rig Manager 8 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 100% 

Rig Manager 1 YES YES YES YES NO NO NO 57% The Employee became a member 
of ERT as of December 2015.  Fully 
compliant with 2015 pro-rata 
training requirements. 

(1)The following positions were eliminated in 2015: VP Operations West, NAM HSE Manager, and Operations Manager. 

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that all ERT members 
completed the required ERT Training Curriculum during 2015, please see the compliance 
statement by the Transocean Senior Vice President and General Counsel included in 
Appendix: Officer’s Obligation Certification. 
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(See reference to Attachment below)

17.a. Oil Spill Exercises – Simulated Notification. 

As part of its routine safety and environmental compliance efforts, Transocean conducts 
various types of drills and exercises, where scenarios are created and responses are required, all 
of which is documented in Transocean’s electronic tracking system.  One type of exercise – Oil 
Spill Exercise – occurs routinely on a rig throughout each year.  As required under this Section 
of the Consent Decree and Performance Plan, Transocean is to simulate notification to two 
government agencies with oversight of drilling operations, and to document that notification in 
the drill records maintained by the rig.   

Attachment 17.a. identifies the Oil Spill Exercises during 2015 where the simulated 
notification was documented, including date of exercise, rig involved and a brief summary of 
the exercise.    
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2015 Summary of Oil Spill Exercises Simulated Notifications 
Date Rig  Summary of Exercise 

04/26/2015 Deepwater Asgard (DGD) Work boat along Port side of ship pumping 1,800bbls of 
Synthetic Base Mud (SBM) into the ships Mud Pit Tanks. 
At 1015 - During the operation, the hose develops a leak 
and discharges SBM into the water.  

08/07/2015 Deepwater Asgard (DGD) DPO observed SBM leaking from Slip Joint into 
Moonpool. Immediately contacted the drill floor and 
subsea. Leak was secured immediately.  

11/07/2015 Deepwater Asgard (DGD) Table Top - Spill Drill - "Simulated notice” Review of 
NTVRP and Contact information to ensure the contact 
information is up to date. The following scenario was 
used:  The fuel boat was pumping diesel fuel to us from 
the Port side of the ship when a small leak occurred in 
the transfer hose. Pumping was immediately stopped 
and the area made safe with the use of the spill kits on 
the main deck at the manifold location. 

12/30/2015 Deepwater Asgard (DGD) Drill simulated parting of port bunker transfer hose 
during transfer of DFM from Great Expectations to 
Deepwater Asgard. Cause was loss of station keeping by 
Great Expectations.  

03/21/2015 Deepwater Champion (DWC) Simulated Oil Spill Notification to NRC - 
a simulated escape to the environment of a small 
amount of hydrocarbons followed by control of the 
source and the pathway to the sea and finally 
containment and clean-up of the remaining product 
onboard. 

07/31/2015 Deepwater Champion (DWC) Simulate discharge of diesel oil into the sea, Est qty. two 
gallons.   

09/19/2015 Deepwater Champion (DWC) Fire drill included Heli fuel spill. 
12/09/2015 Deepwater Champion (DWC) Oil Spill Drill was held to simulate the release of Heli fuel 

from the helideck into the sea.   
02/23/2015 Deepwater Invictus (DVS) A containment drill  discussion was  held  in  the  mud  

control  room  prior  to  a  Brine transfer. The scenario 
was that during the transfer of Brine from the supply 
vessel to the rig a flange on the loading manifold began 
to leak Brine onto the surrounding deck. 

03/08/2015 Deepwater Invictus (DVS) A containment drill was held at the vendor’s ROV 
station.  The scenario was that during the launching of 
the ROV a hydraulic pipe from the HPU 
to the launch/recovery 'A' frame blew spraying hydraulic 
oil in the vicinity. 

04/06/2015 Deepwater Invictus (DVS) A containment drill was held at the vendor’s ROV 
station. The scenario was that during the launching of 
the ROV a hydraulic pipe from the HPU 
to the launch/recovery 'A' frame blew spraying hydraulic 
oil in the vicinity. 
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2015 Summary of Oil Spill Exercises Simulated Notifications 
Date Rig  Summary of Exercise 

07/03/2015 Deepwater Invictus (DVS) A containment drill was held above the moonpool in the 
cuttings treatment area with Subsea, Marine, Mechanic 
and Drill crews. The  scenario  was  an  oil  leak  from  the  
hydraulic  bottles  used  for  the  moonpool personnel 
basket while being used for over water operations. We 
discussed a leaking fitting on the hydraulic system and a 
spill of fluid. 

08/06/2015 Deepwater Invictus (DVS) A containment drill was held at the Engine Control 
Room. The scenario simulated that whilst bunkering 
operations were ongoing to receive Diesel Fuel to the 
storage tank in the lower hull. The tank was 
inadvertently overflown allowing Diesel Fuel to egress 
through the tanks vent on the PORT side main deck just 
aft of the mud module. 

09/24/2015 Deepwater Invictus (DVS) A containment drill discussion was held in the Mud 
control room for back loading of SBM from drill ship to 
supply boat. 
The scenario was that during the transfer of SBM from 
the rig to the supply vessel a flange on the loading 
manifold began to leak SBM onto the surrounding deck. 

12/16/2015 Deepwater Invictus (DVS)  A containment drill was held at the Mud Control Room. 
The scenario simulated that while transfer operations 
were ongoing to receive SBM to the reserve tanks in the 
lower hull, the hammer union coupling on the port 
manifold would begin to leak SBM fluid onto the deck. 

03/07/2015 Development Driller III (DD3) With the rig in high current from the loop current we 
simulated that we were trimmed by the head in order to 
reduce hull drag.  Due to this simulated trim, a Baker 
Hughes dryer clogged up causing the conveyor to 
overflow.  

06/05/2015 Development Driller III (DD3) Simulated that the frack line had blown out. 
09/03/2015 Development Driller III (DD3) Tote tank was ruptured on STBD main deck/ and 

reported to the mate. 
11/14/2015 Development Driller III (DD3) Simulated a helicopter on deck conducting re-fueling 

operations.  Heli-crew is there refueling.  Pipe work 
bursts producing a large uncontrolled spill on port C-
Deck where Heli-Deck drainage system is not available. 

12/05/2015 Development Driller III (DD3) Crude oil flowing into tanks. 
08/14/2015 Discoverer Americas (DAS) Rig was running 22 inch Casing utilizing the Aft Rotary 

when the vendor’s Casing Slips failed; this allowed the 
Hyspin 46 hydraulic oil to leak into the sea.   

11/11/2015 Discoverer Americas (DAS) Conducted a test of customer’s Spill Response Plan. 
08//02/2015 Discoverer Clear Leader (DCL) This drill submitted in order to satisfy TOI requirements:  

We performed a full oil spill drill with ACTUAL NOTICE to 
the USCG NRC on July 4th yet GMS is not equipped to 
allow that to satisfy "Simulated Notice" spill drill as it 
should.   

02/14/2015 Discoverer Clear Leader (DCL) While removing a full cooking oil tote from the 
Containment pan, the crane operator misjudged the 
distance and caught the tote on the corner of the pan. 
As he tried to lower, the tote was sliced open and half of 
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2015 Summary of Oil Spill Exercises Simulated Notifications 
Date Rig  Summary of Exercise 

the 500 gallons of used cooking oil was spilled on deck.  
04/13/2015 Discoverer Clear Leader (DCL) Simulated the MDO hose parting during transfer from 

Great Expectations.   
10/30/2015 Discoverer Clear Leader (DCL) QI notification drill completed with Obrien’s 

Management.  Time of drill was documented by Obrien’s 
Management QI Bud Kline at 14:57 UTC.   Discuss 
Procedures/ actions to take in the event of an oil spill.    

01/27/2015 Discoverer Deep Seas (DDS) Simulating improper lineup in the Cement Room with 
200-300 barrels spilling on to the deck.  

04/27/2015 Discoverer Deep Seas (DDS) Simulated spill of 55 gallon drum due to weather.  Spill 
was contained and cleaned up properly.   

07/28/2015 Discoverer Deep Seas (DDS) Scenario was oil on deck during heavy rainfall. 
10/24/2015 Discoverer Deep Seas (DDS) While pumping out the port deck drain tank to an open 

deck scupper leading over the side simulated a hydraulic 
line to the ballast system springing a leak onto the main 
deck. 

01/28/2015 Discoverer India (DID) Simulated hose rupture while loading Base Oil from 
supply vessel at the port side loading manifold.  

04/13/2015 Discoverer India (DID) Marine Department held an oil spill response drill that 
detailed an LOC in the Moonpool requiring rigging up 
and deploying the skimmer. 

08/23/2015 Discoverer India (DID) Marine Department held an oil spill response drill that 
detailed an LOC in the Moonpool requiring rigging up 
and deploying the skimmer. 

11/16/2015 Discoverer India (DID) Marine and Deck department simulated an LOC of 
hydraulic oil in the Moonpool requiring the actual rigging 
and deployment of the oil skimming device. 

01/10/2015 Discoverer Inspiration (DIN) A discrepancy of brine pumped from a work boat and 
what had been received in our tanks was noticed.  The 
hose watch secured the transfer and completed a hose 
integrity test.  

02/20/2015 Discoverer Inspiration (DIN) Simulated spill of approximately 50 gallons of hydraulic 
fluid originating from underneath the rig floor.   

05/17/2015 Discoverer Inspiration (DIN) Simulated 100 gallon spill on deck from leaking transfer 
hose on Heli fuel station. FWD gear locker emergency 
team summoned.  

08/17/2015 Discoverer Inspiration (DIN) Responded to leaking AE 171 fire valve actuator.  2310 
UTC performed simulated notice to vendor’s response 
management. Phone number was valid and response 
was prompt.  We stated that this was just a quarterly 
simulation and no response was needed.   

11/19/2015 Discoverer Inspiration (DIN) Simulated two helifuel totes getting crushed, rupturing, 
and spilling fuel on deck. Simulated Notifying NRC at 1-
800-424-8802.  Chevron LDSM Gene Duckworth 
instructed to simulate notifying BSEE. 

10/22/2015 Polar Pioneer (POL) Chief Mate held an Oil Spill Drill simulating an Oil Spill in 
the on the Port Forward Main Deck.  
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17.b. Oil Spill Exercises – Actual Notification. 

As part of its routine safety and environmental compliance efforts, Transocean conducts 
various types of drills and exercises, where scenarios are created and responses are required, all 
of which is documented in Transocean’s electronic tracking system.  As noted in 17.a, one type 
of exercise – Oil Spill Exercise – occurs routinely on a rig throughout each year.  As required 
under this Section of the Consent Decree and Performance Plan, one rig per quarter, identified 
by Transocean, is to make actual notification to the National Response Center (“NRC”) and to 
document that notification in the drill records maintained by the rig.   

The summary chart below identifies the Oil Spill Exercises during 2015 where the actual 
notification was documented, including date of exercise, rig involved and a brief summary of 
the exercise.  

2015 Summary of Quarterly Oil Spill Exercises Actual Notifications 

Quarter Rig  Summary of Exercise Notification 
to NRC 

Q1 2015 Discoverer Deep Seas (DDS) Simulated improper lineup in the Cement Room 
with 200-300 barrels spilling on to the deck. Yes 

Q2 2015 Deepwater Nautilus (DWN) 
Simulated fuel transfer hose rupturing during fuel 
transfer from supply ship to rig's fuel storage tank 
2p. 

Yes 

Q3 2015 Discoverer Clear Leader (DCL) Simulated a base oil hose rupture during transfer. Yes 

Q4 2015 Deepwater Nautilus (DWN) Simulated hose dislodging when receiving fuel from 
supply boat. Yes 
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17.c. Oil Spill Exercises – Operator Table-top Exercises. 

A valuable process to ensure communication and understanding between Transocean and its 
Operators is participation in Table-top Exercises developed and coordinated by the Operators, 
using serious scenarios relating to a well to be drilled.  As confirmed in Appendix 17.e., 
Transocean sent a request to each Operator to participate as observers in Table-top exercises 
during 2015. Transocean follows the practice of documenting these drills in its electronic based 
tracking system. 

The summary chart below identifies the Table-top drills in where Transocean was invited by 
the Operator and subsequently participated during 2015, including the relevant Operator and 
type (brief description of scenario).  Of note, a Table-top exercise may not be specifically 
related to a rig but may involve, instead, a scenario that is generic in drilling operations. 

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that Transocean requested and 
participated in or observed all Table-top exercises for which the Operator requested its 
presence during 2015, please see the compliance statement by the Transocean Senior Vice 
President and General Counsel included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation Certification. 

2015 Oil Spill Exercises 

Operator Date Type 
(brief description of scenario) 

BHP 
Billiton 

01/04/2015 During transferring of synthetic based mud (SBM) to the rig from the vessel, a valve failure 
resulted in SBM being spilled onto the deck. 

BP 04/16/2015 Table-top Oil Spill Response Drill at BP office in Houston. DD3 simulated leak on BOP leaking 
oil from the well. BP Emergency Response Team along with MWCC conducted table top 
exercise. 

Chevron 05/13/2015 From May 13th until May 15th, Chevron had a Table-top Worst Case Discharge Exercise. 
BP 05/21/2015 Held simulated leak of hydrocarbons form the BOP on the DD3. 
BP 06/11/2015 The scenario was the DD3 was hit by a micro burst with strong winds that pushed the DD3 

across the red watch circle perimeter and initiated the EDS. The drill was held at BP office 
and lasted all day and actions were taken as if this were a live drill.  

BHP 
Billiton 

06/17/2015 Drill for Emergency Disconnect Sequence (EDS) during a well control event, which resulted 
in oil release to Gulf of Mexico. 

BP 09/10/2015 This drill is a response a microburst has pushed the MODU off location. This drill is a 
continuation of the prior drill, simulating the response of day two. 

Shell 09/22/2015 BSEE unannounced oil spill drill to exercise Shell's Oil Spill Response Plan and spill 
management team’s effectiveness in responding to a simulated spill event. 
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2015 Oil Spill Exercises
Operator Date Type 

(brief description of scenario) 
BP 10/08/2015 The scenario was the DD3 was hit by a micro burst with strong winds that pushed the DD3 

across the red watch circle perimeter and initiated the EDS. The drill was held at BP office 
and lasted all day and actions were taken as if this were a live drill.  

BP 10/29/2015 The drill consisted of simulating a leaking of wellbore fluids from the lower choke line 
connection to the BOP due to a microburst, which pushed the rig off location. The drill 
simulated an oil spill response, which was held at BP's Westlake four campuses. All BP 
response groups stood up and reacted accordingly. Transocean shore-side support was in 
attendance in a supporting role for BP. 

Shell 12/06/2015 Table-top Oil Spill Response Exercise held with the Shell Representative and the rig’s Barge 
Supervisor. Reviewed and discussed customer response plan and actions pertaining to 
possible heli-fuel spill into the sea. The Shell Representative displayed the Shell 
Environmental Spill action plan and conducted a step-by-step response that would be taken 
in the event of an actual spill. 

Chevron 12/30/2015 Drill simulated parting of port bunker transfer hose during transfer. 
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17.d. Oil Spill Exercises – Weekly Emergency Response Drills. 

As part of its routine safety and environmental compliance efforts, Transocean conducts 
various types of drills and exercises, where scenarios are created and responses are required, all 
of which is documented in Transocean’s electronic tracking system.  One type of exercise – 
Weekly Emergency Response Drills – occurs weekly on a rig throughout each year.  As 
required under this Section of the Consent Decree and Performance Plan, certain types of 
scenarios must be included.   

The summary chart below identifies the Weekly Emergency Response Drills conducted during 
2015, including drill type, number of rigs on which drills took place, the number of weeks the 
drills took place on each rig, and the types of drills conducted.  Additionally, the chart 
confirms participation by Transocean personnel. 

2015 Summary of Weekly Emergency Response Drills (1) 

DRILL TYPE NUMBER OF RIGS NUMBER OF WEEKS 
DRILL OCCURRED 

TRANSOCEAN 
PERSONNEL 

PARTICIPATION 
Abandonment Drill 12 522 Yes 
Environmental Drill 11 50 Yes 
Fire/Emergency Drill 12 535 Yes 
H2S Drill - Expected at Location 3 8 Yes 
H2S Drill - Gas Not Anticipated 12 40 Yes 
Helicopter Emergency Drill 12 47 Yes 
Security Drills - Vessels with Security Plans 12 48 Yes 
TOTAL 74 1,250 
(1) These numbers include rigs while working in the Waters of the United States only. 
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Appendix 17.e. - 2015 Annual Report Attachment 

17.e. Oil Spill Exercises – Coordinate with Operators. 

In coordination with the requirements under Section 17.c. of the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan, in Q1 2015, Transocean sent a written request to its Operators to participate 
as observers in Table-top Exercises developed and coordinated by the Operators, using serious 
scenarios relating to a well to be drilled, including Exercises conducted with other drilling 
contractors when acceptable to those other parties.  This process was documented by email to 
the primary contact with each Operator and included a request for the Operator to invite 
representatives of USCG, BSEE and EPA to participate.  These email requests are available for 
review by the United States upon request.   

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that Transocean informed all 
Operators of the invitation requirement, please see the compliance statement by the Transocean 
Senior Vice President and General Counsel included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation 
Certification. 
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Appendix 18. & 19.a. - 2015 Annual Report 

18. Oil Spill Response Plans (“OSRP”).
19.a. Best Practices – Communications with Operators. 

Transocean works diligently to create and maintain a successful working relationship with its 
Operators.  A key aspect of that successful relationship is exchange of important information, 
including emergency response related information.  Each rig operating in the Waters of the 
United States has in place a detailed two-volume Emergency Response Plan (“ERP”), Vol. 1-
Emergency Response Manual and Vol. 2 Vessel Response Plan.  The ERP, for purposes of the 
Consent Decree and Performance Plan, is also referred to as the Oil Spill Response Plan 
(“OSRP”).  

The chart below summarizes Transocean’s compliance with these obligations, including a list of 
Operators for new rigs who received a copy of the relevant OSRP during 2015.  

2015 OSRP Tracking 

Rig Operator Reviewed and Updated Provided to Operator 

Deepwater Asgard (DGD) Chevron Yes Yes 
Polar Pioneer (POL) Shell Yes Yes 

Discoverer Americas (DAS) Statoil Yes Yes 
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Appendix 19.b. - 2015 Annual Report 

19.b. Best Practices – Alarm System Safety. 

As part of its normal operating practices, Transocean maintains robust systems to track drilling 
activities, including supporting maintenance activities, on all rigs throughout its fleet.  One of 
these systems, Rig Management System (“RMS”), tracks significant dates relating to rig 
operations, and is used to meet the requirements of the Maintenance Policy that rigs operating 
in the Waters of the United States must record all inhibits to safety critical equipment in RMS. 

A comprehensive review of various RMS reports from individual rigs relating to gas and alarm 
inhibits, together with discussions with Maintenance managers and resulting clarifications and 
modifications to Transocean’s Maintenance Policy, confirms compliance with this obligation 
under the Consent Decree.   

In addition, please refer to Appendix 15.g. for detail on all inhibits to fire and gas systems 
during 2015. 

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that Transocean maintains an 
up-to-date status of records of inhibits made to fire and gas alarm systems aboard Transocean 
rigs and that this information is maintained both on the rig and in a Transocean onshore 
database located in the United States, please see the compliance statement by the Transocean 
Senior Vice President and General Counsel included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation 
Certification. 
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Appendix 20. - 2015 Annual Report 
 (See reference to Attachment below) 

20. Innovation.

Transocean is a leader in the offshore drilling industry. This Section of the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan requires Transocean to form a Technology Innovation Group (“TIG”) 
consisting of key personnel from Operations, Legal, and Technology Innovation. TIG was a 
group within Transocean before the Consent Decree was signed, noting Transocean’s 
commitment to remain a leader in the industry. In addition, TIG has created opportunities for 
Transocean to partner with others to develop ways to enhance drilling safety.  

The following Attachment 20. is the TIG 2015 Annual Report. 
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2015 TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION GROUP 
ANNUAL REPORT 

A.  INTRODUCTION 

On February 19, 2013, a settlement was entered into between certain affiliates of 
Transocean (“Transocean”) and the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) relating to the 
2010 Macondo incident.  An important part of that settlement is a detailed Consent Decree 
that describes the terms of the civil settlement and includes the imposition of specific 
obligations on Transocean.   

One obligation is for Transocean’s Technology and Innovation Group (“TIG”) to file this 
Annual Report under Section 20.a. of the Consent Decree.  Section 20.a. requires TIG to 
submit an Annual Report that describes its efforts to explore developments in drilling 
safety and the Company’s compliance with various other TIG related obligations.   

B.  OBLIGATION 

1. Paragraph 20.a.6:   Annual Technology and Innovation Group (TIG) Report:
a. Obligation.  For each calendar year after the Date of Entry, by April 2 of the following

year, TIG shall provide a report to the Transocean Board of Directors and the United
States in the Annual Report (Paragraph 31.a.) and post the report on Transocean’s Public
Web Site.  The report shall document compliance and amounts expended, results and
developments required by Paragraph 20.a.

b. Summary of measures taken.
i. Identify areas where drilling safety could be improved, including

enhancements to blowout preventers;

The focus of TIG in 2015 in relation to drilling safety improvement continues to
be the development of a fault tolerant and failure resistant BOP control system.

ii. Identify new technologies that could improve drilling safety in those areas;
TIG has previously identified the BOP control system as a candidate for a drilling
safety improvement area that presents the greatest opportunity to introduce mature
technologies with a high Technology Readiness Level, already proven in other
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industries.  The 2015 focus has been to develop a baseline design that satisfies 
stringent program requirements in preparation to progress to the development 
phase of an improved system that will increase operational integrity through 
reliability, availability and improved overall performance. 

In 2015, Transocean submitted a total of six patent filings related to new 
technologies related to BOP Control System improvements. 

iii. Identify other companies that could assist with research and development of
the new technologies;

Transocean has continued to engage with numerous recognized design companies
and component manufacturers from other industries such as aerospace and
automotive as well as from within the oil and gas services segment.

iv. Research the effectiveness of these technologies;
TIG has continued its field research and completed trade studies that support a
number of concepts that address findings from a previous detailed statistical causal
analysis on Transocean’s BOP performance.  The Systems Engineering plan has
matured through concept development to the systems development phase.

v. Where appropriate, propose for testing or piloting promising technologies;
The development program is designed to deliver a Pilot System that has been fully
tested as far as reasonably practicable onshore and ready to be installed on a BOP
in less than three years from the start of the development program.  Transocean
has completed a concept/prototype testing program for a number of components
and subsystems.

vi. Where appropriate, evaluate tested or piloted technologies based on
feasibility testing procedures and economic evaluation procedures;
The program continues the evaluation of technology and feasibility testing
strategy, which is based on employing a Technology Selection Process that
identifies technologies with proven high readiness levels from industrial
environments and proves the concepts for each major technology group relating to
regulatory compliance and the subsea environmental conditions.
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Subsea field verification is planned following the first installation onto an existing 
BOP.  Transocean, and its development partner Shell, have completed a number of 
engagement sessions with BSEE in 2015 to discuss the system concepts and 
testing, demonstration and qualification procedures. 

vii. Evaluate and account for how funds were spent during the prior calendar
year and how the projects are progressing;
TIG 2015 spend was $14.4MM, which accounts for personnel costs and those
associated with continued project trade studies, analysis and design development
and testing.

viii. Budget and set goals for the coming year;
TIG’s goal is to augment safety, reliability and performance of all Transocean
business activities by creating products and service that will support operational
goals through:

• Technology Intelligence;
• Continual Causal Analysis;
• Reliability Studies; and
• Product Development Activities.

Transocean intends to pursue a manufacturing arrangement to build, qualify, deploy 
and field test the Pilot system and has formulated an appropriate budget to address 
system development through 2016. 

c. Were obligations timely met?  This obligation was timely met.

d. Did measures taken comply with obligation?  The measures taken by Transocean fully
met the requirements of this obligation.  

C.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This Annual report describes Transocean’s Consent Decree compliance obligation required of 
Transocean’s Technology and Innovation Group in 2015.  

Based on the above, Transocean is in full compliance with such obligation and Transocean 
remains committed to such compliance throughout the term of the settlement.    
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Appendix 21.a. - 2015 Annual Report 

21.a. Transparency – Responsibility for Consent Decree Compliance 
Introduction. 

To ensure full compliance with the specific requirements of this Section, along with the 
requirements of Section 23.a. Transocean’s subsidiary, Transocean Offshore Deepwater 
Drilling Inc. (“TODDI”), formed the HSE committee. As required, during 2015, the HSE 
Committee:  

· Met on a quarterly basis;

· Provided a quarterly compliance report to the Boards of TODDI and Transocean Ltd.

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that the Quarterly Compliance 
Reports were provided to the required Boards (through their respective HSE Committees), 
please see the compliance statement by the Transocean Senior Vice President and General 
Counsel included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation Certification. 
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Appendix 21.b. - 2015 Annual Report 

21.b. Transparency – Public Web Site. 

Transocean maintains a public web site on the internet – www.deepwater.com – which is 
available to the public free of charge.  To ensure full compliance throughout the term of the 
Consent Decree and related Performance Plan, Sections 14.b and 21.b, as well as to comply 
with the requirements of the Consent Decree definition of “Public Web Site,” the “U.S. 
Consent Decree Compliance” page was added to this Site.  The Compliance page is readily 
searchable by traditional internet and website means and content can be downloaded. 

During 2015, Transocean complied with the posting requirements by April 2, 2015 as follows: 

2015 - Documents Posted to Public Web Site by April 2 
Information Required to be Posted Status of Posting 

Lessons Learned (remained posted from 2014) Posted 
Summary progress report of compliance with the Consent Decree Posted 
Summaries of lost time incidents, hydrocarbon spills and volume (including oil 
spills that reach the Waters of the United States) Posted 

List of all incidents of Transocean’s non-compliance with the Consent Decree Posted 
Report of employee training and competence for OIM, Senior Toolpusher, 
Toolpusher and Driller Posted 

All items submitted to the United States under the Consent Decree and 
Performance Plan Posted 
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Appendix 21.c. - 2015 Annual Report 

 (See reference to Attachment below)

21.c. Transparency – National Response Resource Inventory. 

In the normal course of business, Transocean maintains certain well control and spill response 
equipment on each rig as well as in a warehouse onshore.  Each rig provided a list of the 
equipment on the rig as of the date the list was submitted to the United States.  Also, the 
warehouse provided a list of all such equipment in the warehouse as of the date the list was 
submitted.   

Attachment 21.c. is a copy of the email from Transocean to the various government agencies, 
evidencing Transocean’s submission of these lists to the United States as required under the 
Consent Decree and Performance Plan (specific email addresses have been redacted). 
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From: TRANSOCEANSUBMISSIONS@DEEPWATER.COM
To: "deepwater.horizon@usdoj.gov"; 

Cc:

Subject: Transocean Submission under Consent Decree Performance Plan-MDL No. 2179
Date: Thursday, April 02, 2015 9:55:00 AM

SUBMISSION AND  INVITATION (See Additional Notes Below)

For this electronic submission, Transocean has uploaded the documents on the TRANSOCEAN MACONDO
SUBMISSION WEBSITE.

As a reminder, to access the Site, click on:

  There you will find the library of Performance
Plan Submission documents organized by Consent Decree Paragraph No. and Submission Date (the
Submission Date appears once the Consent Decree Paragraph No. is clicked).  Documents can be
downloaded and/or printed. 

The documents are listed using their Document Name which includes the Consent Decree Paragraph No.
and Submission Date. 

Consent Decree
Paragraph

Performance Plan
Paragraph

Document Name

15.d.1-2
15.d.3

2.b 15.d.1(CD)  Well  Control  Personnel  and  15.d.3(CD)
Designated Employees 01.30.15 (unredacted)

15.d.1-2
15.d.3

2.b 15.d.1(CD)  Well  Control  Personnel  and  15.d.3(CD)
Designated Employees 01.30.15 (marked)

14.c 2.a Discussion  of  15.d.1(CD)  Well  Control  Personnel  and
15.d.3(CD) Designated Employees 01.30.15

15.d.4 2.b 15.d.4 Q2 2015 Schedule of Training Courses
15.d.5 2.b 15.d.5  (CD)  List  of  CAMS  Employees  01.30.2015

(unredacted)
15.d.5 2.b 15.d.5  (CD)  List  of  CAMS  Employees  01.30.2015

(marked)
14.c 2.a 14.c Discussion of 15.d.5 (CD) List of CAMS Employees

01.30.2015
18. 2.b 18(CD)-Oil  Spill  Response  Contact  Information-

04.02.15 (unredacted)
18 2.b 18(CD)-Oil  Spill  Response  Contact  Information-

04.02.15 (marked)
14.c 2.a 14.c  Discussion  of  18(CD)-Oil  Spill  Response Contact

Information-04.02.15
18. 2.b 18  (CD)  DWC  Emergency  Response  Manual 03.31.15

(unredacted)
18. 2.b 18  (CD)  DWC  Emergency  Response  Manual 03.31.15

(marked)
18. 2.b 18  (CD)  DWC  ERM    03.31.15  Document Revision

Notice-04.01.15
18. 2.b 18. (CD)  DDS  Emergency  Response  Manual 03.03.15

(unredacted)
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18. 2.b 18. (CD)  DDS  Emergency  Response  Manual 03.03.15
(marked)

18. 2.b 18. (CD) DDS ERM 03.03.15 Document Revision Notice-
04.01.15

21.c 2.b 21.c  (CD)-List  of  Well  Control  and  Spill  Response
Equipment-Rigs-03.25.2015

21.c 2.b 21.c  (CD)-List  of  Well  Control  and  Spill  Response
Equipment-Supply Base-03.25.2015

Pursuant to Consent Decree Paragraph 14.c, any document which Transocean believes is protected from
public disclosure has been identified as “Confidential.”

ADDITIONAL NOTES
This communication is Transocean’s invitation for you to participate in any of the scheduled courses
listed on 15.d.4-Q2 2015 Schedule of Training Courses.  If you would like to participate, please send an
email to MACONDOOBLIGATIONSTEAM@deepwater.com as soon as possible as the classes may begin to
fill up.

Pursuant to Paragraph 24 of the Consent Decree, Transocean respectfully requests that the United States
review and approve the following documents:

-          DWC Emergency Response Manual 03.03.15 (unredacted); and
-          DDS Emergency Response Manual 03.03.15 (unredacted)

CONTACT FOR FOLLOW-UP
Please feel free to contact me or  if you have any questions or
concerns. 

Kind regards,
Mike Munro
Vice President, Deputy General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer
Transocean 
4 Greenway Plaza 
Houston, TX  77046

“Legal Compliance and Ethics (LCE), EVERYWHERE . . . EVERY DAY”
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Appendix 23.a. - 2015 Annual Report 

23.a. Process Safety – Transocean Offshore Deepwater Drilling Inc. Health, Safety and 
Environmental Board. 

To ensure full compliance with the specific requirements of this Section, along with the 
requirements of Section 21.a, Transocean’s subsidiary, Transocean Offshore Deepwater Drilling 
Inc. (“TODDI”), formed the HSE committee.  Throughout 2015, the HSE Committee met 
quarterly and provided written reports to the Board of both TODDI and Transocean Ltd.  In each 
quarterly meeting, discussions covered subjects relevant to process safety, including BOP 
testing and maintenance, training and Well Control.  

Regarding the requirement to provide documentation showing that for the prior calendar year the 
HSE Committee reported its findings and recommendations quarterly to TODDI’s and 
Transocean Ltd.’s Board of Directors, please see the compliance statement by the Transocean 
Senior Vice President and General Counsel included in Appendix: Officer’s Obligation 
Certification. 
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Appendix 32. - 2015 Annual Report 

32. Incidents of Non-compliance.

The Consent Decree and Performance Plan contain hundreds of individual obligations that 
Transocean must comply with either on a one-time or ongoing basis. The following is a list of non-
compliances identified in 2015. Most of the issues were timing-related where the obligation was 
complied with but there was a mistake that caused a report, a submission or an action to be completed 
a few days late. A couple of other issues involved miscommunication or misinterpretation of the 
obligation by Transocean representatives. In all cases, immediate and effective remedial actions were 
taken.   

2015 Non-Compliances 
ISSUE LIKELY CAUSE REMEDIAL ACTION 

1. Pubic Website Posting
Transocean is required to post to the public 
website, no later than April 2 of each year, a 
number of documents, including a list of all oil 
spills that reach waters of the United States 
summarizing hydrocarbon spills and volume. The 
report was timely posted on April 2, 2015.  
Subsequently, the Obligations Team realized that 
the report posted was an earlier draft of the report 
that was maintained on the hard drive of an 
Obligations Team member that did not include 
eight (8) spills.  The correct version for 2014 was 
immediately posted. In reviewing the 2013 report 
posted to confirm that it was accurate, there were 
several minor issues identified such as the 
exclusion of several very small spills because only 
spills to the second decimal point were viewed  and 
certain spills were not reported if there was an 
indication that a small release in the moon pool was 
skimmed up.   

The cause was a misunderstanding 
of the reporting capabilities of the 
system coupled with an oversight on 
the part of the Obligations Team. 

The Obligations Team immediately 
posted updated, corrected versions of 
the 2013 and 2014 reports. All future 
reports will include a review of any 
spill, even those to the lowest 
decimal points, as was the case for 
the 2014 report. In addition, all 
reports and information relating to 
our compliance efforts, including 
working drafts, will always be 
maintained and clearly identified on 
our Team Folders. No Obligations 
Team member will use their hard 
drive to store documents.  

2. Quarterly Schedule of Training Classes
Transocean is required to submit the schedule of 
training classes at the Houston Training Center and 
invite the United States to participate. This is to be 
submitted quarterly, within ten (10) days after the 
last day of March, June, September, and December 
of each year. The training schedule under the 
Section was due on July 10, 2015, a Friday.   
However, the submission was not made until the 
following Monday, July 13.  

The cause was an oversight on the 
part of a member of the Obligations 
Team. 

The Obligations Team has 
implemented a more formalized 
process to ensure that all due dates, 
in particular recurring periodic due 
dates, have been placed on the 
Macondo Obligations Team Outlook 
calendar in addition to the detailed 
Obligations Tracking Chart where 
all obligations are tracked. 
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ISSUE LIKELY CAUSE REMEDIAL ACTION 
3. Weekly Emergency Response Drills
Each rig is required to conduct a weekly 
Emergency Response drill as defined in the 
Performance Plan.  During a periodic internal audit 
of compliance, it was discovered that one rig, 
although it had conducted eleven (11) other types 
of drills in that week. 

Certain rig personnel had a 
misunderstanding of the obligation 
and followed what they believed to 
be required.  
 

A reminder from the Vice President 
of Operations West was sent to all 
Operations personnel, and 
specifically to each Rig Manager, 
that reminded everyone of this 
Weekly Emergency Drill obligation, 
and again explained what is required 
to have a qualifying drill under this 
obligation. 

4. BOP Certifications
Transocean is required to submit a BOP 
certification prior to the time of initial deployment 
of a BOP on a well operation. A Rig Manager 
believed that he timely submitted the certification 
to the Macondo Team member’s mailbox late on a 
Friday, but his computer was not connected to the 
network. On the following Monday morning, he 
realized the error and immediately sent it in.  The 
certification was therefore submitted to the United 
States one (1) day late. 

The cause was due to an error on the 
part of the Rig Manager not noticing 
the email did not send.  

During Operations Meetings and 
individual discussions, Rig 
Managers were reminded to confirm 
that these important submissions are 
sent. Also, if a certification is to be 
sent outside of normal business 
hours, a text message or call directly 
to one of the Macondo Team 
members is now required at the time 
the email is sent.    

5. Confidentiality
Throughout the term of the Performance Plan, 
Transocean has fully complied with the 
requirements of 14.c in each instance where a 
document was deemed confidential. During 2014 
and in early 2015, Transocean submitted 
documents for fourteen (14) separate rigs, 
including a MAHRA, Tank Vessel Response Plan, 
Emergency Response Plan and a proposed 
Communications Appendix. For each of the 
fourteen (14) separate rigs, an accompanying 
“marked” submission was made along with a 
supporting 14.c Discussion document. On May 14, 
2015, when these specific documents were 
submitted relating to the Deepwater Asgard 
(DGD), the marked version was included but a 
supporting 14.c document was not included.    

The cause was an oversight on the 
part of the Obligations Team. 

This supporting 14.c documentation 
was immediately uploaded to the 
Submissions SharePoint site and an 
appropriate formal submission was 
made. The Obligations Team has 
discussed this oversight and 
determined a review of each 
submission, however routine, will be 
made by another member of the 
Team prior to submission. In 
addition, to ensure we are following 
previous successful submissions, 
new submissions will be compared 
to previous submissions to ensure 
consistency in content and in 
supporting documentation.  

6. Assignment of ERT Team Members
Per the Performance Plan, Transocean is required to 
notify a new member of the ERT of the oil spill 
training curriculum and assign that training 
“immediately.” In June 2015, the Vice President of 
Human Resources was appointed to the newly 
created position of Senior Vice President of 
Operations Integrity and HSE. The new Senior Vice 
President of Operations Integrity and HSE (New 
Senior Vice President) would qualify as a member 
of the ERT, but he was not notified of and assigned 
his oil spill training obligation until September 14, 
2015. The delayed assignment of the training and 
notification was due to an oversight by the 
Obligations Team member assigned to follow this 
obligation and ensure compliance.  The Obligations 
Team member realized the non-compliance during a 
conference call with the Independent Auditor early 
October.  

The cause was an oversight on the 
part of the Obligations Team. 

To meet the immediate notification 
and assignment requirement (the 
only such requirement under the 
Consent Decree), a new process has 
been put in place whereby the 
Macondo Obligations team will be 
promptly notified by HR when any 
change to an Emergency Response 
Team position occurs, for any reason. 
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Appendix: Officer’s Obligations Certification 

Based on my inquiry of the person(s) responsible for the obligation, the person(s) 
responsible to gather the information relating to the obligation, and/or relevant 
documentation, I certify under penalty of law that the below Certification Statements 
for 2015 are complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

15.d.1&2 Certification 
Well Control Competency Assessments 

Compliance Statement: 
Transocean personnel who are considered Well Control Personnel are all compliant with 
the training program schedule identified in the Well Control Competency Assessment Plan. 

15.d.3 Certification 
Training (Designated Persons 40 hours) 

Compliance Statement: 
During the prior calendar year, all Designated Employees have completed at least 40 
hours of training regarding OCS well control operations; principles of process safety; 
or risk management. 

15.d.5&6 Certification 
Competence Assessment Management System (“CAMS”) 
Competence Assessment Program (“CAP”) 

Compliance Statement: 
Transocean personnel who are CAMS Employees have received the correct training for 
their positions as described in Appendix 15.d.5&6. 

15.d.7&8 Certification 
Operational Alerts 

Compliance Statement: 
OIMs have confirmed receipt of all Operational Alerts and implemented required actions. 

16.a &b. Certification
Oil Spill Training 

Compliance Statement: 
All ERT members completed the required ERT Training Curriculum as described in 
Appendix 16.a&b. 
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17.c. Certification 
Operator Table-top Exercises 

Compliance Statement: 
Transocean requested and participated in or observed all Table-top Exercises for which the 
Operator requested its presence. 

17.e. Certification 
Coordinate with Operators 

Compliance Statement: 
Transocean informed all Operators of the requirement to invite the USCG, BSEE, and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) to participate in internal training exercises. 

19.b. Certification 
Alarm System Safety 

Compliance Statement: 
Transocean maintains an up-to-date status of records of inhibits made to fire and gas alarm 
systems aboard Transocean rigs and this information is maintained both on the rig and in 
a Transocean onshore database located in the United States. 

21.a. Certification 
Responsibility For Consent Decree Compliance 

Compliance Statement: 
Quarterly Compliance Reports were provided to TODDI’s and Transocean Ltd.’s Board of 
Directors  (through their respective HSE Committees). 

23.a. Certification 
Transocean Offshore Deepwater Drilling Inc.  Health, Safety and 
Environmental Board – Process Safety 
Compliance Statement: 
The HSE Committee reported its findings and recommendations quarterly to TODDI’s and 
Transocean Ltd.’s Board of Directors. 
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c-r:.· 
~ Transocean 

This Certification is intended to meet the Performance Plan Requirements relating to 
ce1tain documentation required under the Sections referenced above. 

I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the 
possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 
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